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VII

F O R E W O R D

The Specialists' Meeting on Systems and Methods for Aiding Nuclear
Power Plant Operators during Normal and Abnormal Conditions was
sponsored by the IAEA International Working Group on Nuclear Power
Plant Control and Instrumentation, supported by the Hungarian
Atomic Energy Committee, organized in co-operation with and hosted
by the Central Research Institute for Physics and was held in
Balatonaliga from 4-6 October 1983.

There was a half-day visit to the first Hungarian Nuclear Power
Station at Paks.

The meeting clearly showed that the rapid development of the com-
puterized operator support systems is one of the most significant
features in the rapid development of modern plant control systems.
It recognized that plant efficiency in general depends to a great
extent on better surveillance methods and sophisticated but reli-
able instrumentation.

The meeting showed the main trends in the ongoing development of
disturbance analysis systems. There now, however, appear to be a
need to work on methodologies for the verification of the ap-
plicability of such systems. Plant simulators would have a use
in this context.

More extensive use of computers undoubtedly has positive features,
but also brings certain new problems such as acceptance by the
operators and licensing by the regulatory authorities. The basic
requirements are that control systems should retain simplicity
and still be capable to display clear and concise information,
particularly in abnormal conditions. These are conflicting re-
quirements and also evoke the problem of man-machine communica-
tion.

The interest in all above specific problems was demonstrated both
through presentation of a large number of papers and through
active discussions following the presentations.

These proceedings which include 27 papers and summaries of
sessions should be specially interesting for specialists involved
in the design, operation and maintenance of operator support sys-
tems .

The Agency is grateful to the Chairlady of the meeting,
Mrs. L. Burger, and the chairmen of the technical sessions for
their assistance in drawing the programme of the meeting and for
their competent guidance in the discussions.

The Agency expresses its sincere gratitude to the Government of
Hungary for placing excellent conference facilities at the dis-
posal of the participants and also for the organization of the
visit to the Paks Nuclear Power Plant.
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OPENING ADDRESSES

G. SITNIKOV

International Atomic Energy Agency

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am glad to welcome you to this Specialists' Meeting on Systems and Methods
for Aiding Operators during Normal and Abnormal Conditions.

As you know, Che Meeting is sponsored by the IAEA and has been prepared and
convened with the full support and assistance of the Central Research In-
stitute for Physics, of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

It is a pleasure for me to express our deepest gratitude to the government
and authorities of Hungary for the offer to host the meeting and for all
arrangements which have been made to ensure a productive and successful
meeting. The TMI accident made it very clear that too little attention had
been paid in the past to the communication of operators with the machines
under rapidly changing and even apparently contradictory circumstances of an
accident. A big volume of information presented in an unorganized and un-
digested manner involves a potential risk for improper action by the operating
personnel.

A number of developments have been achieved in nuclear power plant control
systems - since the TMI accident.

Increased use of computers has provided a good tool for supervising and con-
trolling plant operation. Essential progress has been achieved in operator
support systems. Plant disturbance analyses and plant diagnostics are present
major objectives in this development. The introduction of microprocessors in
protection systems also makes it easier to implement "defence-in-depth"
strategies which give better assurance of correct system responses and also
prevent unnecessary reactor trips, thus improving the plant availability.
Very much attention is now being paid to the problem of man-machine interface,
both in normal plant operation and in possible accident situations.

This meeting is the logical continuation of the work carried out by the IAEA
International Working Group on Control and Instrumentation for Nuclear Power
Plants in the area of co-ordination of attempts to increase safety and
reliability of nuclear power plants.

We can recall other meetings organized by our Working Group in an attempt to
facilitate the solution of the above problems. There were meetings on
"Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Design" (USA, 1975), "Use of Computers for
Protection Systems and Automatic Control" (Federal Republic of Germany, 1976)
and "Procedures and Systems for Assisting an Operator during Normal and
Anomalous Nuclear Plant Operation Situations" (Federal Republic of Germany,
1979). The last meeting in this list was the most impressive, both in the
number of participants - more than 200 - and in the number of papers - 46.



Many participants who are now present attended the previous meetings, organ-
ized by the IAEA. Your continuing interest in the problem of how to assist an
operator, both in normal and accidental situations, shows the importance o!
the problem and that a meeting on this subject is timely.

As you may see in the programme., many papers are devoted to the design and
operating experience of Disturbance Analysis Systems. These systems increas-
ingly use computers, making it possible to draw on a large number of plnnt
data and to decrease data processing time. A wide variety of planned disturb-
ances needs the incorporation of a new basic methodology into the disturbance
analysis system, which should operate in real-time and present results within
the time frame of the disturbance, so that the operator can make corrective
action. The existing systems are already capable of analysing disturbances
based upon a pre-established plant model stored in a data base. As soon as-, a
system detects off-normal signals analyses are initiated. The system is
programmed to determine the nature, cause, consequence and possible corrective
actions. Another problem to be discussed here is the one of human factors to
be considered in control room design. The problem itself is not new, but new
is the incorporation of computers in the various systems and the increased
use of colour cathode ray tubes essentially changes the design of modern con-
trol rooms. The first results that have been obtained in this field seem to
be promising for the introduction of new technology and methods in the very
important area of man-machine communication. But we still need more experience
to answer the question how the control room will look in the future.

This Specialists' Meeting is one of many organized by the IAEA as a means for
information exchange among those most concerned about reactor safety and
reliability of nuclear power plant control systems.

The subject at this meeting, the assistance to operators in various modes of.
plant operation, seems to be a topic, of particular significance. If needed
and desired the Agency could encourage further activities in this field and
more actively support international co-operation in this matter. Tt would hi?
interesting to have your views on such activities,

I wish you a successful and productive meeting.
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L. CZIBOLYA

Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Hungarian National Atomic Energy Commission I would like to
greet every foreign and Hungarian participants of this meeting which has on
its agenda the discussion of systems and methods for aiding nuclear power
plant operators during normal and abnormal conditions.

This specialists' meeting is organized by the International Atomic Energy
Agency with the devoted assistance of the Central Research Institute for
Physics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and is sponsored by the Hungarian
National Atomic Energy Commission.

By deciding to become sponsor of the meeting the Hungarian National Atomic
Energy Commission expressed its firm belief that the safety of nuclear power
plants is a mutually important issue for all the countries and the scientists
working in whichever part of the world being responsible for the improving of
that safety.

In our country the nuclear safety related research has been initiated and
supported by the government, bearing in mind the first Hungarian nuclear
power plant at Paks. It will consist of four reactor units and its full
capacity will reach 1760 electric megawatts. Therefore, the subject of this
conference will be related from time to time also to our national research
program.

The commissioning of the first unit of Paks nuclear power plant lent special
importance to research activities aiming at the increase of operational
safety. We consider them to be very important also because they help to
maintain tue favourable public image of nuclear power plants prevailing in
Hungary. According to our opinion the best argument for nuclear energy is a
good safety record.

Safety research can be very expensive, and require a lot of manpower, so it
is a real challenge even for big industrial countries. Being a small country,
we are trying to make the best use of IAEA policy to promote international
cooperation and exchange of experience in this field. It is matter of give
and take, Hungarian specialists also add them our contribution to the success
of this activity. I have therefore good reasons to hope that this workshop
will be useful for all participants.

Ladies and Gentlemen!

We are happy that this meeting has been organized in Hungary and we wish to
our foreign participants to enjoy their stay in Hungary and after returning
home will remember Hungary as a gay country, where they have spent some not
only busy, but also nice days.

Thank you for your attention.
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Z. GYIMESI

Central Research Institute £or Physics
Director of Atomic Energy Research Institute

Budapest

Ladies and Gentlemen,,

I would like cordially welcome you in my own name and in the name of the
Nuclear Energy Research Institute of the Hungarian Central Research Institute
for Physics, which have shouldered this time the role of host on this
Specialists' Meeting. We are really very glad to receive the experts of the
IAEA-NPPCI for the first time - but I hope, in the future on several occasions
again - here in Hungary. In Hungary, which country up to the present has con-
tributed to appease the world's and its own energy hunger only in a small
part; only the first 440 MW power unit is operating in our nuclear power plant
having four blocks, - but our research work on the field of nuclear energy has
already a two decade long tradition. This is proved by the fact, that we are
participating in the work of the NPPCI working group through our representa-
tive and by contractual works since one and a half decade, our activities were
so far in one part theoretical researches, on the other part they were group-
ped around our research reactors. Now we start to use our experiences in the
environment of a nuclear power plant, which of course causes us many new,
different problems. As well as we have no experiences in operating a nuclear
power plant, it will be very instructive for us to listen to the best expeTts
of the world - this time here, at home, in Balatonaliga - about the systems
and methods supporting the operators in normal and abnormal conditions applied
in those countries, which have already significant amount of experiences in
this field.

The last Specialists' Meeting of this research field was in Munnich, 1979.
Since that time the world has drawn the lessons of the TMI accident, and did
a lot of things to avoid similar cases in the future. Besides, computer'tech-
nique has continued its rapid development, and the experts of nuclear energy
also were not slow in employing it for their own purposes. The progression in
the research field to study the human being as the most important part of a
control system was also significant, and this has contributed very much to
form the conception, how we can create the environment, which is the most
acceptable for human, which are the most powerful helps in his work. And at
last, this is the farthest goal of our researches, to form the environment of
humanity so, that life becomes safe, and work becomes- easy not only in tht
control rooms, but out of them as well. '

, t

I wish all of you to benefit the maximum from the common work which will be
done here, on the shore of the "Hungarian see". And I wish a mild weather, a
beantiful indián summer also, to enjoy this wonderful surroundings.



Session I.

HUMAN ENGINEERING



SUMMARY OF SESSION I
Chairman: H. Roggenbauer

In my session we had 4 interesting papers. The first one was giving a good
overview about the activities in the field of Human Engineering in Finland
and in Scandinavia as a whole.

The second paper was highlighting aspects from a more practical point of view.
Especially the introduction of SPDS-systems in NPPs in Belgium was interesting
to hear.

Another paper from Finland was presenting an alarm-reduction system.

Finally the last paper from Japan was dealing with the development of a com-
puter based advanced control room considering the human engineering aspect.
Guidelines have been establihed.

In essence two main aspects can be seen and extracted for discussion from these
presentations:

1. The problem of acceptance by the operators.

2. The establishment of proper guidelines for the human engineering
considerations.

ad 1. Operator support systems have to be designed such that the user
can rely on it. On the other hand he should not become such dependent
that he forgets to use his knowledge and his common sence when needed.

ad 2. Guidelines with respect to keyboards, display formats, colour,
label, etc. but also with respect to layout of control rooms.



OPERATIONAL SAFETY RELATED HUMAN
ENGINEERING RESEARCH IN FINLAND

by

P. Haapanen, B. Wahlström

Technical Research Centre of Finland
Vuorimiehentie 5, SF-O215O Espoo 15, Finland

Human errors contribute considerable amount to the total
risk of the nuclear power plants as was clearly demon-
strated at the TMI-accident in 1979. This fact was early
recognized in Finland and a comprehensive research pro-
gram established in the second half of the 1970's. The
research is mainly performed at the Technical Research
Centre of Finland (VTT) in close cooperation with util-
ity companies Imatran Voima Oy (IVO) and Teollisuuden
Voima Oy (TVO). This paper gives a short description of
some research projects in this programme.

INTRODUCTION

Human errors contribute considerable amount to the total
risk of the nuclear power plants as was clearly demonstrated
at the TMI-accident in 1979. Various evaluations of the
occured accidents and disturbances show that the share of
human errors may be as high as 30-50 % of the total causes
of occurences. More close scrutiny of these errors further
reveals that human errors are caused by such drawbacks as:

- poor control room design,
- deficiency of procedures,
- inadequate training,
- defects in work organization.

Removal of these deficiencies can remarkably diminish the
human error rate and thus improve the safety and ayailability
of the nuclear power plants. The significance of the human
errors was early recognized in Finland and a comprehensive
research programme established in the second half of the
1970's. The research is mainly performed at the Technical
Research Centre of Finland (VTT) in close and intimate
cooperation with the Finnish utility companies Imatran Voima
Oy (IVO) and Teollisuuden Voima Oy (TVO). Because of the
wide curriculum of subjects to be included in such research
programme and of limited national resources international
cooperation is also urgently needed in order to achieve
practical results. VTT is participating in the cooperative
research work on human engineering aspects between nordic
countries and is also a member of the OECD Halden reactor



project. This paper gives a short description of some
international cooperation as well as national research
projects included in the Finnish programme.

THE NORDIC COOPERATION PROJECT

In 1975 the Nordic Council of Ministers commissioned the
Nordic Liaison Committee for Atomic Energy to submit a
proposal on an enlarged cooperative program on nuclear
safety. An ad hoc committee was established which prepared a
proposal containing six different areas and a total of 35
different subprojects. One of the main program areas was
identified as "Safety aspects in connection with control
room design, operator training and other human factors
items". The program area contained four subprojects considering

- a system and job analysis study,
- control room design,
- human reliability,
- operator training.

The first subproject was a preproject, which provided the
basic understanding of the work situation in a control room
to be used in the other subprojects. The system and job
analysis studies were carried through at the Loviisa 1 and
Oskarshamn 2 nuclear power plants.

The second subproject was addressing present and future
trends in control room design, new types of operator aids
and displays etc. A considerable part of the project was
aimed at developing experimental methods and performing
experiments with proposed concepts.

The third subproject was aimed at obtaining methods to
explain human errors and to use the explanations for risk
assessments.

The last subproject on operator training was considering
general aspects of operator training and especially the use
of simulators for training.

The organizations which participated in the project and
their areas of professional interest was

DK Ristf National Laboratory (operator modelling,
human reliability, interface design)

SF Technical Research Centre of Finland (control and
systems engineering, power plant control simulators,
automation)

N Institute for Energy Technology - OECD Halden
reactor Project (computer and display technology,
man-process interface, control system design)



S National Defence Research Institute, Ergonområd Ab
(task analysis, operator training), Studsvik
Energiteknik Ab (reactor technology and control,
simulators).

The funding for the project was provided by Nordic and
national funds in such a way that when an organization
obtained Nordic money, it at the same time agreed to provide
the same amount from national funds for the benefit of the
project. The total effort spent in the project from 1.9.1977
to 2 0.6.1981 was of the order of 38 person years of qualified
researchers. In addition to the effort directly coordinated
by the steering committee, there was an indirect contribution
of the same order of magnitude in the form of separate
national studies in the same program area /1, 2/.

In 1979 when the project was approaching its end a new ad
hoc committee was appointed with the task to evaluate the
ongoing research program, identify possible new areas where
research would be needed and prepare a detailed plan for a
continuation of the ongoing project. In prepairing the
plans for the program the steering groups for the projects
were consulted. With respect to the human factors field the
TMI incident had clearly indicated the need for research
results and it was therefore no doubt that the project
should be continued. The earlier work as a project constricted
both in funding and time had not been able to pursue all
suggestions which had been brought up. The new project was
thus built up around some of the most important findings of
the previous project.

The main research projects are directed to the following
problem

- human errors outside the control room especially
during maintenance and repair activities (LIT-1),

- human reliability problems within the organization
(LIT-2),

- design methods and computer support during the design
of automation systems (LIT-3.1),

- computerized information presentation and operator
support systems (LIT-3.2),

- experimental validation of operator support systems
(LIT-3.3),

- planning and evaluation of operator training
(LIT-4).

EVALUATION OF METHODS FOR ALARM PRESENTATION AND FILTERING

Alarm systems are used In nuclear power plants to tell the
control room operator that a change in the plant operations
state has occured. The main difficulty in using the alarms
for checking the actions of the operator is that the present
way of realizing the alarm systems implies that several



\

alarms are active also during normal operation. During plant
transients there is usually a torrent of alarms which makes
it extremely likely that the operator misses a new important
alarm.

In the study several different ways of filtering the alarms
were assessed. To get information on the practical implemen-
tation the proposed schemes were programmed at the training
simulator and assessed using four different transients. The
results were clearly showing that it is feasible to use
alarm filtering because the total number of alarms during
the transients could be reduced to a manageable number.
Further investigations aims at implementing the filtering
schemes at the plant /3/.

THE USE OF DIGITAL DISTRIBUTED AUTOMATION SYSTEM IN NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT

New microprocessor based digital distributed automation
systems have been used in the process industry since the
introduction of the first system of that kind the Honeywell
TDC 2000. In Finland one peat fired power plant has been
automated with the Valmet Damatic system and has been running
successfully since the end of 1981. The interesting question
is then to determine if such systems could be applied also
to nuclear power plants, and what sort of difficulties could
rise. That question was addressed in a benchmark study where
a nuclear power plant was automated with such systems. The
results indicate that the concept is feasible. The
communication on the buses seems, however, to be the major
bottle neck and should be tackled carefully in a real project.

TRAINING SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT METHODS

As a part of an inofficial cooperation on International
Evaluation of Operational Practices between American, French,
Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish parties experiments
have been performed at the simulator. The aims for the
experiments were to investigate the feasibility of collecting
human error data' during simulator training. A secondary aim
for the method proposed was to enchance the training by
giving better feedback to the trainees.

The results sofar clearly show the feasibility of the method.
Recorded error frequencies differ from what could be read
from error reports. The explanation for the preliminary
results obtained could be that measurements using the training
simulator give a record of all the errors made and not only
those where the system caught the operator doing an error.
There also seems to be differencies with regard to errors
made which is dependent on the experience of the operators.



EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF A SPDS CONCEPT

It has been widely recognized in the nuclear industry that
in the control rooms of nuclear power plants the man-machine
interface need to enhance the plant operating personnels
making correct and timely control decisions. Such enhancement
will contribute to the safety of the plant through a decreased
probability of human errors. This is particularly important
during those plant conditions which are characterized as
abnormal or unexpected.

One of the proposed solutions to the man-machine interface
problem in nuclear power plants is the installation in the
control room of a system that can provide the operator with
a display of a minimum set of critical plant parameters
defining the safety status of the plant. Such a system was
experimentally validated using the training simulator
during the fall of 1982. The project was a joint effort
between Combustion Engineering Inc., the Halden Reactor
Project, IVO and VTT.

During the validation experiments all the 12 operating crews
of the Loviisa nuclear power plant were operating the
simulator in two different transients in which they had the
critical function monitoring system available in one but not
in the other. The experiments were performed as a part of - -
the normal retraining programme at the simulator. Data was
collected from the experiment using the reporting facilities
of the simulator and the critical function monitoring system,
using video recordings and using structured interviews.

CONTROL ROOM DESIGN REVIEW

The TMI incident brought the attention to the control room
design as a contributing factor for human errors. The TMI
action plan identifies control room design reviews as an
important part of the efforts aimed at increasing the safety
of nuclear power. All the plant constructed since 1979 are
supposed to go through a control room design review before
the operational permit could be obtained. The guidelines for
the control rooms have been stated in NUREG-0700 and the way
of carrying through the design reviews will be defined in
NUREG-0801.

Because it is evident that new American regulations sooner
or later will be influencing the requirements in Finland it
was decided to carry through a pilot review in order to
evaluate the applicability of the NUREG-0700 to the Finnish
situation. The results of the study show that NUREG-0700 is
more directed to an assessment of the details than the
overall functional structure of the control room. The NUREG-
0700 also showed to be specifically oriented towards the
American problems because a large extent of the checklist
was not applicable although the intention of the requirement



was fulfilled. It also seems clear that the checklist could
be further improved by including items which are not touched
on in the present version of the checklist /4/.

VISUAL INFORMATION IN PROCESS OPERATION

The role of process operator and supervisor has changed
along with the changing technology. There is a clear trend
that the process operator has to supervise more interconnected
process units of increasing complexity. The decision of a
process operator have a greater significance in terms of
plant safety, availability, economy, maintainability and
product quality. Decision making requires problem solving
activities at the abstract level of knowledge and deep
understanding of process operation principles. The increasing
automation level also means that the process operator is to
a wider extent faced with process disturbances which he has
never before experienced. During diagnosing of process
anomalies the operator uses together with his knowledge the
basic process information available for him. This emphasizes
need for preprocessing, structuring, ordering and presentation
of the basic information and changing data.

The computer graphics and thus the role of visual information
can have an important role in comprehending the essential
dynamics of the process. Moreover the following general
questions can be raised:
a) How does the interactive display system aid the developing

of the process feeling.
b) How does the interactive display system help to find

ways to conceptualize the process and to understand
complex process interactions.

c) How could computer graphics be used in developing new
alert functions.

d) How could the computer graphics and interactive display
system be used to aid the operator in disturbance
analysis.

e) How to organize display hierarchy according to process
hierarchy and how can the design process transfer goal
hierarchy and process hierarchy to a successfull display
hierarchy.

These questions are addressed partly in the Nordic cooperation
project as well as in a VTT funded project on graphical
information presentation and in several cooperation projects
between VTT and the electric utility companies /5/.

CONCLUSIONS

The interest in the human factors of nuclear power plants
has been experiencing a tremendous increase since the incident
at Three Mile Island in 1979. It is clear that the changing
technology with the advent of cost effective process computers
will cause a change of control room design. An important
example is the inceased automation where, in addition to



simple feed-back control and plant protection, complex
control sequences during plant start up and shut down will
also be automated. This will introduce a change in the role
of the operators where they develop into supervisors instead
of being active process controllers.

At the same time, the problems for system designers change
from typically one-input one-output to multi-input multi-
output displays and controls. This means that the human
factors problems which traditionally has been limited to the
so-called knob and dial ergonomics has to develop to something
new where human information coding and problem solving
strategies also have to be considered. The VDÜ introduced in
the control room also gives new opportunities to combine
information and display selectivity but introduces new
dangers by the sequential nature of the display and the need
to call up particular information. All this means that the
designers have to know explicitly and in detail what the
operators tasks will be in order to benefit from the new
possibilities.

However, the introduction of automation created an additional
burden in that operators will have little or no opportunity -
to get hands on experience in his job. On the other hand,
the high emphasis on the rare disturbance will stress the
importance of providing the operator with suitable: tools
for diagnosing plant events. The experimental validation of
proposed designs where highly skilled operators are responding
to an unfamiliar complex event are also extremely difficult
to carry through.

With respect to the general comments above it seems clear
that additional research in the area is needed. It is,
however, important to establish a working cooperation especially
with the utilities in order to ensure that real and not
academic problems are addressed.
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DISCUSSION

Question; I. Rakitine, USSR

1. What can you say about the use of color CRT displays
on your plant and simulator (may be, in the future?)?

2. What kind of models have you in simulator's software (equa-
tions, or heuristic models)?

Answer:

1. In Loviisa Plant and Simulator there are now only black and
white monitors in use. The process computer and the VDU's
in the control room will be changed after a few years. Color
CRT's will then be used. In Olkiluoto Plant there are color
CRT's (8 colors) in use, but they are not using many colors
to inform operators about alarms etc.

2. Simulation models are based on first principles mathematical
equations.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY
SYSTEMS IN BELGIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

J.J. VAN BINNEBEEK

Association VIMCOTTE -

B- 1180 BRUSSELS - Chaussée de Waterloo,935 - BELGIUM.

The safety parameter display systems designed
for the Belgian nuclear power plants can be
classified into two categories: the first one
put the emphasis upon the interrelationship be-
tween the physical systems in order to make the
accidents diagnostics more straightforward; the
second one gathers the various parameters of the
plant in such a way that it can be easily asses-
sed that the NSAC basic safety objectives are met
during normal or abnormal plant conditions.

INTRODUCTION :

In Belgium all the nuclear power plants have designs which differ somehow,
especially as far as the control room is concerned. The present paper
deals with the SPDS concepts that were proposed for some of them :

- Doel 1/2, a Westinghouse two loop twin 400 MW plant;
- Tihange 1, a Framatorae two train 900 MW plant similar to the
French CP1 plants;

- Doel 3, a Framatome three train 900 MW plant, with a bunkerized
system.

Following TMI the Belgian nuclear power plants were requested to comply
with the philosophy of NUREG 696. According to these guidelines, a Safety
Parameter Display System (SPDS) shall be designed in order to assist
control room personnel in evaluating the safety status of the plant by
providing continuous indications of appropriate plant parameters or deri-
ved variables.

The studies performed by the various units turned out toward SPDS
philosophies and designs which were different, while in general confor-
mance with NUREG 696.

All SPDS insure that the operator must be able to

- detect rapidly that an abnormal situation is developing
- aid to a safe diagnostic of the accident nature;
- have a global view of the situation evolution, so much for the
global plant status.
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Moreover they tend also to monitor the same fundamental NSAC basic
safety objectives :

- Reactivity control
- Heat removal
- Core cooling
- Reactor cooling system (RCS) integrity
- Containment integrity
- Radioactivity control

However as the control room designs and layout, the shift organisation
and, to some extend, the structure of the post accident procedures differ
from plant to plant, various philosophies have emerged. Two basic systems
can be distinguished, differing according to the emphasis placed upon
the way the safety objectives are met: The first one can be called the
"diagnostic desk design" and the second the "Safety objective panel de-
sign".

THE DIAGNOSTIC DESK DESIGN (TIHANGE 1, DOEL 3) :

The first design can be characterized by a rearrangement on a single desk
or panel of parameters otherwise dispersed in the control room, showing
mainly the interconnexions between the physical systems (core, RCS, con-
tainment, ESF). The parameters characterizing the safety objectives are
not labeled as such, but associated with the physical systems on which
they are measured. On the other hand, a few specific parameters proving
the correct operation of the ESF's are also gathered on the SPDS. Actual-
ly that type of SPDS emphasizes the concrete physical relationship be-
tween systems, which in fact corresponds to the mental image the operators
have of their plant. Less insight however is put upon the abstract re-
lationship between parameters which leads to the safety objectives.

The origin of such a solution can actually be found in the way the
diagnostics are performed in the post accident procedures, and to some
lesser extend to the shift crew organisation in upset conditions.
Accordingly the SPDS is used as follows :

After the initiation of a safety injection signal, the whole operation
crew is recalled in the control room. After having verified that the
automatic actuation of the ESF's is operating appropriately, a diagnostic
is performed, normally by the shift supervisor, from the SPDS desk, using
the postaccident diagnostic flow-chart.

In the present state of the procedures, the diagnostic flow-chart com-
pares various measured variables in the primary and secondary systems, as
well as in the containment. The SPDS desk has been designed in such a way
that all the above comparisons should be easily carried out. In particular
all the variables to be compared are recorded close to each other (same
recorder or nearby recorders); all the recorders have the same time basis
and should be point recorders in order to avoid pen offsets.
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In order to avoid confusion, only one measure in a redundant set is dis-
played, the measure being choosen by the operator via a selector. On the
other hand, the diagnostic is made easier by displaying the initiating
event of the safety injection signal (Tihange I SPDS). Finally special
malfunctions of ESF's can be detected by overall alarms (ex: pressurizer
discharge default, Tihange I SPDS) or some "quality parameters" (ex:
inlet and outlet temperatures in the containment spray heat exchanger,
Tihange 1 SPDS).

It should be mentionned that most of the variables of categories A,B,
and some of categories C,D according to R.G. 1.97 are displayed on
the SPDS.

The SPDS of Tihange 1, as well as the OTSC desk, is shown in figure 1.
It must be emphasized upon the importance taken by the synoptical arran-
gement of the various parameters, displayed so as to fit the idea the
operators have of their plant. A very similar panel is provided for
Doel 3, but it takes into account the three train structure of that unit.
A schematic of the Doel 3 panel is shown in figure 2.

Due to the relatively complete set of parameters displayed on the SPDS
panel and to the easily understandable organisation of those parameters,
a panel similar to the SPDS one is to be placed in the Onsite Technical
Support Center (OTSC). Let us mention however that, in Belgium, the OTSC
is more like a command center inside the unit than some reflexion place
for people from inside or outside the unit.

THE SAFETY OBJECTIVE DESIGN (DOEL 1/2) :

The second design can be characterized by the display of some set of
parameters or alarms, normally preexistant in the control room, which
are put together on vertical panels so that the correct realisation of
or any deviation from the basic safety objectives can easily be assessed.
Such sets of parameters define the safety status of the plant. The inter-
connections between the various physical systems are not represented.

Most of the displayed variables exist elsewhere in the control room where
they are usually recorded. On the SPDS however, they are displayed and
recorded. Their display intends to point out normal, abnormal and limit
zones for their ranges. In a few cases, special representations are used
to the approach of limiting conditions (ex : pressure-temperature x-y
diagram for the core; see Fig.4.)

It should be noted that no direct determination of the correct behaviour
of the ESF is shown. This aspect (which corresponds to variables of cate-
gories C/D of R.G. 1.97) is left for a special control panel in the
control room of Doel 1/2 : this panel already gathers all the ESF's
common to both twin units.

The Doel 1/2 shift crew organisation provides, besides the shift super-
visor, an operator per unit and a third operator for the coranon ESF panel.
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In case of accident, the operator of the affected unit and the common
panel operator verify the correct operation of the automatisms and begin
the diagnostic when possible. The shift supervisor can easily assess
which safety objectives are concerned by the event and examine how the
situation can be corrected from normal control room desks.

The project of the Doel 1/2 SPDS panels is shown in figure 3, and a
detailed example in fig.4. The minimum PWR safety panel parameter set
is recalled in table 1.

TABLE 1 - MINIMUM PWR SAFETY PANEL PARAMETER SET (from NSAC-34) :

I. Reactivity Control
A. Power Range
B. Intermediate Range
C. Source Range

II. Reactor Core Heat Removal
A. Pressurizer level
B. Primary System Pressure
C. Hot Leg or Core exist Thermocouple Temperature
D. Cold Leg Temperature
E. Saturation Pressure
F. Saturation Temperature

III. Secondary Heat Removal
A. Steatn Generator Level
B. Steam Generator Pressure
C. Feedwater Flow

IV. Primary Coolant Inventory
A. Pressurizer Level
B. Core Exit Thermocouple Temperature
C. Containment Sump Level
D. Containment Temperature

V. Containment Integrity
A. Containment Pressure
B. Containment Temperature
C. Containment Dome Radiation Monitor
D. Condenser Air Ejector Radiation Monitor
E. Station Vent Radiation Monitor

As easily noticed, such a SPDS may be an appropriate facility to-antici-
pate any degraded situation by giving an early alarm when some safety
objective approaches an unacceptable limiting condition.
Another advantage of this design is that its panel will be integrated into
the control room and may be used during normal operations. On the other
hand, the system by itself has the drawback not to give enough informa-
tion for the OTSC function. Accordingly information mean should be pro-
vided in that center.
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CONCLUSION :

The Belgian nuclear power plants are diverse in design, in particular
in the design of their control rooms, and in the organisation of their
shift crews. Accordingly each nuclear power plant tends to design its
SPDS in order to minimize the defaults of its control room and in a
manner fitting its shift organisation. This explains why so different
SPDS designs have been implemented.
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DISCUSSION

Question: J. Valkó, Hungary

1. Is there any independent, additional instrumentation serving the SPDS?

2. Do you operate a training simulator in Belgium that is capable o£
testing the SPDS by simulated accidents and, if you have such
simulator, have you performed such tests?

3. Is it correct that the Onsite Technical Support Centre acts as
headquarters for emergency operations where the most important in-
formation are wired in and displayed?

Answer:

1. No, only a different presentation.

2. Presently the only simulator operating in Belgium is a basic principle
simulator at Thange. This simulator is capable of simulating accident,
but, by its own limitation concerning the simulation of the control
room, it is unable to test the SPDS itself. The only element which
could be tested is the diagnostic procedure.

3. Yes, it acts as headquarters with the purpose to fight the accident
from inside the unit. Another headquarter center is provided at the
site level to deal with the aspects of the accident connected with
the outside of the unit.
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REDUCTION OF ALARM MESSAGES IN

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL ROOM

by

T. Kukko, E. Rinttila, L. Makkonen

Imatran Voima Oy (IVO)
P.O.Box 138, SF-OO1O1 Helsinki 10,

Finland

A universal problem in nuclear power plant
control room operation is the excessive amount
of alarm information at great process disturbances.
IVO has examined possibilities to restrict the
amount of alarms in its Loviisa nuclear power
station. This paper deals with the methods
applied in the examination and the results of it,
which indicate that most alarms occurring in big
transients can be suppressed without losing any
necessary process information.

INTRODUCTION:

The role of the control room and the operators has become
more and more significant in nuclear power plant operation
during recent years. This is because the size and complexity
of power plants have increased and thus led to growing
demands on their surveillance and control. Central objects of
interest have been control room design, man-machine communi-
cation and taking human factors generally into account.

The essential problem related to control room design is simply
how to present only the necessary process information to the
operators. Because of the enormous amount of measurements and
alarms in a nuclear power station (NPS), the plant supervision
system should be able to distinguish which of the occurred
alarms are worth displaying and which are not. This is
possible if the supervision system can evaluate the state of
the process and according to it then decide which alarms are
necessary from the operators point of view. Especially under
a process transient the operator should be provided only with
the essential part of the information getting into the control
room.

The possibilities of reducing the alarm information have been
examined at Loviisa two-unit PWR plant, owned and operated by
Imatran Voima Oy (IVO), using the full-scope training simulator
of the Loviisa plant as a tool. The examination was based on
two disturbances selected from the plant history. The import-
ance of the individual alarms in these cases was analyzed and
the unnecessary alarms were suppressed in the experimental
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simulator runs, which were partly combined with the normal
simulator retraining of the plant operatinq personnel.

PROBLEM OF EXCESSIVE ALARMS IN LOVIISA NPS

In IVO's Loviisa NPS the biggest difficulties in process
information presentation are associated with the computer-
ized alarm system.

The plant computer system includes about 4100 alarm messages,
which are divided into two groups, priorities, according to
their importance to plant safety and availability. All the
alarms are displayed on two CRT-screens (1. and 2. priority)
and on one printer in alphanumeric form. In addition to
alarms the computer generates also 1600 plant state messages.
They are printed on the same printer as the alarms but not
displayed on the CRT. The most important alarms, about 800,
are duplicated in a so-called conventional alarm centre
(indication lamps), which is in the control room desk.

The described alarm presentation principle works well in
normal plant operation and at small disturbances, too. This
is because every change in process state worth alarming is
displayed there and so the operators can concentrate on
following only these videoscreens. At great plant disturb-
ances and other transients, however, the usability of the
described alarm displays decreases due to very large number
of occurring alarms in a short time and to man's deficient
ability of utilizing serial, alphanumeric alarm information.

The operation experience of Loviisa NPS indicates that out
of the alarms occurring in a big process transient only a
minority may be actually significant. Most alarms are normal,
anticipated consequences of the earlier ones. Those alarms
don't require any corrective actions in the control room and
thus, as a matter of fact, they are not alarms at all but
rather status information. In planned process transients,
such as start-up or shut-down, many of those needless alarms
remain in force, although the plant state is fully controlled
and no alarm should occur.

SOLUTION METHOD

A natural method to reduce the amount of alarms in the control
room would be eliminating the needless alarms from display,
especially in plant transients. So the operators would obtain
better possibilities to utilize effectively the remaining
alarm information. That is why the alarm system should know
whether a certain alarm - when becoming active - is worth
displaying or not. In other words, the occurred alarms shall
be displayed conditionally, i.e. according to the state of
the process. The problem is to design and implement this kind
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of facility to an alarm system so that it works effectively
but does not inhibit any valuable information in the control
room.

IVO has examined the possibilities of alarm suppression in
its Loviisa NPS. The computerized alarm system of Loviisa
plant includes a facility of logical alarm inhibition. It
means that for any alarm signal existing in the system a
simple logical (Boolean logic provided with inverters and
delays) expression of other process signals can be con-
structed. According to the state of that expression the
alarm in question will be displayed or suppressed.

Two disturbances once occurred in the Loviisa plant, a
smaller one (primary circulation pump trip) and a bigger
one (main transformer trip followed by one turbine trip)
were used as case transients in applying the alarm logic.
The alarm lists of those transients were analyzed in order
to find out the cause-consequence relations between individ-
ual alarms and state messages. On the basis of this analysis
an alarm logic was developed for each alarm regarded useless
for the operators in that state of process (Figure 2).
Normally this meant simply displaying the initial alarm and
suppressing the consequences. There were, however, many
limitations and exceptions to this trivial rule. Sometimes
it was rather difficult to determine which alarm should be
suppressed and when. The following facts had to be taken
into consideration:

- the importance of an alarm message
general applicability and reliability of the
cause/consequence relation
the information content of an alarm
from the operator's point of view also taking
into account other control room information

- the requested response time of the operator to
an alarm

For the bigger transient case two degrees of alarm reduction
were developed because there were many alarms, whose need-
lessness could not be unambiguously evaluated on paper.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

The full-scale training simulator of the Loviisa plant was
used in validation of the designed alarm logic. The simulator
also includes a replica of the plant computer system. The
idea was to implement the designed alarm logic to the simu-
lator and then to repeat the selected transients at the
simulator. Before that the transients were verified by
simulator runs to ensure that the simulator will function as
the real plant at the examined plant disturbances.
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The purpose of the experimental runs was to get answers to
the following questions:

a) how much will the number of alarms decrease?
b) what kind of alarms should and on the other

hand could the alarm logic be applied to?
c) what should be the desirable degree of alarm

reduction?
d) do the control room operators feel that the

following of the alarms and the usability of
the alarm system have improved?

Both transients were repeated several times at the sjmulator
with and without the influence of the alarm logic in order
to be able to compare these cases with each other. The larger
disturbance was run with both degrees of alarm suppression
to obtain reliable information of proper alarm information
level. In these experimental runs the operators of the
Loviisa plant or simulator instructors acted as simulator
operators, making observations especially of alarm informa-
tion. When running the larger transient the whole control
room crew could be utilized because these experiments were
combined with their annual simulator retraining.

The experimental simulator runs and their analysis indicated
that even more than a half of the occurring alarms can be
logically suppressed at big disturbances in the Loviisa
plant (Figure 3). The operators did not feel having lost
any required process information even when the heavier alarm
reduction was applied.

Suppressed alarms were usually normal consequences or status
information of the progression of the disturbance in plant
subsystems. The operators cannot, however, always remember
all the consequences, which they have to consider in their
operation. On the other hand, at least in Loviisa, the
operators seem to use the consequent alarms as feedback on
the operations or automatic actions. That is why all con-
sequent alarms could not be suppressed because of their
information content or urgency. In any case, when the un-
necessary alarms are eliminated, the operator has better
possibilities to notice and utilize the remaining, really
significant alarms.

The experimental validation by simulator runs showed that
logical alarm suppression has the following benefits in
process disturbances:

following the remaining alarms on the v.ideoscreen
becomes easier and thus improves the identifying
of a disturbance

- operator's attitude to displayed alarms changes
and motivation to follow them improves
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the amount of alarms decreases most of all just
in the first minutes of a sudden, big disturb-
ance (e.g. reactor or turbine trip) when the
frequency of occurring alarms is the greatest
in the Loviisa alarm display system it is
possible/ by means of covering alarm logic, to
make all active alarms go to one page on the
CRT-screen in both priorities (one page = 20
alarms)

Suppression of alarms can give trouble, if there is something
wrong with the process or supervision system and the operator
does not get information of some situation worth alarming.
This possibility can be avoided by

- careful examination of risks in alarm suppression
using only simple alarm logic
testing and validating the logic by a simulator
following the condition of process and super-
vision system

It seems that this kind of alarm suppression based on cause-
consequence principle is applicable to all kinds of process
disturbances and other transients. Also the similarity of
typical and most repeating alarms at different kinds of
disturbances is notable. This property indicates that
general applicability of alarm logic does not depend on the
disturbance. Most important is to be able to choose correctly
the alarms, to which the cause-conseguence relations and the
corresponding alarm logic can be defined clearly.

SUMMARY

A common problem in a nuclear power plant control room is the
excessive and partly needless process information, especially
alarms, that is presented to the operators at big disturbances,
so that they cannot utilize all of it, but most of it can
rather be harmful. Different kinds of solution suggestions,
even very sophisticated ones, have been offered to this
problem.

One simple way to restrict the excessive alarm information is
to logically suppress the unnecessary consequent alarms
according to the state of the process. IVO has made experiments
based on two real disturbances from the Loviisa plant history
in order to examine the possibilities of alarm suppression.
Alarm logic was designed for those transients and validated
by the full-scale training simulator of the Loviisa plant.
The results indicate that out of the alarms occurring at a
big plant disturbance even more than a half can be suppressed
without losing any necessary process information.
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This examination method is suitable for plants already in
operation or for those, which have full-scope simulator,
because plant operation data are assumed to be available.
The principle of logical alarm suppression can be implemented
to an alarm system equipped with data processing capacity
but not so well to so-called conventional alarm systems.

These experiments showed that research and development
activities at NPS training simulator can be combined with
the normal simulator training of the plant operators. During
this R & D project also other very useful information was
obtained associated with the alarm system in general,
control room design and operation, plant control system and
especially with the training simulator.

As a result of the experiments a project for implementing
alarm logic into the Loviisa plant computer system is going
on.



Figure I. Overview of the Loviisa training simuxalor control room, which is similar
to the main control room of the Loviisa plant to
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— Alarm message: PRESSURE P.. LOW {= 1)

T

PUMP 1 ON (= 1)

PUMP 2 ON (= 1)

PUMP 3 ON (= 1)

1
10 sec
delay

OR-gate

AND-gate

1 (alarm is displayed)

0 (alarm is suppressed)

Figure 2. An example of logical suppression of. low-
pressure alarm. The alarm is displayed only,
if at least one of the pumps has been in
operation for 10 seconds or longer.
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Figure 3. Average alarm accumulation in the simulator runs
of the larger transient. The ruled areas indicate the number
of active alarms.
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DISCUSSION

Question: P. Gumley, Canada

1. You stated that "selected transients" were simulated to
validate alarm logic for alarm suppression. What was the
basis for the selection of these transients?

2. Alarm suppression; is it automatic? Do you differentiate
between transients following normal /upset conditions in
the plant and those transients where the operator has an
essential safety role to play in stabilising the plant?

Answer:

1. Main criterias were: -much alarms occur in a short time

- the transients cover different parts
of the plant /e.g. not only a limited
area/

- plant automatics have worked /e.g.
power limiting system, shut-down
automatics and so on/

- the selected transients should be
typical disturbances from the point
of view of the process state and the
occurence of the alarms.

/Only the second - larger - transient satisfied these cri-
terias, i.e. the main transformer trip followed by one
turbine trip. In the smaller transient /one primary circula-
tion pump trip/ the number of alarms was not very big./

2. - The alarm suppression is automatic, /i.e. the computer
calculates continuously the logic expressions and /once
every second/ according to the result of the calculation
the alarm is suppressed or not.

- In principle, no difference is made between different kind
of plant situations. The alarm logic tends to be generally
accepted. In practice, of course, the situation in fast
trips and in planned transients /start-up and shut-down/
is different so that the alarm logic, what is developed on
the basis of fast disturbances, is not enough when thinking
of the needs of e.g. shut-down conditions. But still the
alarm logic design for disturbances can be continuously on
also in every other situations. It only means that those
logical expressions do perhaps not react to the conditions
in the planned transient. /And so they don't have any
effect in these cases./
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Question: Van Binnebeek, Belgium

1. You said that the alarm selection is transient dependent.
What for unexpected transients?

2. An approach would be to define alarm levels dependent
intrinsically on the potential impact of the observed
faults. Did you use such an approach?

Answer:

The propagation of a transient in NPP is very strongly
controlled by the plant controls, automatics and protec-
tion systems. So purely on the basis of these facts we
know many things of the plant dynamic. So we can design
such alarm logic that is clearly independent of the type
of a disturbance, may the disturbance be unexpected or
not! For example, if a pump stops in a pipeline, so it is
quite obvious, that the pressure and the flow after the
pump and the pressure difference over the pump decrease,
may this stopping of the pump be expected or unexpected.
So the possible alarms of these measurement signals can
be suppressed if the pump has stopped (and taking into
account the possible reserve/auxiliary pumps).

No! Our philosophy is to design generally accepted,
cause-consequence - based, primary alarm - consequence
alarm relations. When that consequence alarm is very
obvious from the operators point of view, and so regarded
useless to display, the displaying of it is logically tied
to the primary event. Whenever this primary event occurs,
the useless consequence alarms are suppressed from the
display. Afterwards they are normally displayed when
becoming active, of course.
So we don't define in advance any expected alarm levels
according the defaults occured.

Question: E. Végh, Hungary

1. What was the criterium of heavy and light alarm suppressions?

Answer:

In heavy alarm suppression all those alarms were suppressed
which could in some way or another, be considered useless
for the operators in that situation.
In light alarm suppression only those alarms were suppressed
which were generally regarded needless. Normally they were
very clear consequences of the earlier alarms.

By the simulator runs we expected to get feedback from the
operators concerning - among other things - the degree of
alarm suppression.
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With full realization of the importance of improv-
ing the man-machine interface design in nuclear
power plants,*an extensive effort has been made
as a PWR-utilities-Mitsubishi joint project to
develop a computer-based advanced control room
(ACR) for PWR.
After the completion of ACR conceptual design,
the human engineering is coordinated to the design
of control panel and CRT display system positively
and the evaluation from the human engineering
stand point is performed by human engineering
specialists.
This process consists of the following steps; the
establishment of a human engineering guidelines,
evaluation from human engineering standpoint and
dynamic evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

Because of the Incomparable number of components and instruments in-
stalled, operators' interaction with machines accompanied with monitoring and
control activities in a nuclear power plant is high in frequency and com-
plicated in quality compared with that in non-nuclear industries. Inter alia,
the size of the main control board and the information handled have become
significantly larger in recent years because of the expansion of plant scale
and the enforcement of various safety systems, etc. As a result, operators'
workload has been steadily increasing. The need of a new main control board,
in which the state of the art computer technologies and human engineering
considerations are incorporated, has become higher to cope with this
situation.

The primary features of the ACR are the mode-oriented, functional parti-
tioning of the main control board, the maximum utilization of Cathod Ray Tubes
(CRTs) for both monitoring and control purposes, and the introduction of the
human engineering to all aspects of control board designing, e.g., equipment
design, equipment lay-out, structured information system. In subsequent sec-
tions, explanations will be given of (1) human engineering guidelines on which
the ACR design stands, (2) criteria to be used for design evaluation, (3) a
dynamic evaluation of the ACR. (Figure 1 , 2 ) .

ESTABLISHMENT OF HUMAN ENGINEERING GUIDELINES

Post TMI accident analyses revealed a number of human engineering
deficiencies in the nuclear control room design, e.g., flood of unnecessary,
meaningless information, lack of Information necessary for decision-makings,
inconsistent and inadequate relationship between displays and controls. Since
the human engineering has a wider spectrum from ergonomics to cognitive
pshycology, an extensive effort is necessary to establish a set of guidelines
with which one can carry out the control room design in a systematic and
consistent manner. Our effort included the collection and analysis of stereo-
type data from operators and designers, collection of anthropometric data and
their application to control board shape and size, functional analysis of
operational modes, information analyses, and careful examination of human
engineering guidelines prepared by a human engineering company. Subsequent
subsections describe those which are specifically related to CRT picture
design.
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Collection and Analysis of Stereotype Data

Two hundred (200) subjects (operators and designers) were given fifty
(50) questions concerning control board lay-out designs and CRT picture
designs. Their answers were analyzed and a set of stereotypes were established
based upon the results. Those which were found to have scored more than 50%
were identified as stereotypes.

Mode-oriented Information Analysis and Grouping

A task analysis was performed to identify when and how plant information
is used on a mode-oriented basis so as to provide a well integrated, timely
information to operators in accordance with operational modes. The operational
mode include normal operation from cold shutdown to hot full power, operations
under abnormal conditons, post-trip operations, and post-accident operations.
All information necessary for these operations were identified and analyzed
(Table 1).

Hierarchical Information System

The information was categorized into the following hierarchy based upon
the result of the task analysis:

- information to be used for overall monitoring
- status information on systems and components
- information to be used for detailed diagnosis.

Display Format

During the course of generating CRT pictures, it is essential to select
appropriate combinations of display formats, e.g., trend graph, mimic, bar
chart, table, which are best fit to the nature of operators cognition style,
e.g., quantitative grasp of plant status, qualitative monitoring. The CRT
picture design process is depicted on Table 2.

Automatic Display of Prioritized Information

Parameters which serve as essential information for operations under
abnormal and accident conditions are identified, grouped in pre-determined
sets, and given a high priority. Appropriate number of prioritized informa-
tion sets are automatically displayed on CRTs at the onset of an anomaly.
Prioritized information sets are listed on Table 3.
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Request Panel

Among various types of request mechanisms, a push-button request panel
was selected for reasons of manipuiatability and reliability. Human engineer-
ing considerations were taken into account in its design, e.g., one-stroke
request, button lay-out (Figure 3). Studies will be made of advanced
mechanisms such as touch-sensitive screen in the future.

HUMAN ENGINEERING EVALUATION

In order to evaluate CRT pictures generated in accordance with the
guidelines, evaluation criteria were established through the interdisciplinary
collaboration of systems designers and human engineering analysts. They in-
clude approximately 150 check points covering CRT display formats, the request
panel design, and others. Human engineering discrepancies identified were
eliminated to the extent possible through trade-off discussions by systems
designers, human engineering analysts and computer systems designers. An
example of improvement made by a trade-off discussion is shown in Figure 4.

DYNAMIC EVALUATION OF CRT PICTURES

With the aid of a real-time plant simulator, a dynamic evaluation of CRT
pictures were performed by operators. To date, the evaluation has been made
under the following operational modes:

- hot shut-down •> 50X power operation
- 50% power operation -> hot shut-down
- load reduction
- loss of feedwater
- failure of feed water control
- plant trip.
Video tape recordings, questionnaires, and interviews were used to collect

data. Operational sequence diagrams (OSDs) were generated to check the reduc-
tion in walking distance achieved by the board partitioning and the improvement
of equipment lay-out.
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Check Points

Primary objectives of the dynamic evaluation are to confirm the follow-
ing:

- CRT pictures satisfy operators' need:
Trade-offs made are appropriate

- CRTs can replace conventional instrumentation
- operations from hot shut-down to hot full power can be done by one
operator

- steady state power operation and hot shut-down are guaranteed by a
limited number of back-up conventional instrumentation, even in the
case of all CRTs failure.

Conclusions

Primary conclusions obtained from the dynamic evaluation are as follows:

(1 ) Information Content

In designing CRT pictures, a balance between requirements from systems
designing and human engineering (trade-offs) is the most important point.
No significant problem was pointed out on this point.
It was pointed out that some control related pictures lacked information,
while, some monitoring pictures and guidance pictures were overfed with
information. However, the results seems to have diversities over the
level of experiences and operating styles. Plant specific considerations
would be necessary in applicational phases. As to picture formats, it was
interesting to find that a top-level summary table with digital repre-
sentation received the highest score over other pictures which were
preferable from the human engineering point of view, e.g., trend graph.

(2) Response and Renewal Time of CRT Pictures

It was found that no objection was addressed by operators to the renewal
time of up to 2 seconds in case of monitoring activities. While, a faster
renewal time is required for control activities. Further studies seem to
be necessary.
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(3) CRT Picture Format

Variety of opinions and requests for the refinement of CRT picture
formats were given by a number of operators. The following are examples
of those seemed essential:
- a clear coding is required to highlight operating systems over stand-by
systems

- primary parameters should be highlighted in size and color
- a trend line and its title should be color-coded with the same color.

(4) Request Panel

No comment was given on the manipulatability of the request panel. The
reason was that almost all CRT pictures could be called up by one-stroke
request. However, some comment were given on the spatial relationship
between CRT screens and request panels, and the consistency between the
name of a push button and the title of a corresponding picture.

(5) Information Structure *

The need of an exclusive CRT for alarm display was pointed out. No
problem was found for the automatic display. However, further studies
should be made of the automatic display about a synchronous appearance of
automatic displays and alarm displays on a CRT and conventional an-
nounciator windows placed on auxiliary control boards.

(6) CRTs were found to be able to replace conventional instrumentation.

(7) It was confirmed that the operations from hot shut-down to hot full
power could be done by one operator.

(8) The level of back-up conventional instrumentation was found to be
acceptable for guaranteeing the steady state power operation and hot
shut-down.
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FUTURE PROGRAMS

A dynamic evaluation is planned to achieve further improvement of
monitoring capability and controllability under abnormal and accident con-
ditions. Then, the computerized operator support system (COSS), which is now
under development sponsored by the government, will be integrated into the
ACR, and evaluated dynamically. A quantitative evaluation of the reduction in
human error probabilities achieved by the introduction of the ACR is also
planned. We believe that all these efforts will lead to the establishment of
an overall, integrated man-machine interface, and it will certainly con-
tribute to the improvement of PWRs.
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Fig. 1. FEATURES OF MAIN CONTROL BOARDS

Primary
Control
Console
(center
view)

1. Features
o Monitoring and Control for Normal Operat1on(HSD-lOOX operation)
o Intelligent supervising console to detect abnormal conditions.

o Assisting operators to provide operating guidances about the
cause and situation of abnormalIty.

Z. Equipment

o 8 CRTs

Monitoring for Turbine Generator System 2 CRTs

Monitoring for Main Steam and Feedwater System 2 CRTs

Monitoring for Reactor and Alar« display 2 CRTs

Monitoring for Reactor Coolant System and other systems . 2 CRTs

o Controls

Turbine-Generator Control System

Main Stttm and Feedneter Control System

Reactivity Control System

rrtssuriier Pressure Control System

NSSS
Auxiliary
Control
Panel
(Hont
view)

1 . Features
0 Monitoring and Control for Startup and Cooldown Operation

(CSD~HSD)

o Monitoring <nd Control during Accident Conditions

o Assisting operators to provide the status Informations of ESF
in surveillance test by CRTs

o Intelligent supervising control panel to provide safety para-
meter trends by CRTs

o Mimics panel arrangement for relevant systems such as CVCS-PHR5-
SIS-CSS

o Prioritized Annunciator Displays

Turbine
Generator
Auxiliary
Control
( le f t view)

Features

o Monitoring and Control of Turbine pre-startup operation

o Backup manual operation of Turbine automatic startup control In
KC

o Equipments for the surveillance test such as Governor Free test,
Turbine protection functional test and so on.
Functionally demarkation
Prioritized Annunciator Displays
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HSSS AUX. Control
loard

»o en HO. 10

Fig. 2. COMPUTER SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 3. REQUEST PANEL ARRANGEMENT (EXAMPLE)
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(BEFORE EVALUATION)

(AFTER IMPROVEMENT)

Fig. 4. EXAMPLE OF EVALUATION
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Table 1. SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT PRIMARILY ASSIGNED FOR THE DUTIES AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NO.l REACTOR OPERATOR (EXAMPLE)

OPERATION MODE: ROUTINE OPERATIONS X = Information needed for operations.
A = Information needed for analog tests.
L = Information needed for logic tests.

System

PRZR AUX SPRAY VLV STATUS

PRZR CODE SAFETY DISCH TEMP

PRZR HTR STATUS

PRZR LVL

PRZR PORV STATUS

PRZR PORV ISOL VLV STATUS

PRZR PORV DISCH TEMP

PRZR PRES

PRZR SPRAY TEMP

PRZR SPRAY VLV STATUS

PRZR SPRAY ISOL VLV STATUS

Information Type Needed

Quan

A

X.A.L

A

X.A.L

Qual

X

X

X

Check Status

X

X

X

X

X

X

Pred Hist



Table 2. COMMONLY REQUIRED INFORMATION AND FORMATS APPROPRIATE FOR DISPLAYING THAT INFORMATION

Information
Type
Required

Quantitative

Qualitative

Check Information

Status
Information

Predictive
Information

Historical
Information

Procedural
Information

Display Format

Moving
Pointer

X

X

X

X,Y
Graphing

of
Parameters

X

X

X

Reference
Line with
Parameter
Deviations

X

X

X

Histogram
and

Reference
Range

X

X

X

Geometric
and

Reference

X

X

Trend
over

(Past or
Future)
Time

X

X

X

Digital

X

X

X

i
l

Piping
and
Instru-

mentation
Diagram

X

X

Textual

x

X

X

X

x

i
X
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Table 3. CLASSIFICATION OF INFORMATION FOR AUTOMATIC-DISPLAY

Function
of

Operation

Plant
Shutdown

On power
Operation

Plant
Condition

Emergency

Unit Trip

Phenomenon
including

unit
trip

'henomenon
including
abnormal
condi-
tion

Priority
Level of
automatic
display

1

2

3

4

Classifi-
cation

of alarm

Safety
Injection*

Reactor
trip*

Turbine
trip*

Generator
trip*

Black-out*

Major
Alarm*

General
Alarm

CRT Display
(Example)

o ECCS Summary
o S.I. Sequence
o ACCIDENT CONDITION, etc.

o Reactor/Turbine/Generator Trip
o Trip Sequence
o Black-out Sequence
o Primary System Pressure Boundary
o Secondary System Pressure Boundary
o Reactor Safety Shutdown
etc.

o Major parameters
o Primary System Pressure Boundary
o Secondary System Pressure Boundary
o Core System
o CRDM Control System
o F.W. Control System
o PRZR Control System
o T-G Parameter S. Summary
etc.

*Automatic Display
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DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM
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SESSION II-PART I. DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEMS
Chairman: Dr. J. Pauksens

(Overview and Summary by Mr. P. Gumley on behalf of Dr. Pauksens).

During the first part of Session II., five papers were presented. The first
two papers described the operator aid systems currently being developed for
use with university owned research reactors at Rossendorf in Germany and in
Japan.

Mr. Nishihara described systems for aiding operators whose backgrounds runge
from supervised students to reactor physicists. The efforts of these studies
were particularly devoted therefore to preventive maintenance.

The second paper given by Mr. Lindner gave us a description of the Disturbance
Analysis System SAAP-2. This is a real time diagnosis system and is part of
the Hierarchical Information System currently being developed. The system has
the general tasks of monitoring disturbances, finding out cases and predicting
consequences. It also incorporates a scheme for prioritising the information.

The next three papers presented were from Japan. Mr. Kokawa of the Hitachi.
Company gave an interesting account of a fault location method using Digraph
with special application to Boiling Water Reactors. From identified fallible
elements, state data and certain interrelationships between the elements, the
method was capable of selecting fault candidates for failure origin, screening
them and ranking them based on failure rate and propagation time.

The next paper was presented by Mr. Kato of the Mitshubishi Electric Corpora-
tion. He described a plant diagnostic method using Cause-Consequence Trees
(CCT). A particular feature of this programme was the development of a Cause
Consequence Tree diagram editor which had considerably improved the programming
of the CCT logic.

The final paper of this part of Session II. was presented by Mr. Yokoyama also
of the Mitshubishi Electric Corporation. He described the design evaluation of
a diagnostic and display method proposed for the Pf/R plant computerised operator
support system (COSS) in Japan. The paper described the main evaluation items
which were studied and of the trial tests of the diagnostic logic using a real
time plant simulator. An evaluation was given of the proposed diagnostic func-
tions and the display methods for aiding the operator.

In conclusion, these papers clearly demonstrate the exciting possibilities
being afforded by the use of computers in diagnostic routines and presentations
for aiding the operator in his accident management;

For these systems to be acceptable in control rooms, the man-machine interface
must retain simplicity and be capable of displaying clear concise information
particularly under accident conditions. This overall objective has been well in
evidence in these presentations.
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For major accident situations the role of the operator is primarily to stabil-
ize the transient after the automatic safety systems have dealt effectively
with the immediate consequences. We have to be careful that this primary role
is not forgotten or misplaced in any overriding desire to apply fault hunting
techniques. He have to be careful to avoid transfering blame for future oper-
ator error onto these computer aided analysis systems.

Phillip Gumley
Safety Assessment Branch

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
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SYSTEMS FOR AIDING OPERATORS
AT UNIVERSITY-OWNED RESEARCH REACTORS IN JAPAN

by

H. Nishihara, Y. Kimura, T. Shibata

Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto Univerity
Kumatori-cho, Osaka, Japan

and

Y. Murata, S. Iijima

Musashi Institute of Technology
Tamatsutsumi, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo, Japan

University-owned research reactors are operated
for various purposes, and small disturbances
may arise from various experimental facilities.
Also not uniform are the technical levels of
operators who range from supervised-students
to reactor physicists. Considerable efforts
are therefore devoted to the preventive main-
tenance. With these boundary conditions
imposed, systems for aiding operators are de-
signed at these research reactor facilities.

INTRODUCTION

At the present time there are five research reactors in Japan
owned and operated by universities. They range widely in
size and used in many research areas such as reactor physics,
neutron diffractions, radio- and radiation chemistry, biology
and medical sciences, etc. They are operated in various modes
together with the associated facilities and equipments to
satisfy the specific needs of experiments. Also the reactor
operators vary in experience and caliber ranging from super-
vised students to reactor physicists. Hence the need was
felt to introduce computers as operational aids, and the
related research activities started at relatively early stage
of reactor operation. But more recently, in the light of
lessons learned from the TMI accident, a group w«s Cot med in
1979 from among the related university researchers to inves-
tigate on various safety problems of nuclear reactors with an
emphasis laid on the use of computers as operational aids
with a view to providing the operator with appropr: ,11 «-> infor-
mation on the operational instructions at normal and .
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conditions as well as giving him early signs of occurrences
of malfunctions. In this paper, recent and passed activities
of computer application as operational aids are reviewed,
with a special attention to the systems at Kyoto University
and at Musashi Institute of Technology.

ACTIVITIES AT KYOTO UNIVERSITY

Geneneral

The Kyoto University Reactor (KUR) is a light water moderat-
ed, tank type reactor of 5 MW which became critical in 1964,
and is used widely for cooperative research projects by uni-
versities and public research institutions. It is equipped
with many neutron beam ports, pneumatic and hydraulic irradi-
ation tubes, a graphite thermal column and a heavy water
thermal neutron facility, a neutron irradiation facility at
a cryogenic temperature, etc. The operators are con.posed of
17 research staff members and also of 17 technical staff
members. Besides these shift operators six academic staff
members above the level of assistant professor work as super-
visors. Although most of these operators have been working
at the Institute for more than fifteen years, they differ in
experience and caliber in the operational skills.

An on-line computer was first installed in 1970 for the pur-
pose of aiding the reactor operator. In introducing this
system the emphasis was placed on the following itemsfl]:

i) A malfunction of the computer system should not inter-
fere with the reactor.
ii) A multiprocessor system should be adopted so that a

failure of a portion of the system may be repaired by using a
backup without stopping the entire system.
iii) The automation of the routine information processing
such as daily book-keeping carried out by the operator should
first be implemented to familiarize the operator with the use
of a computerized system.
iv) To help the operator's judgement on the reactor condi-

tions and on the necessary procedual matters in the opera-
tion, an on-line surveillance of the system should be intro-
duced that utilizes such peripheral units as CRT's with im-
proved man-machine communication schemes.

Due to a system failure, the work was interrupted in 1978,
but resumed in 1982 with the installment of a new computer.
The new system at Kyoto University, which is referred to as
KUR-DAS (Kyoto University Reactor Diagnostic System), is bas-
ed on a mini-computer ECLIPSE S-140. Most of the requirements
imposed earlier also apply to this system except item ii. 1.

The KUR-DAS System

Figure 1 shows the schematic block diagram of hardwares used
for KUR-DAS. The CPU is currently equipped with 256 KB, but
can be expanded up to 2 MB. As auxiliary memories, a magn-etir
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MM-computar
ECLIPSE 3-140

( 25« KB >

CRT

Color-graphic
Display

Matrntk: 01**
I < 73 M l J

Ma««»«lc
( » Ml )

FUaay Dia«
( 1.M Ml )

Printer

K U R

Figure 1. Hardwares Used for KUR-DAS

disk of 73 MB, a floppy disk system with two drives and an
MT system of 20 MB are installed. The printer is used for
the program development and also to display the reactor
information. Two CRT's, one with color and the other monoch-
rome, are installed and the keyboard can handle Kanjis or
Chinese logographs. The color graphic CRT can present infor-
mation in the familiar Japanese language using Chinese
logographs which are easier for the Japanese operators to
perceive.

The reactor information currently taken into the KUR-DAS
system comprises of: approximately 30 analog signals, such as
coolant flow rate, pressure, coolant temperatures, reactor
tank water level and neutron flux signals, and of approxima-
tely 200 reactor status signals, such as reactor scram,
simultaneous insertion of control rods, annunciator signals,
on-off status signals of the pumps, and open-close status
signals of the neutron beam ports. There are about 20 other
signals which we consider are important candidates for use in
the system, and we shall connect these at a future time.

The stringent licensing requirements urged us to isolate the
system from the reactor instrumentation so that no distur-
bances that may occur in the computer system hinder the
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performance of the reactor instrumentation and control. This
is made possible by using isolation amplifiers for the analog
signals and photo-couplers for the status signals. As to the
operating system of the computer, an OS suited for real-time
processing is used which can handle up to 64 programs simul-
taneously. The language used is Fortran.

Functions of the KUR-DAS

Figure 2 shows the system block diagram. The information fed
from the reactor is stored at a prescribed rate or at a shor-
ter time interval when it becomes necessary to perform a
diagnostic analysis. When called upon, such processing as
Fast Fourier Transform is carried out before storing the
data. These data, representing the reactor conditions, are
presented to the operator on CRT's. When, an abrupt change is
anticipated in the safety related parameters, these are pre-
sented according to their priority. Specific processing pro-
rams are activated automatically or on demand of the operator
when a specific need is noticed. Some of them are the pro-
grams used off-line routinely for such purposes as functional
check-ups of the reactor or for the reshuffling of fuel
elements , as well as for the purpose of consulting the main-
tenance data base to be discussed later.

K U «

COMMM.C

SPECIFIC FHOCESStN«

nowtxt

DATA ACQUISITION
MtOMAM H BATA BAIM MAM-MACHINE

MTHtFACE

- OMMATOR (•

Figure 2. KUR-DAS Block Diagram

The diagnostic programs are made up by the logical model and
the pattern recognition model; they are based not only on
the raw process data collected from the reactor but also on
the fluctuating components in the signals or the augments of
the physical variables. Malfunctions are detected when
the dynamic data base is compared with the reference data
base. For the on-line surveillance of components, patterns
of the system variables are compared with the standard ones.
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Currently, the following functions are being implemented on
this new system:

1. Data logging
Various physical states and analog quantities of dynamic
nature are being collected periodically according to a pre-
scribed format.

2. On-line component surveillance
Information derived from the reactor components such as the
control rod mechanism or the coolant pumps are processed to
obtain early signs of component deterioration or failure. The
information from the components includes vibratory or noisy
fluctuations of rotating machinery and the intensity of radi-
ation accumulated in the ion-exchanger of the demineralizer
system. These specific entities can be expanded as necessary.

3. Compilation of data bases
Information obtained in 1. and 2. is compiled as dynamic
data bases that are compared with the reference data bases
to detect the occurrence of anomalies. In addition to these,
a maintenance data base is also being compiled.

4. The time-varying reactor data collected in 1.' and 2.
are processed and stored in 3. In forming these data
bases, some of the conditions of the reactor presently not
accessible by the plant sensors, for example small water
leakage from the pipings or components, turbidity of the re-
acter water, presence of tiny loose parts on the fuel assem-
bly, unusual noise from the components, etc., are acknowledg-
ed at the time of routine patrol inspection of the plant, and
recorded into the computer. Through this method of storing
information by human observation, data that are not easily
gathered by the reactor instrumentation are utilized without
imposing undue burden on the part of the operating staff. If
we should install additional sensors instead of utilizing
the information from the crew, not much improvement could be
made for the investment. In this way a tighter man-machine
interfacing is realized at the input level as well.

In addition to the on-line data bases, a maintenance data
base is being compiled into the system. This is an accumula-
tion of experiences over the last twenty years of operation,
and includes the followings:

(a) System level
Design principles
History of performances (tests, safety functions,occur-

rences of noisy signals, etc.)
History of malfunctions (components, misoperations, etc.)
Remodelling

(b) Component level
Principles of choice (performance, time to failure,

availability, handling, etc.)
Life-time data (of the component, of similar

components, etc.)
Repair (reason for repair, tools and

materials used, etc.)
(c) Record of operation

Descriptive static record of operational conditions
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Time-dependent record of operational conditions
Record of malfunctios'á and/or failures
Record of diagnoses
Record of repairs

(d) Scenarios of accidents and/or anomalies
Scenario of the design basis accident
Record of incidents experienced

(incl. those of other
reactors, as available)

ACTIVITIES AT MUSASHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

General .

The Reactor is of a Triga-type with a thermal output of 100
KW, and has been in operation at the Atomic Energy Research
Laboratory of the University since 1963 as a multi-purpose
reseach reactor for the joint use of universities. It is
used for reactor physics experiments, medical irradiations
for studies of therapeutics, irradiation analyses as well as
for training and education. Activities on the use of comput-
ers began in 1976 when the reactor was innovated to avail
itself for medical application and the reactor console renew-
ed in nuclear instrumentation, safety and control systems
[2J.

It was envisaged at that time that an on-line surveillance of
the irradiation facilities as well as that of the reactor
operational conditions should be made for the purpose of aid-
ing the operator, and the attention was focussed on the fol-
lowing items: (1) data logging of nuclear instrumentation and
process instrumentation signals, software development for the
periodic legal inspections of the reactor, (2) establishment
of algorithms for operational scheduling and instruction,
(3) analysis of gaseous radioactive material discharge acci-
dent based on the population distribution near the site of
the Laboratory, (4) development of hardwares and softwares
for the management record preparation in hard copies to be
used for the legal inspections as well as for aiding routine
operations, and (5) establishment of an estimation method of
pneumatic tube irradiation doses for activation analyses of
short-lived nuclei.

Based on these experiences, an idea of introducing an archi-
tecture of a "perfectly-equal type multiprocessor system" was
conceived and the work on the new reactor on-line surveillan-
ce system started in 1980. At the present time, most of the
hardware work has been completed, and the system is operable
in each package. The objectives of the new system develop-
ment are to proceed with the collection of the resctor and
the meteorological data of the site, to perform the surveil-
lance and malfunction detection of the reactor, and in case
an anomaly develops, to provide appropriate procedual inst-
ructions as well as an estimation of damages.
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The New System

Figure 3 shows instrumentation and control signals from the
reactor and radiation monitors. On the left are shown sig-
nals from the reactor nuclear and process instrumentations.
These are interfaced to the system through multiconnectors
placed under the reactor console. On the right are shown
signals from the radiation monitors. They complise of gamma-
ray dose on the outer surface of the irradiation room, gamma
and neutron doses in the irradiation room, which were made
available in the new system.

REACTOR RADIATION

BOD POSITION REACTOR BOO«

GAMMA (1) I

MICSO-PP.OCESSOR IHI*.

Figure 3. Reactor and Radiation Monitor Signals

In realizing the above mentioned functions, either the time
sharing use of a medium- or large-sized computer, or the use
of a multiprocessor system of master/slave type with dispers-
ed functions is generally conceived, if an existing system is
to be used. The cost of hardwares and softwares including
the operation system would not be small, and a large amount
of labor would be needed for future expansions. A "perfectly
equal-type multiprocessor system" was therefore conceived as
a new archtecture which can adequately process the required
functions, and at the same time which can* be reconstructed,
expanded and altered as necessary with ease. Figure 4 shows
this multiprocessor system. It uses a number of processors
which are connected parallell to one another through data
exchangers, and to each processor a specific function is
assigned. They work under a common operating system in such
a manner as: (1) each processor is independent and equal,
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[HI-AC TOH.RMUATION)

Figure 4. The "Perfectly Equal-Type Multiprocessor System"

(2) a processor acts as the primary processor as to the func-
tions assigned to that processor, and (3) the other proces-
sors act as intelligent I/O terminals, intelligent file
banks, or units for dispersed-processing when seen from
the primary processor.

Bach processor, hereafter to be referred to as a satelite,
functions as follows:

1. The new MK (MK=Musashi Kogyo Daigaku=Musashi institute
of Technology) system
This is a word processing system used for preparations of
tables, figures, etc.

2. Data acquisition satelite for reactor related informa-
tion *

(a) Collection of data from the reactor and radiation
monitoring stations

(b) Surveillance of the reactor operational conditions
<c) Execution of the characteristic experiments of the

reactor for legal inspections
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(d) Computation of fuel burn-up
3. Meteorological data acquisition satelite
(a) Collection of wind directions and velocities
(b) Preparation of data for the estimation of damages

4. Color CRT satelite
(a) Presentation of the processed results to the operator
(b) Processing of the output for conversation with the

operator
(c) Graphic processing at the satelite

5. Operator console satelite
(a) Processing operator's demands
(b) Management of operational schedules
(c) Aiding operator's manipulations

6. Data exchanger
(a) Judging the priority of data transfer
(b) Assuring the appropriateness of data-linkage
(c) Special transfer processing at the time of urgency

In addition to the above existing satelites, the followings
are considered for future developments:

7. Data file satelite
(a) File, management of the system control table
(b) Primary files of various data

8. Communication control satelite for transferring data
to the central computer
This i,s to conduct data communication with a centrally locat-
ed large-scale computer when it becomes necessary to perform
a large scale numerical analysis such as the computation of
damage estimation, etc.

9. Diagnostic satelite for auxiliary machines
It perpetually surveys functions of rotating machines, etc.,
predicts occurreneces of anomalies and warns the operator.

10. Satelite for controlling individual exposure dose
This computes, collects information, and controls the radia-
tion exposure record of individual workers.

System Application as an Aid for Operators

A program called "Reactor Operation" has been written to aid
the operators for (1) collecting the reactor data, (2) super-
vising the operation and giving instructions according to the
operational schedule, and (3) preparing records and opera-
tional tables. The program is executed through man-machine
communication by using the operator console satelite (the
keyboard), the color graphic display, and the facsimile. . As
an example, automatic preparation of operational records,
which is executed in four jobs, is explained below:

(START): Confirmation and presentation of the recording time
and the name of the shift operator according to the opera-
tional instruction.
(INFORMATION): Informing the related personnel of the
Laboratory as needed.
(NUCLEAR): Automatic logging of the control rod positions
and neutron detector signals.
(PROCESS): Automatic logging of the coolant temperature,
radioactivity, flow rate, etc.
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The processed results are printed out in hard copies by 1 he
demand of the operator. This automated preparation of
operational records is conducted through conversation of the
operator with a CRT, but such readings as the neutron power
level or the control rod positions that are automatics11y
read by the computer are recorded after being confirmed by
the operator. In case the automatically acquired data and
the values read by the operator do not agree, the same con-
firmation process is repeated several times, and the results
of this process are recorded on the recording table.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper some of the activities carried out at univer-
sity-owned research reactors in Japan for systems of aiding
operators are reviewed with a special attention on those of
the KUR and the Musash.i Reactor. Similar activities are under
way at other universities. These research and developmental
works are conducted in an organic manner by the research and
technical staff who are either themselves operators or
associated closely with the reactor operation, with coopera-
tions of experts in the areas of informatics and computer
sciences.

With the implementation of these systems, reliabilities of
reactor operations are being improved. These systems are
designed in such a manner that the future developments in the
related theoretical and technical areas can be implemented
gradually into the systems, as their usefullness is appre-
ciated and accepted by the operators. The design principles
also compatible to the limited resources available to these
educational institutions.
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DISCUSSION

Question: Dr. I. Hakitine, USSR

.1. What kind of processor have you in EXLIPSE S-140 (vel-
ocity, length of word in bits and so on)?

2. How do you obtain so called "standard patterns" of pro-
cesses and "reference data bases"?
Have you routines (programmes) for neutron-physical and
thermal computations to obtain these data?

3. What kind of license needs a student to work as operator?

Answer:

1. It is a 16 bit machine, and executes a floating point,
double precision addition in 1.4 usec, and a division
in 9.2 usec.

2. By the "patterns" I mean the pre-processed data such as
the power spectral densities of rotating machinery.
The standard patterns are taken from the process vari-
ables during the pre-operational period when the normal-
ity of the plant is checked. The reference data base is
composed of logical trees built by an ordinary method.

3. The same requirements as a regular operating staff which
are determined within the Institute are imposed, on him
before he sits down at the console. However, his duties
are restricted to the normal operational chores under
the supervision of a senior operator.

Question: Schleisiek, W. Germany

1. The question is related to the KUR-DAS: Is there any
functional interaction between the on-line surveillance
data base and the maintenance data base (e.g. in the
sense of "learning" from previous occurences)?

Answer:

Currently the two data bases are being constructed
using the same hardware as an integrated system. That
is, while consulting the on-line data b;ase, the oper-
ator may feel it necessary to look up the maintenance
data base to assist his judgement which is normally
based on the on-line data base.
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THE DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM SAAP-2

by

A. Lindner, F. Baldeweg, U. Fiedler

Zcntralinstitut fiir Kernforschung Rossendorf
DDR-8051 Dresden, P.O.B. 19, German

Democratic Republic

In the paper to be presented the real time diagnosis system
SAAP-2 {Storungsanalyse Applikations-programm) will be described.
This system is a part of the Hierarchical Informational System
(HIS) which, is being designed for the Rossendorf Research
Reactor (RRR). SAAP-2 comprises the tasks: data acquisition and
preprocessing, monitoring of disturbances, diagnosis and com-
munication. It is based on a discrete model, an event graph
G = (E, R, i>) , which represents events as-nodes and technological
relations as arcs. The system SAAP-2 is a dialogue oriented
system.

ITRODUCTION

In a paper given elsewhere [1] a hierarchical distributed

informational system for a nuclear research reactor was intro-

duced, see Fig. 1. This system comprises the tasks: surveillance,

process analysis, disturbance analysis, optimal power control,

automatic start-up and shutdown and loading technique for

radiation of materials. A first introduction of the disturbance

analysis system SAAP-2 was given in [2],

Another on-line alarm analysis system with similar tasks

for the same type of- research reactor is described in [5].

The system SAAP-2 must be considered a program system which com-

prises in general the tasks of monitoring disturbances, finding

out causes and predicting consequences. The components of SAAP-2

are distributed among both levels of the system HIS. The scheme

of SAAP-2 is drawn in F-i.g. 2. Data acquisition and preprocessing

is located in the lower level of the system HIS. The results of

preprocessing are transmitted to the higher level via a serial

interface, the so called IFLS-Interface [3].

Up to now we work with a master-slave-interface, where the

main computer performs the master station.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING

SAAP-2 is a component of the surveillance system of t h<-> HIS.

In general, the task of flat a acquisition and preprocessing is

accomplished by the basic units and so for SAAP-^ 14J. There uro

analog and digital values measured. From all these meosnrLnn

values characteristicaJ values of the process are calculated.

Such characteristical values are dimensioned measuring values,

average values and other compound values (e.g. the thermal power:

of a nuclear reactor). All these characteristical values are

tested to three upper limits and three lower limits (disturbed

high, dangerous high, trip high, distrubed low, dangerous low,

trip low).

The limits themselves may be constant values or variable

values (e.g. characteristical values).

Depending on the test we get a set of status informations.

DIAGNOSIS

From the scheme which is drawn in Fig. ?•, the following can

be seen:

after data acquisition, first step analysis will be carried out

using knowledge from the dynamic data base and actualizing that

as a result of the first step analysis.

Simple and well known disturbances can be recognized at this

level of the analysis.

Afterwards the diagnosis will be activated on the base of

the model (model data base) and the actual process state, (rlynomif

data base). Important results of the diagnosis are simultaneous

given out to a CRT-screen.

In general the presentation of the diagnosis results and

the model manipulation will be carried out in dialogue between Mir

operator and the HIS.

The model of the technological process is noted as an ev<?m

graph G = (E, R, 40 , with

E - {e.} - set of events/nodes

R = - set of relations/arcs
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* = - i n c i d e n t f u n c t i o n $ : R -> E x E . .

The s e t E i s i n c l u d e d i n t h e s e t N x B x D x W x C , w i t h

N - set of descriptions (e.g. "heat'exchanger");

B - set of valuations (e.g. B = {0,1,2,3} with 0-state normal,

1 - state disturbed, 2 - state dangerous, 3 - trip state);

D - set of certain time properties (e.g. reaction time, delay

time);

W - set of probabilities (e.g. for certain transitions);

C - set of further conditions.

The relation between e. and the state component z. can be

understood to be

Z j = (e±rt)6Z £ E x T, the state vector

z(t) = (zjL)k e n z
k = a

That means z(t) corresponds to the actual event pattern in the

event graph G.

Diagnosis must be understood as classification of the event

pattern, i.e. comparison of z(t) with these of the classes "normal",

"disturbed", "dangerous" and "trip", and search for the graph to

find the cause and consequence partial graph. The data base con-

tains the actual process data (dynamic data base) and the model

of the technological process (model data base). It should be ac-

tualizable and storage effective and it should support an effec-

tive dialogue and allows a very fast storage access.

According to Fig. 2 it consists of three non disjunctive

partial sets:

- the set of process data (state information, event pattern,

time marking)

- the set of model data for diagnosis (event pattern, time marking,

causes, consequence pointers, operation instructions, delay

times)

- the set of data for communication/dialogue (messages)

The graph of the model data base contains cause-consequence

pointers and corresponding specifications. Each node is implement-

ed as a list element which can be written in the EXTENDED BACKUS

FORM as
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<list element> :: = <node> <node valuation'-*

{<cause pointer 0R>} {<mark for AND-

{<cause pointer AND^^J}"

{<consequence pointer 0R>}CJ {<mark for AND>

{<conseguence pointer AND>}.. }

with m, n, q, s, a., j £ N (set of natural numbers).

m + S a. - number of cause nodes
j D

n - number of AND-tupels of cause nodes

q+s - number of consequence nodes.

There are also self-checking procedures included which allow to

check measuring channels, preprocessing routines and to find out

contradictions in the failure model of the technological process.

MAN-MACHINE-COMMUNICATION

The man-machine interface is one of the most important

parts of a Nuclear Power Plant control system [7], [81. Man-

-Machine-Communication (MMC) of the system SAAP-2, must be con-

sidered a partial system of the whole MMC system of the RRR.

The dialogue functions are interactive diagnosis and model manipu-

lation. The MMC system of SAAP-2 has been designed to meet the

following global requirements:

- information should be as compact as possible on the one

side but as compact as necessary on the other side

- certain information should be accessible in a certain

manipulation time

- the operator should not be overloaded by information

All messages of the disturbance analysis system perform "pictures".

These "pictures" are arranged in levels and pages (see Fig. X)•

Increasing levels mean more detailed information.

Fig. 3 shows that all pages perform a graph. It is only

possible to go from one page to another along an arc of the graph.
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LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

PAGE 1

PAGES 2 KJ

PAGES 11

Fig. S. Structure of pictures
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Each page of: the graph get a priority. The priority of" a

page is a function of process state and operator input. Tlv pri •

orities of the pages are calculated continuously and 1-hr? p.icjt*

with the highest priority is given out to the CRT-screen.

Operator interaction to change any information or to choo.so

any page is always possible, but only information which i s shown

on the screen can be changed.

A special function Keyboard and an alpha-numerical Keyboard

is used for man-machine interaction.

CONCLUSIONS

SAAP-2 is an on-line disturbance analysis system for a nu-

clear research reactor. It must be considered under development.

Functional and ergonomic properties are a matter of study further in-

vestigations. Interesting problems in the near future will be

connected with the questions

- how to split the tasks to both levels of the HIS

- how to improve man-machine interaction

- how to decompose the event graph (the model, data base)

when it. becomes a larger one.

Interesting problems also arise by taking into account automat-j c

and dialogue oriented therapy control. It means, what should be

the border between automatic and dialogue oriented diagnosis and

therapy and what should be used from Artificial Intelligence to

increase decision capability for the operator.
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FAULT LOCATION USING DIGRAPH WITH APPLICATION TO
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In this paper, we propose a fault location method based on the
graph approach. The method can deal with failure propagation
time and failure propagation probability. Several candidates for
failure origin are shown in the digraph. The priority ranking
among the candidates is evaluated taking into account propaga-
tion probability and failure rate. This method is applied to the
primary loop recirculation system of boiling water reactors.
How effectively failure origin in an abnormally functioning
system can be identified through the application of this method
is examined in this paper.

INTRODUCTION:

Operators in plant control rooms must take corrective action when abnormalities
show up on an annunciator. In other words, they are required to remove the failure
origin, because the spread of its influence can lead to incalculable damage to the
plant.

However, abnormalities in the plant are often detected at devices which have been
influenced by the failure rather than at the failed device itself, therefore; the
number of annunciators which become activated increases exponentially. This
causes the operators considerable confusion making them unable to locate the
failure origin quickly. Therefore, they are unable to take expeditious corrective
measures and to isolate the containment area immediately.

In recent years, procedures to guide operators when failures occure in large scale
plants have been studied to eliminate the above problems (11, [31. We have already
reported on methods of failure propagating simulation nnd nonfailure paths search
[5], [6], and their applications to LPG plants [71. As a continuation of the authors'
studies, this paper describes a fault location method for large scale plants.
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The followings current studies in fault location techniques exist:

(1) Cause consequence tree approach [31: In this approach, a cause consequence
tree (CCT) is utilized to analyze the primary cause and its propagation. The CCT
is a logical tree which correlates the primary causes with the observable
consequences;

(2) Signed digraph approach [f]: A signed digraph (SD) is used as a mathematical
model representing the influences among the elements of the system, the concept
of a patterned signed digraph is introduced for representing the stale of the
system. The representations are quite rough and qualitative, The origin of a
system failure can be located in terms of these concepts.

The CCT approach is capable of expressing the failure propagated state in affected
devices as a single event. However, plant structure can not be seen through the
CCT approach, because it is a tree expression and not a graph expression. On the
other hand, the SD approach is suitable for recognizing the plant structure because
it is a graph expression. However, since it uses only a signed logic relationship
between nodes to locate the failure origin, it can not deal with failure propagation
probability.

In this paper, we propose a fault location method based on the graph approach,
which can deal with both failure propagation time and probability. This method
does not require the signed relationship.

The method is applied to the primary loop recirculation system of boiling water
reactors.

FAULT LOCATION METHOD:

In this section, a fault location method is described under the following premises.

Premise of Fault Location:

(1) Instruments (e. g. monitors, detectors, and sensors) are used to tell operators
whether devices are functioning normally or abnormally.

(2) The number of failure origins is only one.

(3) A failure propagation network is drawn up using OR nodes and arrows. The
term OR node is used to mean failure propagated through a node (OR node) from
one of a number of other nodes. The arrows show the failure propagation direction
between adjacent nodes.

Fault Location Procedure:

(1) Drawing the failure propagation network: A digraph which shows the failure
propagation network of the plant is drawn using the nodes and arrows |8J. The
nodes correspond to devices employed in the plant and to the potential failure
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modes inherent in each device. The arrows correspond to the direction of failure
propagation between adjacent nodes. The failure origin is located somewhere in
the digraph.

(2) Matrix calculation for fault location: Three matrices E, F, and G are
calculated and prepared for fault location.

(a) Shortest time matrix E: The Warshall-Fioyd method [21, [9] is applied to
matrix A in v. hich the element ajj shows the direct failure propagation time from
node \[ to nooe XJ and aü = 0. Then, the shortest time matrix E and the set of the
shortest paths Q~ -jQc} between two nodes are calculated.

(b) Shortest time matrix F based on the relationship between nodes in which the
failure propagation probability is 1.0: First, the values of the elements of A
corresponding to the relationship in which the failure propagation probability
between adjacent nodes is not 1.0 are replaced with oo. The replaced matrix is
symbolized as A*. Next, the Warshall-Floyd method is applied to A*. Then,
matrix F and the set of the shortest paths Qp = {qFl between two nodes are
calculated.

(c) Failure propagation probability matrix G: The failure propagation probability
from x m to XJ, Pmtj = k^ leqk P(xk» xj), is calculated, where P(xj<, XJ) is the direct
failure propagation probability from x|< to x\. The probability Pmij is the value of
the element gm,j °^ G.

(3) Location of failure origin candidates based on data related to abnormal
nodes: The setjxjj of candidates for the failure origin is chosen from the digraph
by back-tracing using the arrows, starting from the abnormal node XJ and going
back to the source nodes on the digraph, i. e. jxj) is the set of the nodes on the
back-tracing paths. This is because it is considered that the failure origin is
located closer to the source node(s) than Xj. In the case that there is more than
one node indicating an abnormal condition, the intersecting nodes V jx j jo f these
sets are calculated as the candidates.

(4) Screening of candidates: In this step, the candidates are screened through
the following procedures (a)-(c) using back-tracing starting from the nodes xj's in
which indicator j shows a normal state, failure propagation probabilities P(x|<, xi)'s,
and failure propagation times t(x|<, xi)'s between adjacent nodes x|< and XJ, k, l€

(a) The union • { Xjjof the sets is calculated, where the set(xj) is calculated by
back-tracing along the arrows starting from node x; and going back to the source
nodes of the digraph, i.e. {XJ| is the set of nodes on the back-tracing paths.

(b) The intersection (i*(xij) H ( j (xsj) symbolized as S is calculated. If S = «$, no
screening candidates exist and procedure (5) is executed. If S$ 4. whether or not
the elements xe's of S can be excluded from the set of candidates is determined by
the following procedure (c). This is because xe's are located closer to the source
nodes than XJ and XJ.
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(c) Screening of candidates is executed based on failure propagation time. The
following terms are defined:

t m i n : shortest failure propagation time from xe to XJ
fi corresponding to the value of element eej of E,

t m ' n : shortest failure propagation time from xe to x;
cj corresponding to the value of element fe j of F,

To : the time that the attempt to locate the fault started

Ti ' ! the time which indicator indicated an abnormal state.

If max t 7?1 + To - Ti} < minit / I, xe is included in the set of candidates and
. I n J . i cj j

the next procedure (5) is executed. If maxit m i n + To - Ti}> minit m . i n l , xe is
.in j . (. cj |

excluded from the candidates and procedure (5) is executed.

The left hand sides of the above two inequalities show that there was a time lapse

after the failure occurrence of at least max It flI0 + To - Til. The right hand sides

show the time in which the abnormal state must be indicated by min t m . i n J .

Consequently, the first inequality shows that xe is included among the candidates
for the time being. This is because a longer time lapse is required to determine
whether the normal state at j' will change to an abnormal one. Therefore, i t is not
yet determinable whether xe can be excluded from the candidates. The second
inequality shows that xe is excluded from the candidates. This is because, if xe
were the failure origin, then indicator j would be showing an abnormal state instead
of the normal state.

(5) Ordering of the screened candidates: The ordering of the screened
candidates is executed by the following procedures (a)-(d) in order that the
appropriate counter measure can be found and carried out rapidly.

(a) The node xu is selected corresponding to the indicator first showing an
abnormal state.

(b) Failure propagation probability Pw, u, w^u from each candidate xw to xu is
given as the value of the element of matrix G.

(c) Pw, ux P(xw) is calculated, where P(xw) is the failure rate of xw .

(d) The product values are compared with each other. Then, xw's are ranked
according to these product values. If xu is included among the candidates, P(xu) is
compared with the product values and ranking is executed. The ranking order is
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given in accordance with the probability that the failure occured at xw and
propagated to xu.

Example:

This fault location method was applied to a pump system having 19 elements. Input
data are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows fallible elements (nodes) and their
failure rates. Table 2 shows the relationship between fallible elements, length,
propagating time per unit of length, and the failure propagation probability
between the fallible elements.

In the simple example, it is supposed that sensors are attached to air motor valves
X9 and x[j, flow control valve XJJ;, and the sink X19. It is also supposed that the
sensors show a normal state for XJ$ and X17 and an abnormal state for X9 and X19.

(1) The failure propagation network is drawn up like the digraph shown in Fig. 1.

(2) Matrix A is shown in Fig. 2, matrix E in Fig. 3, matrix F in Fig. 4, and matrix
G in Fig. 5.

(3) We examine the elements in the 9th and the 19th columns of matrix G which
correspond to X9 and X19 respectively. Then, the first, second, third, and forth
rows are decided on because none the values for P]f 9 and P\t 19; P2, 9 and P2, 19;
Pjf 9 and P3, \% and P^f 9 and Pi^ 19 are zero. Finally, the candidates are
determined as xj, X2, X3, and xtf. which correspond to the determined rows
respectively.

(i)-(a) We examine the elements in the 15th and the 17th columns of matrix G
which correspond to X|5 and X]7 respectively. Then, the 1st, 10th, 11th, I2th,
13th, l*tth, 15th, and 17th rows are decided on because the values of Pi, 15 or Pi t
175 PlO, 15 or Pio, 17; Pll, 15 or Pll, 175 Pl2, 15 or Pl2, I7f Pl3, 15 or P ^ , 17;
plf, 15 o r plt, 17; Pl5, 15 or PJ5, 17.' P17, 15 or P17 17 are each 1.0.
Finally, xj^ xio, x ] ^ X12, xj3f x j ^ xj5f and x]7 are determined.

(<0-(b) S =[xi, X2, X3f xti) n {xi, xio, x n , X12, X13, x ^ , x 1 5 | xi7j ={xij

W-(c) We suppose To = T19 = 100, T9 = 0.
Then,

max It m i n + To - TH = max (t m i n + 100, t min)
i I fi i 1,9 1,19

= max (U00, U00)

= 400

minit mini = min (t m i n , t m i n )
j 1 cj J 1,15 1,17

= 300.
Therefore, xi is excluded from the candidates.
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(5)-(a) xu = X9.

(5)-(b) P2>9 = 1.0, P3 ) 9 = 1.0, P(j,9 = 1.0.

(5)-(c) P2 . P2,9 = 0.57 for x2>

P3 . P3 ) 9 = 9A for x3>P4 • f*4,9 = !• ' i° r X4#

Then, the order of the candidates is x3 > x<j >. x2.

APPLICATION TO BOILING WATER REACTOR:

This fault location method was applied to the primary loop recirculation system of
boiling water reactors. Figure 6 shows the failure propagation network of the
system having 135 elements and Ti's.

Sensors are attached to the failure modes of the devices 1-0, 2-0, 3-0, and so on
(see Fig. 6). The failure origin is supposed to be the RCW2 pump (64-0). The
failure modes of devices are observed at each detection time shown in Fig. 6.

We suppose To = 2:18'3". Then, the order of the candidates is 64-0 > 66-0 . 65-
0>80-0 a 59-0 , 58-0 >• 78-0 >-63-0 > 7-0 , 5-0 (see Fig. 7).
The RCW2 pump is included in the set of candidates and ranked as the most
probable candidate.

The other nine supposed origins and each estimated result are as follows:

Supposing the control circuit to be the failure origin, it is ranked first out of three
candidates; thus, is expressed (1/3). Likewise, MG-M overload is ranked second out
of three candidates (2/3). In the same manner, the rest of the supposed origins are
expressed as follows: 1/5 for the FC thermometer, 2/3 for main pump, 2/7 for pipe
breakage, 2/11 for the oil coolant system seal, 1/3 for the leak-water level meter,
2/3 for pump discharge valve, and 1/12 for the oil coolant system pump.

The fault location program and its input generating program have been already
executed on an on-line computer (see Fig. 8).

We can conducte that the fault location method can effectively identify a failure
origin and that sensors were placed appropriately.

CONCLUSIONS:

This paper approached fault location from the viewpoint of (a) abnormal state data,
(b) normal state data, (c) failure propagation probability, (d) failure propagation
time, and (e) failure rate.

The method was executed by the following procedures (l)-(3);
(1) Choosing candidates for failure origin by using (a);
(2) Screening the candidates by using (b), (c), and (d);
(3) Ranking screened candidates by using (c) and (e).

The method was applied to the primary loop recirculation system of a boiling water
reactor.
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The method can be useful to assure both speedy and appropriate action when an
abnormal state is indicated as having occured in a plant, because it makes it easy
to find the failure origin.

The authors are grateful to Dr. Jun Kawasaki, Hirokazu Jhara and Dr. Koichi
Haruna of the Systems Development Laboratory, Giichiro Uchigasaki of the
Nuclear Power Plant Engineering Department, and Takeaki Kubo of Omika Works,
Hitachi, Ltd. for their guidance and encouragement.
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Table 1 Fallible elements and failure rates

nane of fallible

element : v.

notirce

sluice valve

pimp

power source

flow traitftnitcer

flow control valve

hand or air Motor valve

air mtor valve

sink

nuaber of fallible
element : {x^J

1

2. 5. 10. 13

3, 11

4. 12

6, 14

7. 15

t. H

». 17

IB, 19

failure rate/year :
Nyj) - >(x.)

0.0001

0.57

9.4

1.9

0.S4

0.34

0.30

0.30

0.0001

Table 2 Relationship between fallible elements

Ho.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

«

»

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

relation-
ship:
<*,. Xj)

1. 2

1, 10

2, 3

3, 5

3, S

3. 9

4. 3

5, «

6, 7

7. 9

I, 19

9, 1«

10, 11

11, 13

11, U

11, 17

12, 11

13, 14

14, 15

15, 17

16, 19

17, IB

length:
L

<»)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1 '

1.0

.1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

propaga-
ting.
tine:
f

(>ec/a>

100

100

100

100

100

100

1

100

10

10

100

100

100

100

100

100

1

100

10

10

100

100

transi-
tion pro-
bability:

*i- 'j

1.0

1.0

1.0

',.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.Ó

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.0

1.0

Kote: Failure prop«g«t*i frcm l«ft-hand tlttwnt to right-hind

elcMent In th* second coluwi.
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ípropagation^X, J,
probability C J Upropagation

node number

located sensor
normal
abnormal
estimated failure origin
estimated failure propagation path

Fig. 1 Estimated failure origins in failure propagation
network of pump system
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Fig. 6 Failure propagation network of primary loop recirculation system
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PROGRAMMING THE DIAGNOSIS LOGIC BY MEANS

OF THE CONVERSATIONAL GRAPHIC INPUT TO

THE CRT DISPLAY DEVICE

by

A. Kato*, H. Tsuji*, Y. Okamoto**

*Mitsubshi Electric Corporation, Computer Systems Works,
Kamimachiya 325, Kamakura, Kanagawa, Japan

••Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Power and Industrial
Systems Center, Wadasaki 1-1-2, Kobe, Hyogo, Japan

A plant diagnostic method using Cause Consequence
Tree (CCT) has been recognized as a powerful means
to identify and analyze plant fault events. The
off-line support program called the "CCT diagram
editor" has been developed, and it can generate the
computer object program by inputting the CCT dia-
gram itself using the CRT display, tablet and key-
board just as the computer aided design (CAD).
The CCT diagram editor has improved the problems of
the programming error, difficulty of correction or
modification and productivity of the program.

INTRODUCTION

It is recognized that the facility of operation plays an
important role in the safety of nuclear power stations.
Because of a great deal of process data to be monitored and
complicated plant dynamic behavior, it has been widely
recommended that decision support systems be installed to
assist operators in understanding the state of the plant
accurately and in determining correct recovery actions under
abnormal plant condition. (i) ,(2j .

A plant diagnostic method using Cause Consequence Tree (CCT)
has,been recognized as a .powerful means to identify and analy-
ze plant fault events. (3j , (4J .

It is pointed out that programming the diagnostic logic repre-
sented by CCT using computer standard language (i.e. assembler
or compiler) has some problems of the relatively high proba-
bility of the programming error, difficulty of correction or
modification in the stage of the analysis and verification,
and the productivity of the program.

•
To solve this problem, it has been proposed to develop and use
the particular problem oriented language. C3),[4].
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As another technical means to these problems, we developed
the off-line support program (CCT diagram editor) which can
generate the computer object program by inputting CCT diagram
itself using the conversational means of the CRT display,
tablet and keyboard just as in the computer aided design (CAD).
The plant engineer can input the CCT diagram by use of the
tablet and the keyboard, and the generated CCT diagram can be
displayed on the CRT screen utilizing the "CCT diagram editor".

The engineer can obtain the correct desired program by merely
confirming no discrepancy between the design drawing and the
generated CRT picture.

The final programming document can be obtained in the form of
the CCT diagram by use of the CRT hard copy device or X-Y
plotter.

This support program has another function called "on-line
monitoring function" to trace dynamic behaviour of the CCT
displaying the active nodes ("ON" node) with red colour, and
the inactive nodes ("OFF" node) with green colour.

Fig. 1 shows the concept of the CCT diagram editor.

Plant
Anomaly
Analysis

program

Object

Module

Diagnosis

Execution

Processor

Engineering Processor

Fig. 1 Concept of CCT diagram editor
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OBJECTIVE AND EFFECTIVENESS

The Objective and effectiveness of the CCT diagram editor are
as follows.

(1) Reliability Compared with programming using computer
standard language, programming errors can be reduced
because conversational CRT input operation is simple and
easy, and visible feedback of the program is immediately
obtained.

(2) Productivity A great deal of the CCT logic diagram
can be converted in short time, because only essential
CCT diagram is necessary to be defined and related tables
and connection information can be automatically generated
by CCT diagram editor.

(3) Flexibility for correction and modification ..... Produced
CCT is expected to be corrected and modified many times
until complete logic is established in the stage of the
analysis and verification. In this case the modification
of the CCT logic diagram is merely needed to modify CCT
program.

(4) Document management and program readability CCT
diagram obtained by the CRT hard copy or X-Y plotter can
be regarded as the final document of the CCT program,
because CCT diagram is guaranteed to correspond perfectly
with CCT program.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

The distributed processing system concept is introduced to the
diagnosis system. Fig. 2 shows whole system hardware configu-
ration.

CCT diagram editor function is processed on the engineering
processor. On-line CCT diagnosis function is executed on the
diagnosis execution processor.

Dataway

Data Acquisition
I Processor

Diagnosis
Execution
Processor

Engineering
Processor

CRT Processor

Fig. 2 Diagnosis system whole hardware configuration
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The program image of the diagnosis execution processor is
generated on the engineering processor, and is transmitted
to the diagnosis execution processor.

The data acquisition processor processes plant analog inputs
and digital inputs. These plant variable data are transmitted
to the diagnosis execution processor.

The result of the diagnosis is transmitted from the diagnosis
execution processor to the CRT processor, and displayed on the
CRT screens driven by the CRT processor in the form of message
or graphic picture.

Fig. 3 shows the hardware configuration of the engineering
processor. A full- graphic colour CRT is employed for the
engineer's terminal to enable flexible manipulation of the
diagram picture.

Central
Processing
Unit

A/
Dataway
Controller

Main
Memory
(384KB)

I/O Bus

Magnetic
Disk
Controller

Aux.Memory
Disk Pack

(50MB)

CRT
Controller

Floppy Disk

Fig. 3 Engineering processor hardware configuration
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FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION

CCT diagram editor has the following five functions.

(1) Diagram manipulator accepts engineer's tablet and
keyboard input commands, displays corresponding diagram
on the CRT screen, and converts diagram to machine
independent general tree structure data base called CCT
Data Base (CDB).

(2) Diagram compiler converts CDB to efficient on-line
execution program module which is composed of the execu-
tion machine dependent logic calculation module (status
predictor) and various tables such as model data base,
entry node file etc.

(3) Linkage editor links the output of the diagram
compiler with the programs independent to the CCT logic
such as the system executive programs/ diagnosis supervi-
sor, anomaly-cause identifier, and failure-effect predic-
tor. 12}

(4) Down loading function transmits the output of the
linkage editor to the diagnosis execution processor.

(5) On-line monitor traces current diagnosis situation
on the CCT diagram displaying the active nodes with red
colour, and in active nodes with green colour.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship of above functions.

CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS

Diagram editor has some characteristic functions to enable
easy and simple manipulation of the diagram and flexible
representation of the CCT.
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CCT
Diagram

Display

Diagram
Manipu-

lator

Engineer's Input Command

CCT
Diagram
Data
Base

Diagram

Compiler

Anomaly
Cause

Identi-
fier

Failvre
Effect
Predic-

tor

Diagno
sis
Superr
iso

Diagno- \
sis \

xecution /
rocessoy

Fig. 4 Relationship of functions
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(1) Macro CCT function enables definition of macro CCT
diagram which is composed of several* CCT elements and
application of macro diagram to any place of the CCT
diagram.

(2) Next input command guidance is always displayed at
the bottom of the CRT screen, which helps greatly engi-
neer's diagram input operation.

(3) Virtual large screen enables definition of large
sub-CCT on one sheet. Diagram size is permitted to be
four times screen size. By shift function the engineer
can access any area of the large screen. By size reduc-
tion the engineer can see whole CCT diagram of the large
screen.

(4) Error check function checks logical error of the
defined CCT diagram. The engineer can easily find the
logical contradiction of the CCT.

(5) Vertical/horizontal character permits relocation of
text strings at arbitary position, which enables compact
representation of the CCT.

(6) Free text comment can be located in any area of the

diagram to help understanding the meaning of the CCT.

CRT SCREEN CONFIGURATION

Fig. 5 depicts the CRT screen configuration.
Title
Area

Diagram
Area

Message
Area

CCT DIAGRAM DEFINITION SUBCCT : SOB 01 01

CONN. LINE NEXT:START PT.PK, FUNCTION PK

Fig. 5 CRT screen configuration
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TABLET CONFIGURATION

Fig. 6 depicts the tablet configuration,

Diagram
Area

Function
Area

Fig. 6 Tablet configuration

CONCLUSION

The CCT diagram editor has been developed, and has consider-
ably improved some problems on programming the CCT logic.

This achievement is a part of the computerized operator
support system development plan supported by Japanese Ministry
of International Trade and Industry.
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DISCUSSION

Question: I. Rakitine, USSR

1. You use in "CCT diagram editor" a complete version of
the particular problem oriented language, don't you?
I mean a language of STAR system.

2. The computer and the CRT display, used in your system
are common or special devices?

Answer:

1. Yes, we use "CCT diagram editor" as a problem oriented
language. But the algorithm to process the CCT is
different from STAR system.

2. We use general industrial computer MELCOM 350/50, and
CRT M4328 common to the industrial use. But the software
of "CCT diagram editor" does not have complete portability
to other models, although it itself is mainly written in
FORTRAN.
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THE DESIGN EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC METHOD

AND DISPLAY METHOD FOR PWR PLANT COMPUTERIZED

OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM(COSS) IN JAPAN

by

T. Masui, T. Yokoyama

Mitsubishi Atomic Power Industries, Inc.
4-1, Shibakoen 2-Chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan

PWR plant computerized operator support system
(COSS) in Japan has been developing as 5 years
project. This COSS is finally going to vali-
date with PWR plant full scale simulator.
This paper describes the evaluation of follow-
ing items in developing stage; diagnostic
logic reliability, diagnostic functions for
operator's aid, COSS failure and display method.

1. INTRODUCTION

PWR plant computerized operator support system(COSS) in
Japan has been developing since 1980 as 5 years project sup-
ported by Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

Conceptual design of the COSS had been described some
papers .^ '2' "' The PWR plant COSS is consisted of monitoring
of standby system for normal plant condition, diagnosis for
offnormal plant condition, diagnosis for post trip and post
accident plant condition and integrated plant status indica-
tion for all plant conditions as shown in FIG. 1. These
output are presented on the main control room CRTs(cathode
ray tubes) and VAS(voice announcement system) for operators.

The COSS is developing detail design and going to perform
validation as total system using PWR full scale simulator.

This paper describes main evaluation items which were studied
in process of our development.

2. RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC LOGICS

Trial tests of the diagnostic logics (CCTs) have been per-
formed with real time plant simulator. The objective of
these tests is to evaluate that the following CCTs are able
to diagnose adequately for offnormal occurrences of various
plant situations,

Developed CCTs are as follows:

Feedwater control system
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Main steam system

Pressurizer pressure control system

Pressurizer level control system

Rod control system

Chemical control system

The system configuration for trial tests is consisted of the
diagnostic system and the simulation system as shown in FIG.
2. The diagnostic system stores all CCTs with off-line and
executes diagnosis with on-line when a specific malfunction
is simulated by simulation system. The diagnostic system
will present the messages of cause, restoration guide and
prediction of situation on the CRT of the control console.

Many malfunction cases have been performed in this trial
tests. For example, a level detector low side failure of
feedwater control system, a pressure controller high side
failure of pressurizer pressure control system and 50% load
reduction from 100%, etc.

Through this trial tests, following main items were evalu-
ated:

(1) Selection of entry parameter of each CCTs

The entry parameter should be selected as directly as possi-
ble from parameters which are effected by cause of failure,
because it is used for the trigger of diagnosis. The entry
parameter needs high reliability for steady diagnosis and we
refined the entry parameter of CCTs using redundant channel
signals. For example, in original feed water control system
CCT, there are steam generator level, feed water flow and
feed water controller output signals as the entry parameters.
As a result of this evaluation, use of entry parameter in
feed water control system CCT is limited 3 channel steam
generator level signals only.

The refined entry parameter of each CCTs are shown in TABLE 1.

(2) Improvement of cause identification

Basically, in order to minimize the system size, cause iden-
tification of the original CCTs were made in simple logics.
Result of trial test of original CCTs indicates that during
transient condition, sometimes spurious messages were pro-
posed. These spurious action was caused by dynamic charac-
teristics of specific components. Then, in order to improve
cause identification, application of model reference method
will be useful for LEAD/LAG unit, PID controller.

(3) Limit value
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The limit values of the entry parameter and cause identifi-
cation were decided ±3% to ±5%, as preliminary value, based
upon the value of normal condition. Especially, limit value
of the entry parameter should be consistent with conven-
tional alarm setpoints. These values are adequate to pro-
vide the early symptom of plant anomaly condition to opera-
tors. Results of trial test has indicated that the detec-
tion of plant abnormal, restoration guidance and prediction
of abnormal propagation messages have been provided timely
on CRT with these preliminary limits.

(4) Presentation of informations

After detection of abnormality, the display method for mes-
sages of cause, prediction of abnormal propagation and res-
toration guidance is very important for operators. In this
trial tests, results of diagnosis are displayed merely in
message lines, and the display picture is not designed for
actual plant uses. But, useful suggestions are got from
this trial tests for how the diagnosis results should be
displayed to actual plant operator according to plant condi-
tions. Presentation of informations to operators will be
discussed in later section.

3. EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTIONS FOR OPERATOR'S AID

In order to evaluate diagnostic functions, we should consider
the some point of view about roles of man-machine in develop-
ment process.

(1) Relation of operator and plant

Suppose nuclear power plant as a big scale system and its
operator, operator has great deal of responsibility to main-
tain and control the plant. To maintain and control plant,
operator should recognize the reasons why the plant indicates
offnormal condition using the number of adequate plant infor-
mations, and will take recovery action to bring the plant to
normal condition if necessary.

Here, we think that "DIAGNOSIS" means recognition of offnor-
mal and identification of cause of plant. Then, we have to
consider how the operator follows these diagnosis process in
his mind. It will be difficult to clarify this complicated
diagnosis process of the operator. But there is one approach
for this problem,lH* that is, operator has an image of the sys-
tem in his mind by education, training, experience and others.
Based upon his knowledges, he will follow the above-mentioned
diagnosis process.

(2) Roles of Man-Machine System

On the man-machine system point of view, the above-mentioned
diagnosis process is divided following three categories ac-
cording to the balance of man's role and machine's role.
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1) All diagnosis are performed by man.

2) Diagnosis are performed in share among man and machine.

3) All diagnosis are performed by machine.

In case 1 ) , man has too burden. In case 3), it will be dif-
ficult all automization of diagnosis instead of man, espe-
cially automization of operator's diagnosis process will be
very difficult. The automization of operator diagnosis pro-
cess by machine needs large scale of informations and com-
plicated diagnosis logics. This situation will raise new
reliability and exactness problems. Therefore, in diagnosis
process, we should make machine to have its most capable
part and man should be made final decision to use the infor-
mation from machine. In another words, if the diagnosis
informations based on plant parameters and the appropriate
plant images are provided by machine, these informations are
helpful for the diagnosis process of operator, even if the
informations are limited within a certain diagnosis domain.

As far as complete automization of diagnosis process can not
be expected, man(operator) should have most important roles
with minimized burden as a part of the Man-Machine System.

(3) Roles of machine

As previous discussion, machine should take its most capable
part of the Man-Machine System. In nuclear power plant sys-
tems, basically we treat the physical phenomena. So, if a
specified abnormal cause in the system is supposed to occur,
its effect to the whole system can be clarified, and it is
also able to clarify fundamentally each cause-consequence
relations when specific abnormal events occur in the system.

Therefore, roles of machine in the nuclear power plant Man-
Machine System could be specified as follows about diagnosis
process in a certain domain.

1) Surveillance of many informations and detection of abnor-
mality.

2) Presentation of cause identification, its prediction and
its corrective action guidance, if the cause signal from
plant can be used for its identification.

3) Presentation of cause presumption, its prediction and its
corrective action guidance, if cause signal can not used.

4. EVALUATION OF COSS FAILURE

Control console improvement based on color ŐRT(Advanced Con-
trol Room) has been developed in order to enhance man-machine
interface. The COSS will extend this ACR function with the
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additional diagnostic function. Therefore, following items
should be considered for new functions:

(1) Expected effective benefit(reduction of operator's
burden, improvement of operability and reliability)
with usage of this function.

(2) Introduction of new misjudge or misoperation with addi-
tion of this function.

About item (1), verification and validation tests must be
done. These tests are going to perform in 1984 with PWR
plant simulator.

About item (2), same as item (1) basically, verification and
validation tests must be done, also in design step, follow-
ing items should be considered.

1) Input signal failure

To avoid spurious diagnosis result, processing as range
checking, mutual comparison of multi-channel, etc. is re-
quired for input signals, especially for the entry parameters.

2) Computer system failure

In this case, the output may have possibility to mislead the
operator. Then, computer must be high reliable system, and
must have self-diagnostic checking for indication of the
system failure.

3) Diagnostic logic error

In this case, diagnosis result may err and operator may be
misled. To avoid this case;

i) Diagnostic logic should be made carefully by failure
analysis, transient analysis according to clarified
limited diagnostic events.

ü) Diagnostic logic should verify by simulator testing.

4) Computer programming error

In order to reduce programming error, the support software
should be necessary to convert CCTs into programs, and pro-
grams should be debugged elaborately. Also, all programs
should be verified by simulator testing.

5. EVALUATION OF DISPLAY METHOD

In various plant conditions such as abnormal condition, trip
condition, etc., the operator will use a lot of informations
for his decision make. For example, if he wants to take
corrective action, he will use the plant informations for his
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decision and he will confirm that his action is done suc-
cessfully or not.

Recent control console(Advanced Control Room) for PWR in
Japan has been devarloped as shown in FIG. 3. The ACR design
is based on improvement of man-machine interface without
diagnostic function. In this section, the display method
with diagnostic informations is discussed.

(1) Normal condition

Each CRTs are displayed according to the operator request,
For example, when the operator is going to attend plant
startup, shut down, load change, performance of periodic
tests, etc., associated pictures should be requested on each
CRTs on the adequate position of control console for his
surveillance and operation use.

(2) Offnormal condition

1) Informations of offnormal condition occurrence should
be displayed to operator automatically on central CRT
(No. 4) shown in FIG. 3. A developed sample picture is
shown in FIG. 4. This picture includes following con-
tents: picture's numbers and name with date and time,
alarm messages with causing time and value, alarm group
name and results of offnormal diagnosis with cause mes-
sage, restoration guide message and prediction message.

2) Operator will observe these pictures and request the
relative pictures on near central CRT(No. 3 or No. 5)
if necessary, for instance, the summarized key para-
meters picture, detail system status picture, etc.

3) If manual action is required, operator may move from
central position to other for adequate action. For this
case CRTs must be able to display pictures for manual
action near the associated controls. These are summa-
rized system status picture, detail system status pic-
ture, parameter trend picture, etc.

(3) Post trip condition

1) Information of trip condition occurrence should be dis-
played to operator automatically on central CRT(No. 4)
shown in FIG. 3. A developed sample picture is shown in
FIG. 5. Operator will request relative pictures for
post trip conditions.

2) Operator is going to bring the plant normal shut down
condition according to plant status based on the opera-
ting instruction.
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3) During plant shut down process, if abnormality occurs/
post trip diagnosis presents automatically its cause
and adequate manual operation guidance on central CRT
(No. 4).

(4) Post accident condition

1) Information of safety injection(SI) signal actuation
occurrence should be displayed to operator automatical-
ly on central CRT(No. 4) and on auxiliary console CRT
(No. 12) shown in FIG. 3. A developed sample picture
is shown in FIG. 6. Operator will request relative
pictures of post SI actuation conditions.

2) Operator and supervisor are going to bring the plant
safe shut down condition according to plant status
based on the operating instruction with their co-opera-
tion.

3) During plant shut down process, if abnormality occurs,
post SI diagnosis presents automatically its cause and
adequate manual operation guidance on the CRT(No. 4 ) .

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have evaluated the main design items of COSS development.
In order to improve the COSS, we are going to develop fur-
ther items based on these evaluation for application to PWR
plants.
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NAME OF CCTs

PRESSURIZER LEViL CONTROL SYS.

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL SYS.

ROD CONTROL SYS.

PRIMARY MAKE UP WATER CONTROL SYS.

FEED WATER CONTROL SYS.

STEAM DUMP CONTROL SYS.

STEAM RELIEF VALVES CONTROL SYS.

STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES

ENTRY PARAMETERS

PRESSURIZER LEVEL

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE
&

PRIMARY COOLANT AVERAGE
TEMPERATURE

PRESSURIZER PRESSURE

STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL

STEAM FLOW & STEAM
GENERATOR PRESSURE

STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE

STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL

TABLE 1. ENTRY PARAMETERS OF CCTs
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Fig. 1 OVERALL CONFIGURATION OF PWR COSS
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PRIMARY CONTROL CONSOLE

CRT
11

TURBINE GENERATOR
AUXILIARY CONTROL

PANEL

AUXILIARY CONSOLE

CRT
12

CRT
13

1
CRT

7

CRT
10

NSSS AUXILIARY
CONTROL PANEL

MAIN FUNCTION OF CRTS

• PRIMARY CONTROL CONSOLE

0 MONITORING FOR TURBINE, FEED WATER SYSTEM

@ ALARM DISPLAY

( | ) MONITORING FOR REACTOR

0 MONITORING FOR REACTOR COOLANT, OTHER SYSTEMS

• NSSS AUXILIARY CONTROL PANEL

MONITORING FOR STARTUP/COOLDOWN, DURING ACCIDENT

• TURBINE GENERATOR AUXILIARY CONTROL PANEL

MONITORING FOR TURBINE, GENERATOR OPERATION

• AUXILIARY CONSOLE

OVERALL PLANT CONDITION MONITORING FOR SUPERVISOR

FIG.3 LAYOUT OF ADVANCED CONTROL ROOM
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SUMMARY OF SESSION II (CONT'D)
Chairman: Hideaki Nishihara

In tlie latter half of Session II, six papers were presented, which dealt with
disturbance analysis systems: one came from the Federal Republic of Germany,
one from Japan, two from Canada and two from Hungary.

Paper No. 10, presented bij Mr. Puhr-Westerheide of GRS, discussed the net scan
strategies that are used in monitoring the plant data in the form of a net. He
introduced a new method of scanning called "topologically ordered signal pro-
pagation (TOSIP) scan", which is being implemented in a power plant. It com-
bines the topologically ordered scanning strategy with that of the signal pro-
pagation scanning, taking advantages of the two for faster execution.

Paper No. 11 was from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries and was given by Hr. Tani.
It dealt with the "reference models", which uses a dynamic model based on the
combination of a system level model and a component level model; the anomalies
detected at the system level are transferred to the entry node, and those at
the component level to the primary node. This combination approach is built
into a CCT which forms an integral part of their operator support system of
PUR's.

Papers Nos. 12 and 15 concern the systems in CANDU reactors. Paper No. 12,
which was given by Mr. Pauksens of AECL, described the alarm annunciation and
display systems in the CANDU 6OO stations. The computerized system with color
CRT's is now used together with the ordinary hard-wired window-type annuncia-
tors, but the number of the latter is much reduced in this combined system,
and is received favorably well by the operators. It was noted that a further
improvement is necessary when the alarm rate is high. An automated abnormal
incident decision support (AIDS) system based on CCT's is now being developed,
and was discussed in some depth in this paper. In the companion paper No. 16,
Mr. Gumley discussed alarm sequence analysis of CANDU reactors following ab-
normal incidents/ typical credible event sequences and expected responses of
tlie station alarms and indications were also reviewed.

Last but not the least, our host Hungarian institutes gave two papers in suc-
cession which dealt with their operator aiding systems. The first of the two
papers was delivered by Mr. Holló, who described procedures of constructing
the system from FMEA to logic trees. Following his presentation, Mrs. Burger
discussed, among other things, an automated method of generating fault-trees
from the "mini-trees". This procedure is adopted in their disturbance analysis
system, PANDA, developed for post-mortem analysis.

Although not originally scheduled, Mr. Rakitine of USSR gave a brief summary
on the Russian systems for aiding the nuclear power plant operators.

Throughout these sessions on the disturbance analysis. I have noticed that
much work is being carried out both in the fundamental and in the application
oriented areas, and the resu.lts of the former are smoothly handed over to the
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Jlitter for implementation. In many cases this succesion of efforts from the
fundamental RSDs to the implementation is done in the same organization or by
the same group of people. This is a result of a fine "two-wheeled" approach
to an engineering problem. It should be executed, however, with caution.

Although in most cases the implementation of these systems is carried out un
trial bases, there is a need for developing methodologies for verifying the
applicability of these systems, other than the presently performad testing
procedures by plant simulators. It may seem to be a roundabout way when the;
safety needs for nuclear power plants are pressing. Also the significance of
such tests, when performed, given in terms of figures of statistics, needs
to be scrutinized. But it is my feeling that more effort in this direction is
needed before fully convincing the nuclear community on the usefulness of .
these systems.
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STRUCTURES AND SCAN STRATEGIES
OF SOFTWARE NET MODELS

by

P. Puhr-Westerheide, H. Sandbaek

Gesellschaft f i i r Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
D-8046 Garching, T. 089/32004239

The present paper deals with some aspects of plant
control and monitoring systems as used in nuclear power
plants. These aspects concern executable net models to
run on computers. A short survey on the nets' environ-
ment and on some net scan strategies is given. Among
the strategies are the 'topologically ordered scan1 and
the 'signal propagation scan1. A combined method 'topo-
logically ordered signal propagation (TOSIP) scan1 will
be outlined as well as a net model data structure that
allows the definition of subsystems for the use of clear
structuration and dischargement to distributed systems.

INTRODUCTION

For many purposes in the field of control systems, hard-wired networks
will be substituted by computer systems, whether it may serve for the
ease of modifications of the network or for the avoidance of specific
hardware implementations in favour of more universal systems.
The layout of such systems does not only depend on the requirements
which arise from the necessities of the plant but also on the possibi-
lities of data processing systems.
The problems to be mastered within the control- or monitoring system
are independent of the special features of a plant to a certain degree.
Not only the increasing complexity of systems to be controlled but also
the fast progress in data processing technology revealing new possi-
bilities require a good part of work to be done as concerns control
systems.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF EXECUTABLE NET MODELS

Fig. 1 illustrates a plant monitoring system and the distribution of
tasks between plant- and data processing experts, using certain sig-
nificant terms for the data processing system. For identifying some
standard problems of control and monitoring with regard to data pro-
cessing system features, several definitions are listed in table 1.

A real time digital data processing system with a single or a few pro-
cessors only, requires the discretion of values and time.
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stochastic
disturbanci.es
(e.g. noise, failures)

deterministic
disturbancies
(e.g. range, distortion)

[ J l I
\>

measurable
data

!••» instrumentation
sieve

layout by system
analists

recorded
data

__. plant
J_J Li image

realization by
data processing
specialists

inherent
parallel

time continuous
data processing

system

results

time discret
data processing

system

sequentia
-parallell

results

Aspects of a plant monitoring system

times
t....the smallest time interval of conern under technological con-

straints of the plant
T....the (mean) response time of the data processing system

data types and ranges
boolean...b

_ j s t r ings. . . m
a.. .'algebraic1 types

{S}..range of data

change of data, events

Ah j 0 no event
e...event: e = 'Át = 1 "*/* c o m' n9 event

[ -1/t going event

common data types
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change of digitized analogue data ('algebraic types'):

To in practice: / Aa/At I í e

AT ~ ] y in practice: |Aa/At| > e t: zero uncertainty
( < 0 J

fast change: jAa/Atl g or{a}/t may be interpreted as an
event

slow change:' JAa/At| < ot{a}/t

a to be defined under technological constraint

Table 1: Definitions of certain terms in real-time data processing
systems

The execution or 'scan' of such a system may generally be triggered

- periodically in time or
- by the occurrence of events.

A periodic scan is simpler to handle because of the uniformity of time
intervals. There are, however, several good reasons to use event-
triggered scans. In both cases, attention must be payed to problems
with events and their correlations.
Any pair of physical events e and e. may either be correlated or
uncorrelated with respect to their occurrencies. The following classes of
correlations may be defined:

strong

weak
\

1 occurrency as ordered pair in a finite time interval;
2 occurrency as unordered pair in a finite time interval;
3 occurrency as ordered pair in an infinite time interval;
4 occurrency as unordered pair in an infinite time interval;

' 5 uncorrelated occurrency.

Signals of events may fail in various aspects. Furthermore, a pair of
physical events with strong correlation may lead to a pair of signals of
a weaker correlation due to instrumentation or discretion constraints;
also such complications have to be handled appropriately by the data
processing system.
Besides this class of stochastic external events (coming from the plant),
a class of 'induced events' in the data processing system has to be con-
sidered which originate from certain requirements from the plant. An
example is the delay of a stochastic external event e . After its regi-
stration by the data processing system, e shall effect after a certain
delay time. The delayed event e' has lost The stochastic property as it
was made known to the system, but another problem arises. Unless a
private processor is assigned to e', the condition 'delay time elapsed'
has to be chequed periodically by a supervisor. A survey on a time
discrete data processing system is given in fig. 2. It shows that ex-
ternal events and induced events may be handled equally except for the
time condition cheques. In difference to a data memory, we call the
memorization of induced events a 'real time memory1.
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liscretion of I
:ime & data )

place
,'(as in Petri nets)

time con
Iditions,

transition
(as in Petri nets)

data evalu-
ation system

data
table

results

it.. .in-time
ot...possibly out of time
x response time

afterT

Event-handling data processing system

The aforementioned properties concerning events are interesting in
regard to the response time T. An event is handled 'in-time' whenever
it triggers the data processing system immediately. It is lost when no
at least internal reaction of the system happens, and it is out of time
when it is queued for later treatment.

The general aim isf of course, to handle all events in-time. Fig. 2,
however, shows that when using induced events, this property cannot
be fulfilled generally as it may happen that two induced events should
trigger the system at the same instant of time. Therefore, one event
queue is necessary.
Many problems may become apparent when investigating the basic time
property. There are three basic areas of times t (the response time)
and T (the smallest interesting time) of major concern:
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1 T « X
2 t i t
3 t > x

If condition 1 holds, there will be no problem with response times, as
they are small with respect to the smallest interesting time .^Condition 2
reflects the case where there may be events out of time if x represents
a mean value, and a second queing mechanism is necessary for the
stochastic events. Condition 3 mirrors the case where an overflow of
such a queue will happen.

If the data processing system has a large burden, x will increase in the
direction of condition 2 and 3. There are several approaches to bring
down T:

- the selection of a faster hardware
- the distribution of tasks
- the optimization of software.

Here, we focus on the two latter points. The distribution of tasks
needs a well-suited modularization, and the optimization deals with
certain scan strategies. In the next chapter, some basic considerations
concerning data processing by net models will be outlined.

SEMANTIC NETS

Plant control and monitoring relies* often on net models realized either
by hardware components or by software net models executed by com-
puters. Recently, net models are called semantic nets that are scanned
nodewise where actions are performed at the nodes. We believe that
there are good reasons to use net models as:

- the advantageous description of processes as stimulus-response-
chains

- the impressive presentation of net models
- the history of control systems
- the prevention of combinatorial explosion of data

Concerning the history of control systems, it is clear that during their
evolution the signals of stand-alone instrumentations were bundled by
use of priority giving, masking, or more sophisticated gates.
The last point has in view that with n different input events a lexical
list of 2 resultant items may be accessed by a very simple algorithm,
but it turns out that this procedure is of limited advantage for a larger
amount of input events. It may, however, be used for small subsystems
to reduce execution time.

Many of the different net models correspond to directed graphs in a
more or less explicite manner, as e.g. hardware switching circuits or
software flow charts. These both are net models, but they differ in an
important feature.
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Hardware switching circuits contain an 'inherent parallelism1 of activi-
ties, as all active components work in parallel, whereas during the
execution of a software program by a single processing unit, an activity
can stay only at one point in the flow chart at any instant of time.
When handling a net model with inherent parallelism by a single pro-
cessor system, the net has to be sequentiafized in a way that, when
inspecting a certain node, all nodes influencing that node have been
processed before.
The sequentialization of net models can be done in different ways, e.g.
off-line before the execution of the model, or on-line when executing i t .
The f i rst way deals with some static analysis of graph as e.g. a topofo-
gical sorting, the second is based on the evaluation of the net's tem-
porary state during its execution. We call the different ways of se-
quentialization as well as the limitation of nodes to be visited as scan
strategies. The choice of a scan strategy influences the structure of
the net data. Both aspects will be outlined in the next chapter.

NET SCAN STRATEGIES AND NET DATA STRUCTURE

The rules of execution of a semantic net with inherent parallelism by a
single processor unit are mainly determined by the necessity of an
appropriate sequentialixation of nodes. Advantage can be taken from the
use of the well-known topological order coming from the theory of
directed graphs [1 ,2 ] .
Such an order enumerates the nodes so that for each path in the net,
the node numbers are strictly increasing. In case of closed loops, no
topological order can be defined, and more sophisticated methods must
be used that are beyond the scope of this paper. The topological order
determines the sequence of nodes to be visited; and, as a second
effect, it exempts one from a complicated managing of data computed in
each node. If the node result data are pushed into a stack, the data
that are needed when visiting a particular node are automatically on its
top. Fig. 3 gives an example of a topologically ordered scan of a small
net.

- *

•» »

• *

_ ^

stack
• / • •

• / .

• / .

• / .

• / .

• / .

V.

results

Topologically ordered scan
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A flaw of that simple method is that the code of every node has to be
executed. Even if an event does not propagate further than some
nodes, the whole net has to be executed, coming out with a maximal but
constant response time T.
By a good analysis of the net model/ one may find out particular node
sets that are reachable for each particular event. The use of this
information will limit the number of nodes to be visited, but the manage-
ment of data of reachable node sets is somewhat clumsy.

Another scan strategy is based on the understanding that the net has
to be executed until node data will no more change. As long as signals
will propagate in the net, its execution must go on. We call such a scan
strategy a 'signal propagation scan'. The next nodes to be visited,
herein, are determined during the net's execution, and no preceeding
node sort of the net is necessary. When visiting a node, all of its
successors will be written into a buffer when the new result data of the
node differ from the old ones. Executing continues at the 'oldest' node
in the buffer until the buffer is empty. Concerning loops, there is no
problem with this method except that the change of the f i rst loop data
after one loop execution leads to an infinite scan (similar to a positive
feed back). Altough the handling of the successors' buffer is a little
bit unwieldy and all old node data have to be memorized and globally
accessible (for the decision wether node data have changed or not), the
scan stops immediately when no further change of net data is possible.
The mean response time x, therewith, will diminish considerably. This,
however, depends on the particular net, structure, and it is easy to
design a net with a mean response time t equal to the maximal response
time. Fig. 4 lines out the signal propagation scan strategy.

m mj buffer

If
X
*

**
•

nodes to
be handled

.new result

"old result
(from prev. scan)

4: Signal propagation scan

We think that, for most cases, a combination of both scan methods
yields the best results. In the following, the combined method will be
sketched in more details.
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THE TOPOLOGICALLY ORDERED SIGNAL PROPAGATION SCAN (TOSIP
SCAN)

Before any execution, the network must be ordered topologically:

array linearized-net [1:n] of type node
n . . . number of nodes

With that, we have a global loop from 1 to n which in each step of
on-line execution evaluates an element node. A node configuration shall
contain

- the loading of its input data
- the computation of executable code
- the delivering of its output data

Roughly spoken, a node is a function with an argument input vector
and a result output vector.
Thus, a basic node structure may look like the following:

record node [ i ] ;
array inp [1 :q ] ;
array res [ 1 : r ] ;

procedure activate
begin end;

end record;

where the procedure 'activate' contains the executable code.

The data transmission between nodes consists either of passing the
results of a node to its successors, or of accessing the input data of a
node from its predecessors. Although both methods are equivalent, the
former is better suited as pointed out below. Care should be taken of
the data interfacing between nodes; a good part of addressing can be
done off-line when analyzing the net.
The use of the topological order allows to define an invariant:

I: i unter execution -* j never needs data from k
i, j , k: nodes of topologically sorted net

where j S i > k.

I holds when the data transmission between nodes happens by passing
the results to the successors. No similar invariant can be found for the
other method of data transmission.

The TOSIP scan takes advantage of the philosophy of the signal pro-
pagation scan - analyzing only those nodes whose input data have
changed - and the topological order - making use of the inherent in -
variant I and the fact that the successors are accessed by the nodes'
order, saving memory space. Now we define the condition for a node to
be executed on-line or skipped.
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When passing data from node i to one of its successors, say node j ,
these resultant data i.res[a] either equal the input data j . inpfb] or
not. The former tags node j to be skipped when reached, the latter
tags it to be executed:

i.res[a] ^ j.inp[b]-> node j is marked to be executed
1 Í a < i.r, 1 S b S j .q

Before the simple TOSIP scan algorithm is sketched, we focus on the
problem of hierarchical structuration. The idea of subnets which might
be looked upon as self-standing nodes is solved by an indirect recur-
sive definition of the net itself.

A net has its graph-theoretical equivalent in a directed graph, con-
sisting of components that are self-connected but not connected to each
other. Within a net, we call the components partial nets. A partial net
[ i ,k] has two parameters where i means the current number of the
partial net, and k the node to be activated initially. A subnet is a
partial net coated by a node ('super node'). The recursion is in that a
node may consist of a partial net.

The final node structure, therewith, reads as follows:

record node [ i ] ;
inp [1:q];
sue [1 : r ] ; of type pointer; /*pointing to the

input data items of direct successors * /
boolean changed; /initialized to false * /

proc activate
begin . . . end;

end record

The procedure activate is the executable code of a node; it must con-
tain the computation of the 'changed' flag of the node's successors, and
it may, e.g., contain

- a 'call induce ( i , t ) ' to create an induced event that shall effect at a
time t,

- a 'call write message' to pass a message to an operator,
- some functional operation on the input data
- a 'call net ( i ,k) ' to activate a subnet

The net structure, comprising the simple TOSIP-Scan, is as follows:

record net [ i ,k]
array lin [1,n] of type node;

proc execute
begin

do i = k to n;
begin
If (node [ i ] . changed) then

node [ i ] . activate;
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end;
end;

end record

To create subsystems distributed in hardware, the activation of a super
node can be used that triggers a hardware subsystem in which a subnet
may be executed.

Tab. 2 shows a brief summary on the different scan strategies.

topological off-
line sort nee.

global accessible
node data nee.

scan algorithm

data transmission
aetween nodes

topological
scan

yes

no

simple,
very slow

less
complicated

signal propa-
gation scan

no

yes

complicated,
fast

TOS IP scan

yes

yes

simple, fast

more complicated

Tab. 2; A brief summary on different scan strategies

CONCLUSION

Executable software net models are widely used for the control and
monitoring of nuclear power plants. The increasing complexity of these
models and the demand for short response time necessitate the approp-
riate structurization of software net models and appropriate methods for
the execution of the models. A well-defined hierarchical structure
facilitates the dischargement of tasks to distributed systems that may be
realized by microcomputers, and the use of generalized execution
methods diminishes the expenditures of the implementation of executable
software net models.
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Discussion

Question; H. Nishihara, Japan

1. How are these scan strategies implemented in the actual
power plant ?

Answer:

1. In the moment, no implementation exists. These strate-
gies are the base for the new design of the on-line-part of
the STAR-system, especially taken into consideration
to speed up the system.
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PWR PLANT DIAGNOSIS METHOD BY REFERENCE MODELS

by

M. Tani, H. Morimoto, T. Fujiwara

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd.
4-1, Shibakoen 2-Chome, Minato-Ku
Shuwa shiba Park Building, Tokyo

105 Japan

This paper describes the structure and the
performance of the abnormality diagnosis system.
The proposed abnormality diagnosis method pro-
vides the dynamic model of the plant represented
by the equations based on the laws of mass and
energy conservation, etc. as the reference in
the plant behavior, and diagnoses the abnormal
points by comparing the measured values in the
actual plant with the output values of the
corresponding model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The diagnostic techniques of PWR plant which is under develop-
ment were outlinedflJat IAEA Nuclear Power Plant I 6 C Sym-
posium held on October 1982.

This paper described the abnormality diagnostic technique
focusing on the reference models.l^j
The purpose of development of this diagnosis is to supplement
the diagnosis system using Cause-Consequence-Tree (CCT).

In the past there were some of such proposals , but the new
method has the special features.
The dynamic model is composed of the system level model and
the component level model. Both models are combined in order
to achieve the following features;

(1) The controlled system (reactor, steam generator, etc.)
failures can be diagnosed in addition to the control
equipment failures.

(2) To discriminate the abnormality in the input interfaces
for the computer.

(3) Even if the sensor system has insufficient redundancy,
the diagnosis of abnormal sensor can be available on the
system level model reference.

This report is composed of the principle and the structure of
this system and the test results by the simulation using a
main frame computer. This study has been executed as a part
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of PWR Instruction System which is under development with
the MITI'n (Ministry of International Trade and Industry)
subsidy.

2. PRINCIPLE OF DIAGNOSIS METHOD USING REFERENCE MODELS

Fig.l shows the principle diagram of the diagnosis system
which utilizes two types of model, one is the system level
model and another is the component level model.

The system level model is composed of the closed loop control
system and controlled system as shown in Fig. l-(a). The
plant system in thi o example is composed of controller (Xi),
drive-end (X2) and controlled system (X3). The models XJ,
X2 and X3' are the models corresponding to Xj , X2, X3 respec-
tively. Each output of models Y{, YJ and Y| is compared with
corresponding plant system measured values Yj, Y} and Y3. If
an abnormality occurs in a part of the composed devices in
the plant system, the effect will appear in all comparator A,
B and C.
Therefore, system level model diagnosis system can detect the
abnormality in the plant system anywhere but can not discrim-
inate the cause of failure. In the component level model, on
the other hand, each input of component models is the corres-
ponding plant system measured value as shown in Fig. I-(b).
Therefore, the deviation between the measured value and the
calculated result will appear only in the part of the failed
component. Thus, the failed component can be identified dis-
tinctly. Though the component level has the above advantage,
it may have the possibility of false diagnosis when the input
interface of the diagnosis system fails. It Í3 proposed,
therefore, to use the system level together with the compo-
nent level.

3. STRUCTURE OF DIAGNOSIS METHOD USING REFERENCE MODELS

The relation of this system with the whole diagnosis system
is shown in Fig. 2.
The abnormality diagnosis system using the model reference
method is the part encircled with the thick dotted line in
Fig. 2. The measured values of plant system are transferred
to the dynamic models through the interface and pre-processor.
The comparing section compares the output of above-mentioned
model with the plant system measured value, and the detecting
section judges if the deviation value surpasses the threshold,
then the result is output to the diagnosing section. The
diagnosing section diagnoses the abnormal component or the
abnormal interface while the detected result is referred to
the diagnosis criterion.

The following functions are considered in order to supplement
the diagnosis system using CCT.

1) Entry node: If the deviation value surpasses the threshold
in the system level model, then the result is transfered
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to the entry node as shown in Fig. 2.
2) Primary node: If the deviation value surpasses the thresh-

old in the component level model, then the result is
transferd to the primary node.

3) The diagnosing result of reference model method is used
for the second best message, if the CCT can not discrimi-
nate the abnormality.

4) Interface abnormal: The diagnosing result, of interface
abnormality is displayed on the CRT.

3-1 EXAMPLE OF DISPLAY

The display of the diagnosed results is shown in Fig. 3. The
abnormal point is displayed with the thick line on the top
left. The value of the dynamic model in the system level and
the corresponding measured value in the plant are displayed
on the top right with the alarm point. The diagnosed results
and the abnormality operational guidance are messaged at the
bottom.

3-2 DYNAMIC MODEL

The dynamic model is composed of reactor, pressurizer, steam
generator, feed-water system, and each control system repre-
sented by the nonlinear equations based on the laws of mass,
energy conservation, momentum conservation and the diagram
of physical properties. The structure of the model is de-
scribed below.

As for the reactor, the instantaneous power is calculated
from the sum of contributions of the instantaneous fisson
rate and contributions from the decay of six groups of fission
products. The rate of change of fission power is calculated
by the conventional one-energy space-independent kinetics
equations. Flushing and condensation are considered for the
pressurizer. As for the steam generator, the evaporation
commence point of the heating part can be analysed, and it
also is contained the circulation calculation. The model of
control systems is widely covered in this model except the
chemical volume control system.

One example of the comparison result of the model output with
the actual plant measured value is shown in Fig. 4 in order
to confirm the accuracy of the dynamic model. This is the
verification of the steam generator model when the load is
reduced to 50% from 100%.

The CPU time required for the calculation of the system which
is made up of the reactor, the pressurizer and the steam
generator (three loops), and of the feed-water system is 1/50
of the real time when the time unit for the calculation is
set to be 3 sec. (partially 1 sec.) using IBM3081. Therefore,
the calculation in the real time could be possible enough if
the 1 MIPS mini-computer is used.
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In making up of the dynamic model, the dynamic simulator
(HEDDY) specially developed for heat exchanger with the prob-
lem-oriented language has been adopted so as to get the high
efficiency o.T the calculation and the easy maintenance.^'

The improvement of the modeling accuracy is important for the
elevation of the diagnosing accuracy. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to search the parameters of the dynamic model like the
heat-transfer coefficient in order to make the model close to
the real behavior as likely as possible.
As the search method, the successive division method is used
for the search of one parameter and the conjugate gradient
method is used for the search of two parameters or more.

4. RESULTS OF DIAGNOSIS

The performance of the abnormality diagnosis by reference
models has been examined by the simulation with the main
frame, computer.

The threshold of the dynamic model on the system level is 5%
of the total span, and that of the dynamic model on the COKÍ-
ponent level is 4%, and that between the stand-by sensor and
the corresponding sensor in operation is 3%.

Figure 5 shows the pattern and message of the diagnosed re-
sults when the main feed water valve is out of order and
after four minutes the turbine bypass valves of one bank are
out of order in the constant load operation. In this case,
the abnormality of main feed water valve is diagnosed at 0.1
minute after the outbreak, then the abnormality of turbine
bypass valves is diagnosed immediately after it broke out.

5. CONCLUSION

The diagnosed results stated in this paper are limited part
of the case study, but any other cases are verified in which
various abnormality broke out. As a conclusion, this diag-
nosis method is considered to be well-confirmed and be effec-
tive.
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ABNORMAL EVENT OPERATOR
AIDS IN CANDU NUCLEAR

POWER STATIONS

by

J. Pauksens and J.R. Popovlc

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.

CANDU Operations
Sheridan Park Research Community
Mississauga, Ontario L5K 1B2

From the first commercial prototype CANDU reactor at Douglas
Point, CANDU designs have made use of digital computers for
station control and operator information functions. In this
paper we describe alarm annunciation and display systems in
CANDU 600 MW stations now in-service, with particular
reference to features that ensure the operator is not over-
whelmed with so much data that he is unable to distinguish
the major alarms. Also described is our development work on
an automated Abnormal incident D_ecision &upport (AIDS) System
which is an aid to the operator for accident conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION:

Computerized operator aids have been an important part of CANDU nuclear
power plants from the first commercial prototype plant which went into
operation at Douglas Point, Ontario, in 1966. CANDU designs use digital
computers for station control, alarm annunciation, information displays
and data logging 1 . These systems have undergone several stages of
refinement as design work progressed through the Pickering, Bruce, and
the CANDU 600 nuclear generating stations. The latter design is the most
recent CANDU to go into service, with plants operating at Pt. Lepreau and
Gentilly-2 sites in Canada, Wolsung in Korea, and Cordoba province in Ar-
gentina. Also, a CANDU 600 is presently under construction in Cernavoda,
Romania.

We shall describe here the alarm annunciation and display systems for the
CANDU 600, since this is a recent design which is in a final for«. Com-
pared to its immediate predecessor, the Bruce nuclear generating station,
the CANDU 600 has two significant differences: the use of colour CRT mon-
itors instead of monochrome, and a reduced number of annunciation win-
dows. In place of the windows and conventional instrumentation, more ex-
tensive use is made of CRT annunciation and display functions.

In the npvest CANDU designs, e.g. Darlington G.S. and the second genera-
tion CANDU-600, the operator/machine interface systems are generally
similar to those in the CANDU-600. However, It should be mentioned that
the new designs do include an important new feature, namely computerized
monitoring and testing of special safety system parameters and equipment.
Computerized monitoring of special safety systems is also being added aa
a retrofit in Bruce G.S. 'A1.
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Following our description of the alarm annunciation, and display fea-
tures provided in the present CANDU-600 MW station, we shall give a brief
account of development work in progress on advanced CANDU operator aids.
These are expected to further enhance the reliability and operabili ty of
these stations in abnormal event situations.

2. CONTROL ROOMS

Plant control is normally carried out from the main control room where
the operator monitors the station processes and takes remedial actions.
The control room instrumentation is based on the philosophy of having
sufficient information displayed to control the station safely. All
indicators and controls essential for operation (start-up, shutdown and
normal) are located on the control room panels. Also located there are
the controls for any system requiring attention within 30 minutes of an
alarm occurrence. (Local control loops are provided for some equipment
which does not require quick operator action to continue normal station
operation.)

To ensure a high degree of immunity to common mode events (e.g. fire,
earthquakes, maintenance errors, pipe-whip damage) a two-group approach
is used in CANDU power reactors. Under this approach, the safety and
process systems are divided into two groups. The Group 1 systems are the
normal cooling^system, the normal power system, shutdown system number
one, and the normal process systems. The Group 2 systems are the emer-
gency water supply system, the emergency power system, and shutdown sys-
tems number two. The two groups of equipment are physically separated so
that, within the limits of design, no directional or localized common
mode events can disable both groups. For Group 1 the control area is the
main control room. For Group 2 the control area is the secondary control
area. Other than for maintenance, there are no operating personnel in
the secondary control area during normal plant operation. To enable the
monitoring, testing and manual operation of group 2 special safety sys-
tems, the necessary signals are retransmitted from the secondary control
area to the main control room. These retransmitted signals are buffered
to ensure that failures in the main control room do not affect the group
2 special safety systems.

The main control room panels are laid out on a system basis, with the
control and instrumentation for each system being grouped on specific
panels. There are three main groups of panels, one for the generating
unit, one for the electrical distribution sx/itchyard plus miscellaneous
auxiliary systems, and one for the fuel handling systems. (See Fig. 1.).
The main control room includes computerized control and advanced opera-
tor/machine interface equipment including colour CRT's and fast electron-
ic printers. In the secondary control area only conventional instrumen-
tation is used and no CRT's or computer control features are provided.
The overall operator/machine interface arrangement is shown in block
diagram in Fig. 2. Our subsequent discussion focuses on the main control
room. In particular we describe the panel arrangement, alarm annuncia-
tion system, CRT displays, operator/machine interface, data acquisition
and data logging system as provided in the CANDU 600.

3. MAIN CONTROL ROOM PANEL ARRANGEMENT
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As shown in Fig. 1, fourteen different systems are presented on twenty-
nine panels each containing hardwired conventional panel instrumentation
and window annunciators. On eight of the panels there are also one or
more computer-driven CRT's and associated keyboards that provide an in-
terface between the operator and the plant processes. (For typical panel
arrangement see Fig. 3). Also provided is an operator's desk with a key-
board, one CRT and two high-speed line printers. Two colour CRT's lo-
cated on the central panel are dedicated to alarm annunciation.

In designing the panels, considerable care was taken to present the oper-
ator with relevant, uncluttered process information. This is important
because the amount of information to be presented has been increasing
with each new design. A number of functions previously presented using
conventional metiers, recorders, indicators, and handswitches were re-
placed by computerized functions such as alarm messages, bar charts,
trends and special displays that appear on the CRT's on operator request
or in response to certain process upsets. The use of displays freed some
space on the panels and provides easier correlation of information. The
spare space on the panels allowed for expanded use of colored mimic dia-
grams which help to group the conventional control functions on the
panels.

A number of special techniques were used in the expanded panel graphics
and mimic diagrams. A "dark panel" approach was adopted, i.e. lights are
on only for discrepancies. Handswitch handles are illuminated whenever
the state of the controlled device is in disagreement with the selected
state. Electromagnetic indicators (EMIs) provide off normal indications.

4. ALARM ANNUNCIATION SYSTEM

The main purpose of the alarm annunciation system is to warn the operator
when pre-set threshold levels have been exceeded by key plant variables.
Sufficient information about process and system abnormal conditions must
be presented in a clear and concise manner, so that the appropriate ac-
tions can be taken to re-establish normal operating conditions.

Alarm information is presented to the operator in two ways:

- window annunciators
- annunciation CRT's supplemented with printed logs.

Annunciation windows located above the control panels have been used for
many years to identify fault conditions. They are effective in attracting
the operator's attention to the appropriate control panel and serve as a
reminder of the fault condition until it clears. However, they have a
limited information content, provide no time sequence information and be-
come impractical for presenting more than a limited number of alarms. In
600 MW stations they are mainly used to annunciate the alarm condition of
the safety systems. This ensures that key information is available even
in the event of dual computer failure, which would disable computer driven
annunciation.

For the other systems most of the alarm signals are handled by the con-
trol computers which present them to the operator on the two annunciation
CRT's and record them on the line printer.
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4.1 Window Annunciation

Hard-wired window annunciators provide essential annunciation information
in case of dual computer failure, partlculail.y for the special safety
systems. Altogether there are two hundred windows provided on the main
panels. Normally windows are driven Independently of the computers.
However each alarm condition associated with a window also generates a
CRT message. In a few cases, windows are driven by the computer to in-
dicate to the operator important conditions as detected by control pro-
grams, e.g. reactor stepback conditions. Extensive use of window annun-
ciators is made on the special safety system panels (e.g. fifty on the
shutdown System No. 1 panel). However, their number is i-elatlvely small
on the control systems panels (e.g. five on the Heat Transport System
panel).

4.2 CRT Annunciation

CRT annunciation handles the majority of Cault situations and takes ad-
vantage of the computer to organize the potentially very large number of
annunciation messages into a form suitable for presentation to the opera-
tor. The CANDU 600 stations hdve several thousands of alarm points and
the computer system is used to provide detailed information for each,
display and log alarms in the order of occurrence, identify priorities
and suppress unnecessary alarms. Tn earlier designs (Bruce, Pickering)
monochromatic monitors located immediately in front of the operator's
desk proved to be a very effective means of presenting detailed informa-
tion hut did not attract the operator's attention to the appropriate con-
trol panel as effectively as windows. Introducing colour monitors and
colour coding of messages by system has eliminated this disadvantage and
has provided additional benefits. Alarm information is presented to the
operator on two adjacent colour CRT',? which are used in combination for
increased annunciation capacity. Each new alarm message on the CRT is
identified by a blinking 'A' character at the start of a message and the
operator's attention is attracted by an audible tone. The character
stops blinking when the operator acknowledges the alarm by pressing the
alarm acknowledge pushbutton.

Alarm messages are generated from several .sources, including the. analog
alarm scan program, the. reactor channel temperature monitor program, the
contact scan program and the automatic control programs (which generate
alarm messages related to their control functions). Usage of different
coloured messages for each of the major systems facilitates the identi-
fication of system trouble areas, and helps the operator to identify re-
lated alarm groupings. This helps him to di.stinquish prime cause alarms
from cascading or secondary alarms- Colour also improves the readability
of the message and reduces operator fatigue and irritation, thereby re-
ducing the probability of error.

All alarms are further classified as being: safety related, of major im-
portance requiring immediate attention, or of lower importance requiring
attention at the operator's discretion. During a plant upset (e.g. re-
actor trip, setback or stepback, turbine runback or trip) minor alarms are
inhibited from the CRT but printed, on the line printer. This helps pre-
vent the CRT from being flooded with messages during critical periods and
allows the operator to take action on the alarms that are most important
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to the station. All alarms are saved on disc together with their time of
occurrence and the alarm reference number. At the operator's request a
summary of all existing alarm conditions on a system or plant basis is
provided on a line printer.

The two alarm annunciation CRTs can be controlled by either computer.
Normally the master computer is selected, but annunciation is transferred
to the standby computer automatically if the master computer fails.
Also, there is a facility for manual transfer using a handswitch on the
operator's desk.

In addition to the above, there are several other useful features, which
take advantage of the computer's ability to process alarm information.
These include:

(a) Alarm Conditioning: Analog and Contact alarms can be conditionally
suppressed when they are inappropriate as determined by other plant
signals.

(b) Changing Analog Alarm Limits: This feature allows the operator to
modify the alarm limits for those inputs assigned to the Analog Alarm
Scan Program.

(c) Alarm Jumper: Any analog or contact alarm may be temporarily dis-
abled, i.e. jumpered out, such that no further annunciation will be
provided for those points. A printed record of all jumpered points
can be obtained on demand, . .

(d) Alarm Clearing: This is a means of selecting and clearing alarm
messages from the screen to eliminate nuisance alarms.

5. CRT DISPLAYS AND OPERATOR-MACHINE COMMUNICATION

Once the operator knows of a fault condition he will typically need more
detailed plant status information in order to fully assess the situation
and take appropriate corrective action. This detailed information is
available in part from conventional panel instrumentation, but to a large
extent, it is computerized and available from special CRT displays. In-
formation may be presented as a graphical trend, a bar chart, a table of
data or as a composite graphical and data display designed specifically
for the system in question. ,

The colour CRT monitors and.associated keyboards located on the control
panels provide the means for two-way communication between the operator
and computer functions. The keyboard permits the operator to call up an
information display for a particular system at the touch of a button.
This display can be directed to the CRT located on the associated control
panel or, if desired, to any of the CRT's on the other panels. These
keyboards also permit the operator to enter information into the comput-
er, such as control parameters, alarm limits and new data display
configuration. A printed copy of any display may be requested via
the keyboard.

5.1 Bar Charts

This display format provides means of quickly assessing and comparing
plant variables. A comparatively large number of analogue input signals
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or calculated variables (maximum sixteen) can be simultaneously displayed
on a single CRT, each variable having an Identification code, scale
values, alarm limits, current value and units used. Colours are used to
differentiate this information. Variables in an alarm state are made to
stand out by increasing the Intensity of the respective bar. The vari-
ables making up a particular display can be changed by keyboard entry.

5.2 Graphical Trend Displays

This display format shows the behaviour of key variables as, a function of
time. Graphical trends perform functions conventionally performed by
strip chart recorders. Up to four trended variables are displayed along
with a time axis. The variable label, scale, alarm limits, current value
and units are given for each variable. Colour is used to provide quick
correlation between the curves and the related data. Old or historic
data may be retrieved from memory and displayed in the same format as
current data. New trend variables can be assigned through keyboard entry.

5.3 Special Displays

These displays provide system and subsystem status summaries in various
formats selected for ease of operator interpretation. A variety of
special purpose-displays have been developed which are unique to parti-
cular systems and operating conditions. For some displays the data pro-
cessing capabilities of the computer system have been utilized to pro-
vide information not normally available using conventional instrumenta-
tion. For instance, a dynamic plot of the reactivity control system
operating point relates reactor power error to the trigger points of
different control mechanisms. This provides a simple, picture of the
overall reactivity control system status. Similarly, schematic diagrams
with superimposed operating data are used to indicate overall plant con-
ditions (see Fig. 4). In other cases, where high data density is de-
sired, the display is limited to al.phanumerics which are grouped and co-
lour coded to simplify correlation and highlight the important points.
Special bar chart formats with the bars organized in a configuration re-
sembling the arrangement of the physical components (e.g. zone control-
lers) have also been used to good effect.

This area of special display formats is still developing and feedback
from operating stations is providing a good guide for designing new for-
mats.

5.4 Data Acquisition and Logging

These programs acquire data, format and print it in the form of various
summary logs which are useful as printed records of station operating data.
The operator can request either an instantaneous or historical log through
the keyboard at any time. These records are used for immediate operator
information and long term storage and analysis. Requests for logs are
usually made at the end of the shift to obtain information for the sta-
tion log book. Some examples of station logs are:

- The reactivity log, i.e. print parameters related to the reactivity
mechanism status

- The channel temperature log; i.e. the values of the fuel channel outlet
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temperatures in a matrix format that resembles the physical arrange-
ment of the channels

- The activity log; i.e. the values of parameters related to effluent
activity monitoring.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATED ABNORMAL INCIDENT DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEMS (AIDS)

As discussed in the preceding sections, the operator-machine interface
systems provided in the current generation of CANDU reactors include a
number of advanced features. These features help the operator to deal
effectively with both normal and abnormal events in the plant. Basically,
they serve to organize and prioritize plant information in order to help
the operator handle the very large amount of data which is available.

Feedback from the operating CANDU-600's on the CRT annunciation system
is generally favourable. However under certain plant upset conditions,
it is found that alarms come in at very high rate, which can make them
difficult to follow. This suggests the desirability of further improve-
ments, e.g. refinement of major and minor alarm discrimination, wider use
of alarm conditioning, and introduction of alarm diagnosis systems. To
address these issues a program to develop an automated Abnormal ̂ Incident
Decision jJupport system (AIDS) was initiated by AECL in 1980. The first
stage of this program was a feasibility assessment, which was completed
in early 1983. This culminated in a decision to proceed with the next
(i.e. present) stage of the program, namely the design of an AIDS demon-
stration system. Highlights of the feasibility assessment and of our
current activities are described below.

6.1 Feasibility Assessment of an Automated Decision
Support System for CANDU Reactors

The objectives of the feasibility assessment were to review other coun-
tries' efforts in this area, to determine what kinds of features would be
useful to CANDU operators, and to prepare a preliminary cost/benefit ass-
essment for a system having the desired features.

In the review of previous work, three systems were prominent. These were
the STAR system developed by G.R.S. (Gesellschaft flir Reaktor Sicherkeit)
In Germany, the DAS (later DASS) system developed by EPRI in the U.S.A.,
and the ALARM ANALYSIS system developed by CEGB in the U.K. These systems
had different degrees of complexity and large diversity in the detailed
features provided. However, they shared a common central feature, namely
the cause-consequence tree structure linking plant events and alarm con-
ditions with their consequences. By tracing backwards along these trees
one could determine probable causes of alarm states observed in the plant.
By tracing forwards, along these trees, one could predict probable con-
sequences and hence provide the operator with information about potential
remedial actions.

Our initial concept for the AIDS system was based, like the systems men-
tioned above, on cause-consequence trees. A typical tree for a CANDU
application is shown in Fig. 5. It is of interest to note that gener-
ally similar information structures have been used extensively in our
safety design analysis work (see companion paper, 2 ).
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To delineate the proposed AIDS system and the necessary development ac-
tivities more clearly, a list of desired system characteristics was pro-
duced. This was based on a review of the reported experience with other
vendors and on discussions with CANDU plant operators. Some key items
were the following:

(i) analysis of disturbance information should be presented in the fol-
lowing order:
- system identification (e.g. "primary heat transport system" or
"reactor regulating system"),

- out-of-limits variables, together with the immediate implications
to plant state and equipment,

- further problems that might develop,
- remedial actions,
- causes of the incident,

(ii) a multi-screen presentation should be used, in order to facilitate
operator access to detailed information backing up the indicated
diagnosis,

(iii) flexibility should be built into the system software in order to
enable: modifications of display formats, entry of new cause-con-
sequence trees or new data for existing ones, and entry of suitable
warning flags for system faults detected by the operator,

(iv) a demonstration system of modest.scale should be provided as a
means of demonstrating the usefulness of such a system to the
utilities, and as a medium for obtaining essential operator feed-
back.

The organizational framework for information presentation was also con-
sidered and a proposed display structure, as shown in Fig. 6 was identi-
fied. Note the use of 2 CRT's: one for overview and a second for calling
up detailed supporting information. (Subsequently, it was decided that a
third CRT should be added to support an alarm reduction function.)

On the detailed screen in Fig. 6 the main features are:

(a) the index of available backup information,
(b) the accident/event identification group of information,
(c) a new feature: the safety concerns group of information, which pro-

vides diagnostic support for all fault conditions, even when the
underlying cause of the condition cannot be immediately identified.-

The "safety concerns" feature was conceived basically as a categorization
of fault conditions according to the type of concern they implied, e.g.
heat sink inadequate, heat removal inadequate, reactivity control margin
inadequate, heat transport boundary stressed. If not corrected, these
safety concerns conditions could lead to plant damage and endanger plant
staff or public. The idea was to develop a relatively small set of
"safety concerns" (of the order of 10) which would cover all serious
eventualities. The choice of categories would be guided by the objective
of having a common set of remedial actions for the members of each cate-
gory. Hence, suitable corrective action could be specified, even if the
detailed initiating event were not known. This feature is similar to the
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function-oriented (or symptom oriented) approach which has been adopted
by EPRI for DASS 3 , and is also the basis for Critical Function Mon-
itoring and Safety Parameter Display Systems developed by several ven-
dors 4 .

To implement a "safety concerns" system two main techniques were envis-
ioned:

(i) combination of continuous process variables through algebraic ex-
pressions and/or dynamic difference equations in order to produce
"safety concerns" variables which are of fundamental importance, but
are not directly measureable (e.g. heat transport system inventory),

(ii) combination of binary variables (e.g. various pressures or tempera-
tures exceeding threshold values) through combinatorial expressions
in order to produce summaries of prevailing concerns conditions
(e.g. "heat transport system boundary stressed").

The final stage of the feasibility study was a preliminary cost/benefit'
assessment. The cost part was based on:

- the assumption that the AIDS system would be a full-scale one, includ-
ing the accident/event identification feature, the safety concerns
features, and associated input/output features,

- experience reported by others,
- conservative estimates of the modelling and system design effort rer.
quired,

- conservative estimates of central processing unit capabilities and mass
storage requirements.

The benefits part was based on:

- a review of forced outage experience at Bruce G.S. to identify situa-
tions where an AIDS-type system could have averted plant outages,

- estimates of the probabilities of TMI-scale accidents (presumably pre-
ventable by an AIDS-type system) which could lead to outages of the
order of two years or longer,

- current replacement energy costs for use of coal in fossil-fuel plants
to replace nuclear generation in the event of the above types of out-
ages.

Because of the preliminary State of the AIDS concept, and resulting large
uncertainties in the estimated benefits the errors in this cost/benefit
assessment are potentially very large. Nevertheless, some interesting
observations emerged. These include the following:

(i) A TMI-type scenario would imply very high benefits (of the order of
billions of dollars) with extremely low probability, since the like-
lihood of such scenarios in CANDU reactors, even without AIDS is
very low.

(ii) The main potential benefit, according to these preliminary calcula-
tions, was for prevention of lost production due to short outages
of the minor kind, (which could presumably be averted by AIDS by
speeding up operator decision times). This benefit exceeded the
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"TMI scenario" benefit (cost times probability) by a ratio of 1.5
to 1. In view of the large uncertainties involved, the two
estimates should be viewed as being roughly equal.

(iii) The calculated benefit/cost ratio was influenced strongly by tiir?
number of reactor units over which the system development costs
could be spread. They ranged from 2:1 for a single 850 MWe unit to
4:1 for four 850 MWe units. Because, of the very conservative cost
estimates used in the feasibility study, we expect the real
benefit/cost to be substantially higher.

6.2 Current Activities on Automated Operator Support Systems

With the completion of the feasibility study in early 1983 we have enter-
ed the next stage of work, namely the preparation of detailed models, and
design of a demonstration system. Three main features are identified ns
desirable namely:

1) an alarm improvement feature for major plant upset states-, (e.g. alarm
reduction, automated reconstruction of filtered alarm sequences, en-
hanced alarm prioritization),

2) a safety concerns diagnosis feature,

3) an accident/event diagnosis feature.

The alarm improvement feature has much in common with the accident/event
diagnosis feature, and we expect it will involve use of fault/consequence
diagrams in the design analysis stage. The safety concerns and accident/
event diagnosis functions will be along the lines developed in the feas-
ibility study. Our immediate plans call for the development of a partial
implementation, with models and software as necessary for demonstration
purposes, with a capability for later expansion. These would be installed
in an operating CANDU-600 plant for evaluation by operations staff. In
new CANDU designs, we expect similar features to be incorporated into
the overall operator machine interface system. . ^

A problem encountered by other countries with demonstration and
retrofit applications has been the difficulty of obtaining an adequate
base of measurements and signals. In CANDU power plants such as the
CANDU-600 this is a lesser concern because all of the relevant inform-
ation is presently available in the station control computers. By inter-
facing the AIDS system directly with the control computers, (using one. wav
optical data lines), we expect to realize, substantial savings in time and
money.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Current CANDU power reactors, as exemplified by the CANDU-600, make ex-
tensive use of digital computers in arranging and presenting plant infor-
mation to the operator. The overall structure of the operator-machine
interface system, and special features provided within that structure,
contribute to a sound operator information base for dealing effectively
with both normal and upset conditions in the plant. Development of an
abnormal incident decision support system, which incorporates addition-
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al information processing and diagnostic functions is underway at AECL.
In both new and retrofit applications this system, known as AIDS, is ex-
pected to further enhance the decision making capabilities of the CANDU
operator.
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FAULT MODELLING AND VERIFICATION METHODS

USED FOR AUTOMATED FAILURE ANALYSIS

IN PAKS NPP

by

E. Holló*, S.J. Jánosy**, S. Czakó

•institute for Electrical Power Research

*'Central Research Institute for Physics
Budapest, Hungary

During the initial operational work of the first • unit
of Paks WWER-44O NPP .the failure and disturbance modell-
ing of its technological equipments and systems has got
an attention of considerable significance. At the Insti-
tute for Electrical Power Research (VEIKI) and Central
Research Institute for Physics (XFKI) a joint R/D pro-
gram on fault modelling and verification has been car-
ried out since 1979. In present paper main directives
of work performed are described. Special attention is
given into failure "node and effect analysis, discrete
and continuous model forms, as well as failure event se-
quence determination. Verification of failure models was
performed by continuous dynamical simulation. During con-
tinuous simulation several failure event sequence were
generated.

INTRODUCTIONt

Failure modelling of NPP components and systems for automated

procedure incorporates mainly disturbance analysis goals.

The Disturbance Analysis System /DAS/ is intended to be used

for failure event sequence and logic relation identification,

shortly for event oriented failure analysis. The system fai-

lure /top event/ to be analyzed is represented by the process

measurements, and the operator uses the DAS-systern as an aid

to search for its possible causes /primary events/ and/or con-

sequences, as shown on Fig.l/a.

The analysis can be performed in off-line or on-line mode

according to the measured data transfer into the DAS-computer,

as well as in real-time or post mortem period. The operator
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has generally possibility to interact not only into the NPP

technological processes, but into the DAS-analysis itself,too.

For event sequence identification procedure the system distur-

bance model serves as basic input data. The system model is

composed of the failure, event models of the individual process

and control/instrumentation components, as shown on Fig.l/b.

The component failure models can be modified by the operator

according to the experiences gained during plant and DAS - sys-

tem operation. The model modification is extended by a verifi-

cation procedure using continuous dynamical simulation.

MODEL STRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS

Discrete-Continuous Models

In automatic DAS systems a component model is defined as a set

of logic combination of its input and output variables. These

variables can be di-scretized and continuous ones, thus discrete

and continuous component failure models are used respectively.

Discrete component failure models contain discrete variables

which may have few possible values. These models are rather

particular ones, feedforward and feedback loops require compli-

cated structure.On the other hand, structure of algorithms and

programs for automatic analysis are much simpler.

Continuous component failure models are more general ones and

easier to handle different loops. Their main disadvantage is a

less efficient algorithm for automatic analysis as in case of

discrete models.

Steady State - Sequential Discrete Models

Discrete component failure models can be grouped into steady

state or sequential ones according to their structure and vari-

able characteristics.

Steady state discrete models comprise only input/output vari-

ables and logic operators /AND, OR, etc./. Variables may be
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-"states", which represent given status of equipments, and

-"conditions", which are given values of physical parameters«

Sequential discrete models contain events and time delay be-

yond states, conditions and logic operators, i.e.

-"events", which are limit value exceeds of parameters or

state changes of equipments,

-"time delay", which is a time difference between the

occurrence of input and output variables.

Description of Selected Model Form

The component failure models are described as a set of dis-

crete sequential failure transfer functions. Each failure

transfer function has unified structure similar to ones used

by Fussel /If and Taylor /2/ as shown in Fig.2.

Input
Events .

ioy/c
Operators

(AND, OR Gates)

Time
Delay

Output
Event

Fig.2.

Structure of Failure Transfer Functions

In failure transfer functions only discrete variables are

allowed. Among input variables a distinction is defined as

events, conditions, and states. The output event represents the

failure mode of the component to be investigated. Time delay

can be built into the model to determine event priorities and

sequences.

Discretized physical parameter values are relative ones, i.e.

normalized to their nominal values. Dynamic parameter change

must be discretized on different plant states, such as plant

start up, shut down, and operation at different power levels

to code what parameter values are e.g. "HIGH", "LOW", etc.

Failure transfer functions described are mainly dependent on
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the component itself and not on the system being investigated.

Particular system properties and effects can be described

through external events and conditional inputs, but basically

are represented by specific connection modes of the indivi-

dual components failure models. In other words

the structure of failure transfer functions is deter-

mined by component characteristics,

- the connection of failure transfer functions is speci-

fied by system properties.

Failure model described is a general one usable not only for

disturbance but for reliability analysis puroses, too. In

latter case time delay and variable particularities are exlu-

ded, as well as quantitative failure statistics are involved.

FAILURE MODELLING STEPS:

To determine the particular failure models of technical and

C/I equipments in NPPs, a multistep method has been developed

as shown in Fig.3.

Failure
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Simulation
Data

FMEA
Tables'

Logic
Modelling

Preliminary
•*- Failure —»

Model

Dynamic
Modelling

if
Component
Description

Fig.3.

Component Failure Modelling Steps

Verified
^Failure
Model

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis Steps

A detailed Failure Mode and Effect Analysis /FMEA/ was used

for qualitative investigation of component-oriented failures.

Failure information on WWER-44o type NPP technological and
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C/I equipments presently are purely available from field ex-

perience or experimental tests, therefore these information

have to be mainly determined theoretically. This theoretical

FMEA procedure proceeds from component to component by study-

ing their possible failure modes and by determination their

cause-effect relations at local or higher levels. Its output

result is a summary of deduced failure information contained

in a well-structured table form. The FMEA procedure has two

main steps:

- description of the system to be investigated,

- component failure information compilation in table form.

Description of the system contains relevant information

- in written functional statements, which describe opera-

tion of each units in different plant operational modes

- in block diagrams, which contain technological and C/I

connections among equipments with their all inputs and

outputs.

For failure data compilation a unified worksheet form was set

up to carry out systematic survey of failure modes • The eva-

luated information is grouped as follows:

- component identifiers / component name,

- failure mode information description and detectability,

- event sequence information/cause- consequence relations,

- failure statistics information/failure and maintenance

frequency .

Detailed steps of FMEA analysis and structure of FMEA tables

are illustrated ón Table 1.

Logic Model Construction Steps

In computerized DAS systems semigraphic tree-structures re-

sult more efficient algorithms than table forms, therefore

there is a need for FMEA table - logical tree transformation.

The component related logical failure tree used in present

study is called mini-fault tree. A mini-fault tree graphically

represents an elementary sequential failure transfer function
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General Algorithm of FMEA Analyaia:

1. Description of the system

- definition of the system to be analysed

- partitioning of the system into its major components

- definition of interfaces among components inside the

system and of boundaries to components of other systems

- functional description of all components

2. Identification of failure effect relations

- systematic definition of specific failure modes for

each component

- statement of possible primary causes, conditions,

as well as probable consequences within the given

system for each failure mode

3. Determination.of specific failure information

- identification of time delay data

- description of methods by which" failure occurence

can be detected

JMEA Table Form

1. General structure of worksheets:

System:-

Sub-system:

Unit«

I Component Ifailure Mode IEvent SequenceIFailure Statistics
I ITame I Information I Information I Information

2. DAS worksheet:

Component! Failure Mode I Failure
N a m e »Description)Detection' C a u 8 e

Failure
Effect

Tine
Delay

Table 1.

Summary of FMEA Analysis Procedure

described in Section "Description of Selected Model Form",

thus it is composed of input/output events, states, condi-

tions, time delay and logic operators. Its graphical nota-

tion and symbols are illustrated in Fig.4.
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Structure of Mini-Fault Tress

Instructions for FMEA table - mini-fault tree transformation
are listed below :

- the component failure model is formed by a set of mini-

-fault trees,

- the number of mini-fault trees equal to the number of fai-

lure models contained in FMEA tables, each failure mode

represents a top event in a separate mini-fault tree,

- the construction of mini-fault trees starts with the fai-

lure mode selection and the internal logic structure is

filled up by relations highlighted during FMEA analysis,

- different causes resulting the same failure mode are con-

nected through an OR-gate in the mini-fault tree,
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conditions and states influencing cause - effect relations

are. connected to primary causes through AND-gates,

the consequences of given failure modes are considered as

gate events through which the interconnection of compo-

nents into a system structure can be realized.

Model Verification Procedure

The sequences of events necessary for the model verifications

were assembled with the aid of a dynamical simulation proce-

dure. The continuous model, used for this purpose, describes

the properties of the primary coolant circuit as far as the

control valves of the turbine and of the feedwafcer flow. It con-

sists of the following subunits:

- model of neutron kinetics: the changes of neutron flux

in time are described approaching by six groups of delayed

neutrons and one group of prompt neutrons, and taking into

consideration the iodine-xenon dynamics and the tempera-

ture -and density effects,

- model of fuel elements: for solving a two-dimensional

/r,z/ heat conduction problem in a body where the heat

is generated in the whole volume, and the heat conductivi-

ty coefficient is a non-linear function of the tempera-

ture ,

- model of the average channel: for solving a one-dimensio-

nal /»/ heat transfer and heat transport problem taking

into consideration the possible surface boiling or the

two-phase flow,

- model of the reactor vessel: for modelling the down-comer,

the lower and upper plenum and the mixing of the water

taking into consideration the effect of the loops con-

taining accidentally reversed flow,

- model of the prassurizer; this is a pressure dynamical

mod«l having three layers: models of the subcooled water,

of the saturated water and of the saturated steam,
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- models of the coolant loops: heat balance equations taking

into consideration the transit time and the heat capacity

of the pipes; model of the main circulating pump speed

using four quadrant characteristics.

- models of the steam generator: one-dimensional /longitu-

dinal/ model of the heat transport and the heat transfer

in the pipes; two-phase /saturated water, saturated steam/

model of the pressure dynamics in the tank,

- hydrodynamical model: determination of the water-flow dy-

namics taking into consideration the different thermophy-

sical properties of the water in each segments,

- models of the protections, controls and interlocks: the

four-level safety system of the reactor, the reactor po-

wer controller, controllers of the pressure and water le-

vel in the pressurizer, controllers of the water level in

the steam generator.

The subunits can be described in different complexities /e.g.

the number of space grids, the number of segments can be va-

ried/ , so the model may contain - depending on the require-

ments - 2o-2oo ODE's. The differential equation system is

solved by the F0RSIM-5M program package.

In the course of the analysis of the disturbances the time of

the occurrence of the events - sometimes the sequence of the

events also - considerably depend on the degree of the disturbance

/ e.g.on the value of the leakage, in the case of a leakage

in the primary loop/, on the distance between the normal ope-

rational value and the limit and on the initial state.

Therefore in the course of the simulation, a time interval

should be defined between the satisfaction of the conditions

and the occurrence of the event /the expected earliest and la-

test time/.

STATE OF R/D ACTIVITY

State of the art in Hungary can be summerized as follows:

Component failure modelling has been carried out at the Insti-

tute for Electrical Power Research since 1979. During this
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period FMEA,tables of individual technological equipments of

WWER-44© type NPP blocks listed in Table 2. have been estab-

lished and the logic cause-effect relations involved have been

summarized in form of mini-fault trees /3/. The models deve-

loped are illustrated in Pig 5. by an example of the pressu-

rizer unit.

Primary circuit

Cooling loop:

- pressurizer

- main valve

- main pump

- steam generator

Water cleaning unit

Peedwater and boron control

unit x

Clean water unit

Organized leakage unit

Secondary circuit

Main steam valve

Steam separator/heater

Turbine

Condensator

Preheater system:

- low pressure unit

- high pressure unit

Deairater

x

Modellized as a "component"

Table 2.

List of Modellized NPP Units

Presently failure event propagation through several components,

i.e. sub-system or system modelling und«r nonul operation of

control loops and correct interaction of interlock system is

studied. Failure modelling of control and instrumentation

equipments was started under IAEA Contract in 1982 /4/.

Further developments of the dynamical simulations model for

PAKS NPP are performed now on th« following fieldst

- insertion of new models: modal of th« plant unit power

controller of PAKS NPP. This controller co-ordinates th«

operation of several controllers /reactor controller,

turbine controller/, and a program is bulk into it for

the case of certain failures /e.g. automatical power re-

duction in the case of turbine in MCP trip, etc./,
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- verification and finer adjustments of the already exis-

ting models according to the initial operational experiences

and on the basis of the data measured during the star-

ting period.

System failure model validation according to commissioning and

operational experiences of PAKS NPP Unit 1. was started by

Paks Nuclear Power Plant Company this year.
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Fig. 5.

Example of Pressurizer Failure Model
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PANDA - PROGRAM SYSTEM FOR POST-MORTEM

DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS

by

L. Bürger, Zs. Szegi

Central Research Institute for Physics
H-1525 Budapest 114, F.O.B.49, Hungary

A program system for analysis of the causes of plant

disturbances after their occurences was developed for

the Hungarian nuclear power plant in Paks. A fault tree

is generated from the component failure models and is

evaluated taking into account the states and parameter

values measured during the disturbance.

INTRODUCTION:

The well-known fault-tree analysis method was appli-

ed in the PANDA program system, developed for post-mortem

analysis of plant disturbances. The fault-tree is synthesized

from component failure transfer functions by an automatic

fault-tree generating algorithm.

Since the first method developed by Fussel /I/ in 1973, many

fault-tree generation algorithms have been published in recent

years. The algorithm used by us was the common work of Holló

/2/ and Taylor, and was further developed by Taylor /3/ to

analyse loops /control systems/. /At the beginning of our

program development this was the only algorithm analysing

fault events as a sequence of time/.Taylor's work was prima-

rily concerned with analysing large tachnological systems to

determine their weak points in the design phase. The program

system described here goes one step further because it can

accept actual values measured in the course of the disturbance,

it is thus applicable seeking the causes of real disturban-

ces .
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION:

The task of analysing disturbances is performed on three dis-

tinct levels. These are:

- the system description level,

- the fault-tree generation level,

- the fault-tree evaluation level.

Two kinds ofevaluation methods are offered by the program sys-

tem:

- general treatment, i.e. analysis all of the possible fai-

lure states,

- plant state dependent analysis of actual disturbances.

The measured values may be inserted on the first and third

levels of the analysis. The initial conditions, the time inde-

pendent information about the plant state /e.g. number of ope-

rating primary coolant loops, valve positions, etc./ are pro-

cessed on the first level, while the data measured in the

course of the disturbance, /i.e. the events, state changes,

whose time sequences are known/ are the input of the third

level. The result in this last case is a truncated general

fault-tree, containing only the events, wich occured, or might

occur, i.e. it doesn't contain those events, which did not

occur during the disturbance. /Unless there is information

about the impossibility of the occurrence of an event, it is

not removed from the fault-tree./

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION LEVEL:

The system description has two levels:

- description of the components,

- description of the models.

Both of those program levels have a modular structure.

COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS:

The components are well defined technological units whose fai-

lure transfer features are simple enough to understand and

describe without computer aid. If these units are typical, in-
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stalled at several places of the plant /e.g. valves, pumps,

etc.I, these failure mode descriptions can be used several

times, in different technological models. Furthermore, it is

necessary to define a set of physical parameters suitable for

describing the failure transfer features of the components,

and which are measured during plant operation so that infor-

mation is available about their behaviour after a disturban-

ce. These parameters must be common for the analysed part

of the plant, because the components will be connected toge-

ther through them, so the propagation of the disturbance

effects will be considered upon their changes.

The failure transfer functions of the components are descri-

bed in a well defined structure as a set of mini-fault-trees

/MFT/ / 4 / . A mini-fault-tree is shown in Fig.l.

input level | f - event

/cause/

AND gate (. ~) - condition

time delay

output level

/consequence/

Figure 1.

The time delay is a time interval in our case, that repre-

sents the limits of the possible delay time between the in-

put /cause/ and output /effect/ part of the fault tree. Gene-

rally an MFT has only one effect; if it has more, these are

called secondary outputs. The structure of an event or con-

dition is:

//Parameter/ /operator/ /value//

The events, representing dynamic changes in the parameter

values, differs only in their operators from the static con-

ditions. Different attributes can be given to the events and
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conditions, these are used by the fault-tree generating algo-

rithm, /e.g. if an event has the "spontaneous" attribute, the

fault-tree generator will not try to find its cause./

The components descriptions are collected in the component lib-

rary of the PANDA system. The library is handled by the COMLIB

librarian program.

MODEL DESCRIPTIONi

The technological subsystem /or the whole technological system/

can be described for the program as a network of blocks, called

model. Each block contains a component. The interconnections of

these blocks and the input/output parameters realizing these

connections must be defined when building these models. The

pre-defined models are stored in the PANDA model library, ei-

ther in theform of the conrection lists outlined above, or in

another form, called "completed model", which also contains the

component descriptions of the blocks. The first form of model

library is supported by MODLIB, the completed models are hand-

led by the MODACT program section of PANDA. The benefit of

storing connection lists only is that the library of components

may be updated without the modification of models. In this case

the completion of the models by the components is performed on-

ly just before fault-tree generation.

FAULT-TREE GENERATION LEVEL:

The completed model is the input file to the TREGEN program

section of PANDA that generates the fault-tree. The top ev«nt,

whose causes are to be searched for, has also to be defined as

an input. A back-track algorithm 12,31, connecting the matching

events and conditins to each other searches through the network

of blocks from the top event to the primary causes.Two events

or conditions match to each other if each of the elements of

their //parameter/ /operator/ /value// lists match each other.

If alternative matching events are found, an OR gate is put on

the fault-tre«.The time of the top is defined as zero. The ex-

pected time intervals of the event occures are formed relative

to the top.
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The algorithm stores the alternative routes at the branching

points. Then it proceeds along one route on the tree.On finishing

this it back-tracks to the last branch point then, setting

back the previously stored parameters, it follows the next

route. t

Mini-fault-trees containing secondary outputs may be the star-

ting points oi parallel event chains. If these chains are con-

nected to each other again at a further point of the fault-

-tree through an AND gate, where their effects are added

/or subtracted/, positive /or negative/ loops may be formed.

Taylor's fault-tree generating algorithm is able to find

these loops as well./3/

FAULT-TREE EVALUATION LEVEL:

The PANDA program system was developed solely for the quali-

tative evaluation of fault-trees. Determination of the mini-

mal cut sets of the primary causes facilitates rapid surveyal

of large fault-trees. CSCOMB program section searches for the

minimal cut sets applying the algorithm of Bennets /5/.

The intermediate events, which were inserted during the event

matching process on the fault-tree, are not considered by

CSCOMB; only the top and the primary causes are considered.

On the other hand, these intermediate nodes are very useful

in studying the propagation mechanism of the effects, there-

fore it is recommended that one should follow the event chains

on the fault-tree as well.

A neat, easily evaluable form of fault-tree is listed by the

DISPLY program section of the system.

PLANT STATE DEPENDENT ANALYSIS:

The PANDA program system can treat only events and states "

/conditions/. The failure transfer functions used in the com-

ponent descriptions are discrete failure models therefore the

analogue parameters measured during the plant operation are

only evaluab.le in a discrete form, i.e. causing an event by

exceeding some significant value levels.
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In the case of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant there are three

possible ways to input information about the measured values

into PANDA:

- events and state changes are archived on magnetic

tape by the plant computer of the power unit. The

archivation starts as an effect of a safety signal,

or may be started by the operator. This initial tine

is marked on the magnetic tape, so the disturbance

relative time sequences of the archived events can

be determined. Only in the case of limit violations

are the analogue parameters included in this archived

data set, ao their conversion into descrete form is

already done.

- states and events can be announced from the operator's

console. The definition of the relative time interval

is optional. Information without time is considered

as an "initial condition".

- limit tables of parameter values can be stored in PANDA

/2 lower and 2 upper limits can be defined for each

analogue variable/. The operator may type the measured

analogue values from the console /with or without the

time of the measurement/, and the comparison of these

values against their limits is made by the program

system.

The treatment of input data and the limit violation tests are

performed by the MESLST program section. Two types of data

sets are built:

- initial conditions from the time independent informa-

tion,

- actual events and state changes from the time depen-

dent data.

The initial values are built into the completed models by the

MODACT program section. MODACT will then omit all the MFTs

containing events /states/ contradicting these data.The fault-

tree generated from this actual model will not be the "gene-

ral" one yet, but it will reflect the effect of this initi-

al infornation.
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Another program section, TREACT uses the time dependent da-

ta set. TREACT truncates the fault-tree omitting either the

tree branches containing events contradicting the measured

ones, or those containing events out of the time interval of

the actual event.

The output of TREACT is the actual fault-tree of the analysed

distrubance. The minimal cut sets of the actual, tree can then

be determined by CSCOMB.

The program sections of PANDA, their logical connections

through the different libraries, and the input/output possi-

bilities are shown in Fig.2.

CONSEQUENCES AND FUTURE PLANS:

The PANDA program system was written in LISP language, and

it runs on a PDP-11 computer under the RT-11 operation sys-

tem. This program language is very suitable for describing

tree structures and for treating long, alphanumeric charac-

ter strings. But, being an interpretative language, it is

very slow.

Our further plans are to construct an on-line disturbance

analysis system integrated into the plant information com-

puter. We consider that our present work is also a good pre-

paration for the collection of experiences with the evaluating

algorithms and the verification of the component models and

fault-trees to be built into this on-line system. Here, at the

analysis of disturbances after their occurence, independent-

ly of the plant operation, mistakes are possible, whereas

with an on-line, operator advisory system, these are not per-

mitted.
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Discussion:

Question; Van Binnebeek, Belgium

1. Could you give an example of application of your PANDA-
program in real power plant ?

2. How long does it take to perform the analysis of some
defects?

3. Have you an idea how the program could be used on
line by operators ?

Answer:

1. The PANDA program is now installed in Paks Nuclear Power
Plant which first power unit was put into operation only
several month ago.

2. As I have already mentioned in my presentation, this
LISP version of the program is rather slow. Moreover, the
time necessary to the analysis depends on whether the
fault tree /or at last the model/ of the technological
unit to be analysed is already prepared. If only the measured
values must be fitted to the fault tree, the analysis takes
at about half an hour. This time increases significantly
if preparatory works are also needed.

3. I think, that only the evaluation algorithms will be pre-
served. Fault trees must be prepared previously and built
into the on-line computer. We have now no idea about the
man-machine connections of the on-line analysis.
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CANDU ALARM SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

FOLLOWING ABNORMAL INCIDENTS

by

P. Gumley, P.S. Narayanan and J. Smith

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

ABSTRACT

In setting the requirements for the capability of the safety and safety
support systems, analysis of reactor plant transients following abnormal incidents
has traditionally used worst case conditions and assumptions. The transient
information from these analyses is so constrained that it would be of little value to
the operator in developing meaningful abnormal operating procedures.

An analysis program was started in 1975 with the specific goal of predicting
plant failure modes as close to reality as possible. Senous process failures covering
major plant processes were subjected to detailed fault tree analyses.

The event sequences from these studies have been used to define specific
operator actions required in handling accident situations. These sequences have
been a major input into the station Abnormal Operating Manuals and Operator
License Certification.

This paper reviews some typical event sequences and the expected response
of the station alarms and indications.

The system of station alarms is comprehensive and alarm priority selection
has been incorporated in the alarm system design. Some of those priority
indications (window alarms) are used as a basis for developing diagnostic procedures.

Details of the alarm and indication analyses are presented in developing
operator cues from the event sequences. The analyzed sequences are scrutenized
for commonness of alarms and confirmatory checks are proposed to enable an
accurate diagnosis of the initiating process failure and resultant plant conditions.

The paper concludes with a brief description of how the information
contained in event sequences could be developed into event sequence alarm
diagrams in a form suitable for the future anomaly identification and operator
support system being developed at AECL.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Reactor Licensing in Canada

Reactor licensing practice traditionally uses 'worst case1 type of
analyses. The conservative choice of plant conditions, trip parameters and
setpoints, heat transfer parameters, etc. usually taken for these analyses gives a
plant response which is untypical and likely far more severe than would actually
be experienced.

These constraints applied to licensing analyses can distort our
understanding of the more probable event sequences. Realistic event sequences
are required to review the expected safety role of the operator following process
failures.

These sequences are developed in a safety review using Fault Tree
and Event Sequence (FTES) analyses. An outline framework of such a safety
review was first proposed in 1975 January. This review has developed into an
analysis package for each reactor plant based on 15 separate studies, and now
forms part of the licensing submissions for reactors licensed in Canada.

Essential operator actions are defined in these FTES reviews and
form the basis of station operating procedures for accident management.

1.2 The FTES Analysis Program

The FTES review of a reactor design determines the most probable
failure frequency for a number of process failures and the subsequent sequence
of events. The main elements of this review were presented at an IAEA
Conference in Stockholm in 1980 (Reference 1). This review complements the
existing licensing analyses in two ways:

(1) It gives the operator the most likely event sequences on which to base his
accident management, and

(2) It determines the accident endpoints from which an evaluation of actual
risk can be made.

The FTES analysis program is a 'whole plant1 review. Considerable
supporting analyses are required to predict the failing sequences and the
corresponding plant systems interactions. The failure studies which form the
FTES review package are listed in Table i. There are presently 15 studies
undertaken.

In general, each study requires:

(a) Development of failure modes starting with some initiating events and
leading up to the process failure. These events take into account common
cause failures or other credible failure combinations.

(b) A performance analysis of the plant systems (process and safety) during
and immediately following the period of the process failure.
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TABLE 1

SELECTED 'PROCESS FAILURES' FOR ANALYSIS IN THE SAFETY REVIEW

PROCESS FAILURE

1) Failure of station electrical power supplies

2) Service water system failures

3) Instrument air system failures

b) Moderator and shield cooling system failures

5) Dual computer failures

6) Loss of steam generator as heat sink

7) Reactor building flooding

8) Turbine and service building flooding

9) Operation after earthquake

10) Inadvertent addition of positive reactivity

11) Large Joss-of-coolant accident and emergency core cooling operation

12) Small loss-of-coolant accident and emergency core cooling operation

13) Shutdown cooling system operation

1*) Use of moderator as an emergency heat sink

15) Containment operation
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(c) An analysis of any common cause effects on other systems of the process
failure itself.

(d) An analysis of the system behaviour and operator actions in the longer
term.

Because the sequences are best estimates, these studies are
particularly valuable in defining the alarms and indications and the role of the
operator expected for each failure sequence. It would be wrong to give the
impression that all failure modes and combinations are identified for each
reactor plant. Times to failure of supporting equipment and the effectiveness of
the operator in live accident management give rise to many variations of the
predicted sequences. However, the distinguishing features and required operator
actions for these sequence variations will likely remain unchanged.

Designing for independence between safety and process systems and
identifying where this independence may be affected by the process failure, or
its postulated effects, gives considerable assurance that the operator can
effectively manage the accident conditions.

This assurance however is affected by the operator's ability to
diagnose the failure conditions from the alarms and indications available and his
knowledge of the essential operations required to stablize the plant. Hence, a
review in detail of the alarms and indications which occur for the more probable
event sequences of the FTES review (alarm diagnostic analysis), is undertaken
specifically to assist in accident diagnosis.

The alarm diagnostic analysis is directed at:

(1) Diagnosis - enabling the operator to accurately diagnose a severe problem
from the available alarms and indications in the main control room and
thus to take appropriate action to alleviate or correct the problem.

(2) Prevention - encouraging a prevention rather than cure outlook, i.e.
responding to alarms when problems may be severe but are still at a
relatively early stage and thus preventing escalation into a major accident
scenario.

This paper illustrates the application of these techniques by worked
examples and outlines the present status of the work. The application of the
results of these studies to future automatic diagnostic routines is discussed.

2. PROCESS FAILURES AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CREDIBLE EVENT SEQUENCES

2.1 Study Assumptions

One of the major difficulties in preparing Abnormal Incidents
Manuals to assist the operator in his accident management, is predicting the
failures and other possible equipment failure combinations that the operator may
experience. For these reasons, giving an estimate of the, process failure
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frequency is an essential part of the review and PRA methods are used
extensively to assess possible system failure combinations.

It is assumed for these studies that:

(1) The station is operating normally and the reactor is at full power prior to
the process failure. In general, full power operation sets the design
requirements for reactor shutdown and decay heat removal.

(2) The initial operating conditions are within the accepted normal operating
bands. Accidents from non-standard operating conditions are assumed to
be of lower frequency, and with special procedures in place to cater to
accidents while in this non-standard mode of operation.

(3) Operator actions in event sequences following the process failure are
assigned a probability. A failure to take corrective action is assigned a
probability dependant on the elapsed time from the process failure and the
clarity of information presented. The design of the CANDU system and
the automatic systems provided do not require fast operator actions. No
corrective operator action is assumed to have a probability of one early in
the transient, although the affects of early corrective action are also
evaluated.

(4) The effects of process system actions responding automatically to the
process failure is included in the development of the expected event
sequences.

(5) Special safety system action unavailability is 10*3. (This is a Canadian
licensing requirement and determines the safety system equipment
redundancy and test frequency.)

(6) The event sequences are terminated when either stable plant conditions
have been achieved or the event sequence frequency reaches 10"^ events
per year or less.

These study assumptions form the framework for developing credible
event sequences within which the operator is expected to base his accident
management for CANDU systems.

2.2 Development of Event Sequences

A detailed description of the event sequences developed in the FTES
review is not possible here. However, a typical event sequence taken from the
review is described as an example. This example illustrates the analysis steps
which subsequently identify the key requirements placed on the operator.

The example selected is a total loss of service water supplies and the
systems primarily affected are the heat transport system; the moderator and
shield cooling system; the feedwater system and the instrument air system.

A. brief description of some of the essential features of a CANDU
600 MW(e) station is necessary here to understand the consequences of a severe
water loss.
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A flowsheet of the heat transport system is shown in Figure I. The
primary circuit has two heavy water loops interconnected by a pressurizer and a
heavy water feed system during normal operation. In the event of a large LOCA,
a rapid depressurization occurs and the two heat transport loops are isolated
automatically. Emergency core cooling primarily directed to the broken loop
also acts as a makeup source of light water to the intact loop if required.

A heavy water moderator system, independent of the heat transport
system is another feature of the CANDU design. Under some abnormal
operating conditions the moderator system can provide decay heat removal
capability.

Essential cooling of the calandria and end shields during normal
operation is provided by a separate light water system which is itself service
water cooled.

Two interdependant service water systems are usually provided; a
raw cooling water system and a recirculating cooling water system. In this
simplified example only one combined system is assessed since failure of either
system will result in a loss of essential station cooling supplies. The event
sequence from this review is shown in simplified form in Figure 2.

The likely causes of service water supply interruptions are:

(1) pumphouse intake system failures,
(2) piping failures, and
(3) filter and screen blockages.

The frequency of a total loss of service water with electrical power
available is typically of the order of 1.2 x 10~* events per year. Some of these
failures may prove to be recoverable within a period of a few minutes (i.e. filter
blockages). However, it is assumed that the service water remains unavailable
for an extended period ranging from minutes to many hours and no credit is
taken for a restoration of service water supplies.

Both raw and recirculating service water systems are connected to
many users in the plant so the effects are far-reaching and many alarm will
appear. The operator will receive different window alarms depending on which
service water system has failed. A set of alarms which is common to both
failures is overheating of the moderator (Note: The moderator and heat
transport systems are separate systems in the CANDU plant.) Here the operator
must act to prevent boiling of the moderator and a consequential release of
tritium into containment. There is no dirct reactor trip provided on loss of
service water. However, an automatic reactor power setback and/or reactor trip
occurs on high moderator temperature which the operator should confirm.
Failure to shut down the reactor by these actions results in a reactor shutdown
by any one of the two shutdown systems provided on a high building pressure
signal as the boiling moderator is discharged through bursting discs into
containment.

The next concern for the operator following service water failures is
to ensure the integrity of the heat transport system. Heat transport pump
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bearing cooling is lost and bearing damage could occur resulting in an
indeterminate loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) unless bearing cooling is restored
or the heat transport pumps tripped within one hour. Although thermosyphoning
has been shown to be adequate for reactor decay heat removal, a pumped mode
oi cooling is preferred particularly during the heat transport cooldown period.
During this cooldown period, the heat transport system pressure could fall giving
rise to spurious emergency core cooling initiation signals and isolating the
pressurizer automatically. This may have the adverse effect of isolating heat
transport water in the pressurizer from the circulating volume. The operator is
therefore expected to ensure that the pressurizer remains connected to the heat
transport system with the heaters maintaining heat transport pressure.

The steam generators are the only heat sink following a service water
loss. The maintenance of feedwater supplies to the steam generators is a major
requirement. The main feedwater pumps require service water and would trip
automatically in approximately ten minutes unless backup cooling was provided.
This time span is considered insufficient to manually restore backup cooling
when these supplies are also required for a cooldown of the heat transport
system. Automatically initiated backup cooling to the main feedwater pumps
together with an automatically initiated auxiliary steam generator feedwater
pump is therefore provided. Should both of these systems fail, the operator is
able to depressurize the steam generators to bring in an alternate low pressure
water supply from the containment doosing system holding tank under gravity
feed.

The instrument air system is another major plant system affected by
service water failure. Instrument air is the motive power for many remotely
operated control valves. In particular, the main feedwater regulating valves fail
closed on loss of instrument air.

On loss of compressor cooling, following a service water system
failure, the compressors would trip within five minutes. Again, this time span is
not considered adequate to allow for manual intervention by the operator. An
automatically initiated backup cooling water supply to the instrument air
compressors has therefore been provided. In addition, local air tanks have been
provided for certain essential users to maintain valve operability during the
crucial plant stabilization period, should the backup supplies provided also fail.

Loss of cooling to the shield cooling system will cause the shield
water to boil without operator intervention. The end shields will eventually boil
dry and cause distortion and an overstressing of the heat transport system
pressure tubes. It is calculated that at least 60 minutes are available to the
operator to initiate a cooldown and prevent such damage.

In Figure 2, the process failure frequency for a service water
interruption is taken as 0.12 events perr year. This high failure frequency has
had a considerable impact in determining the degree to which automatic systems
are provided to deal with the consequential effects on plant equipment. Each
one of the event paths can lead to undesirable consequences of not maintaining
an adequate heat sink. In general, the automatic systems are required to cover
the immediate post-accident period (within minutes). It is during this time that
the operator will be under the greatest stress in deciding the nature and extent
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of the plant failure. Although fast operator response is not excluded in the
modelling, it is not credited in a probabilistic sense in this time frame.

2.3 Accident Management qf a Service Water Failure

The specific operator actions required following service water
failures are summarized as follows:

(1) Initiate controlled cooldown of the heat transport system at maximum rate
using the steam generators as the heat sink.

(2) Keep the heat transport pumps running as long as possible (i.e. alternate
operation of one pump per loop).

When the bearing temperatures prevent further pump operation, the pumps
should be shut down either manually or automatically. The cooldown rate
should be reset either to the minimum or medium rate on the steam
generator pressure control program.

(3) Ensure backup cooling to the main feedwater pumps and the instrument air
compressors is provided.

(4) Ensure the pressurizer remains connected to the heat transport system
with the heaters maintaining heat transport pressure.

(5) Monitor deuterium concentration in the moderator cover gas and purge
when necessary to prevent deuterium deflagration.

(6) Prevent injection of hot heavy water to the heat transport pump glands.

(7) Trip the main moderator pump motors to reduce pump heat input and start
the pony motors to ensure moderator circulation continues.

Unavailability estimates for backup equipment and for the operator
failing to take corrective actions are included in Figure 2. The frequency of the
event sequence endpoint (loss of reactor heat sink following service water
failures) is approximately 10"^ events per year. The figure illustrates also the
balance that has been achieved between reliance on the operator and
automatically initiated backup equipment.

Specific operator actions for other process system failures have been
developed in a similar manner in the FTES review and supporting analyses, and
form a major input to the acident management schemes detailed in the plant
abnormal incidence manuals.

3. ALARMS AND INDICATIONS

3.1 CANDU Alarm Systems

A very comprehensive alarm system is provided in the control rooms
of CANDU stations. The station is computer controlled in normal operation and
all of the major processes have deviation alarm indications in the control room-
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Trending and system status can also be called up on the cathode ray tube (CRT)
displays by the operator and a printout of all alarms and their sequence is
provided.

In addition to this alarm system carried out by the computers, an
array of window alarms is provided on the reactor panels in the control room and
signal major system upset conditions. These indications are independent of
computer control. There are typically about ten window messages available on
most panels and these are triplicated on the safety panels. A typical pane]
arrangement is shown in Figure 3. A more detailed review of the annunciation
and display systems is given in a companion paper to this presentation
(Reference 2).

In any major accident, these window messages are considered to be
the primary alarms for the operator. There would likely be a large array of
alarms and indications from the computer controlled information system for a
major process failure, such as service water. These indications are used for
confirmatory checks by the operator and for giving detailed information of the
plant status in CANDU stations.

3.2 Alarm Diagnostic Analysis

An alarm diagnostic analysis, based on the conclusions of the FTES
review, is undertaken for the major process failures. This analysis identifies the
significant alarms and indication and the corresponding window messages are
used in developing an accident diagnosis evaluation.

Eight analyses have been produced which analyze in detail the alarms
and indications which occur when severe problems arise in the following systems:

(1) feedwater train system,
(2) electrical power distribution system
(3) service water system,
W instrument air system,
(5) heat transport system - small leakages,
(6) heat transport system - large loss-of-coolant accident,
(7) moderator and shield cooling systems, and
(8) dual computer plant and reactor control system.

Details of the alarms and indication for each of these studies have
been prepared and grouping of the window alarms illuminated have been
identified following the process system failures. An example of the window
alarms .illuminated for a failure of the recirculating service water system is
shown in Figure 4. Here six window alarms can be expected to be iliumunated.
The most significant window message for this postulated initiating event is
window 8 on panel 1*, "Recirculated Service Water Temperature High - Pressure
Low". It is a composite alarm window responding to abnormal temperature
and/or pressure conditions in the recirculating service water system.

A loss of raw service water would bé identified by a similar number
of window alarms with some alarms being common. However, in this postulated
initiating event, the most significant window messages are windows 6 and 8 on
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panel 1* annunciating abnormal conditions in both the raw and the dependant
recirculating service water systems.

A similar window alarm analysis has been completed for other
postulated initiating events and these are summarized in Table 2, together with a
brief description of the corrective operator actions required.

The commonality of alarms for the different failures can readily be
appreciated and the significant differences which permit the operator to identify
specific failures are indicated.

This is particularly important for those failure events which give rise
to many alarms and indications where the significance of each alarm is easily
lost. As an example, a total loss of normal electrical power will give rise to 37
window alarms of which there are only three significant alarms giving clear
indication of the process failure.

The alarm system analysis described is readily amenable to some
form of data processing to produce an operator interactive diagnostic capability
on a small desk top computer located in or near to the main control room.

«f. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The analysis of the alarms and indication from window messages
alone is somewhat res t r ic t ive but does provide a firm s ta r t ing point for diagnosis
of ac tua l ini t iat ing events , especially when many alarms windows are
illuminated. These same events will also tend to overload the a larms and
indications presented as CRT displays. In this respect identifying the most
significant window messages is an impor tant contr ibution in assisting t h e
opera tor in his acc ident management .

This simplified approach, however, does not consider the sequencing
of the window messages or other alarm indication. A significant ref inement is
considered possible in the diagnosing of ini t iat ing even ts if the information
contained in the event sequences of an FTES review is developed into
corresponding alarm sequence information. Fur the rmore , quantifying the t ime
delays within these a larm sequences will in many cases de termine the severi ty of
the initiating event.

The development of a software package, incorporating alarm
sequences, into a comprehensive abnormal event diagnostic tool for the operator
is discussed in the companion paper (Reference 2).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The FTES review program undertaken as part of CANDU licensing
and the subsequent 'severe problem1 alarm analysis has been a major step in the
management of abnormal events. The key elements of this program are
summarized in Figure 5. A particularly important result from this program has
been the appreciation of potential failure modes which require a fast operator
response (within minutes of the initiating event). The FTES program, based on a
probability assessment, provides a rational basis for determining potential



TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF POSTULATED INITIATING EVENTS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

POSTULATED INITIATING EVENTS CORRECTIVE OPERATOR ACTIONS

window
Alarms
from
Figure 3

Loss of recirculating service water:
Loss of raw service water:

Cooldown using steam generator pressure control.
Long term use of steam generators as a heat sink.

Loss of feedwater to all steam generators: Off-normal initiation of shutdown cooling
system with heat transport pumps operating.

Large loss-of-coolant accident:
Small external leakages:

Emergency core cooling - automatic or manual.
Use of shutdown cooling in the intact loop.

Loss of feedwater to one steam generator:
Total loss of Class IV power:
Loss of end shield inventory:
End shield loss of cooling or circulation:
Dual computer failure:
Loss of instrument air;
Loss of moderator inventory:
Loss of moderator circulation:
Loss of moderator cooling:

Normal cooldown using steam generator pressure
control and normal use' of shutdown cooling.

Total loss of grid supply and on-site
standby generation.

Rapid cooldown of heat transport system by

opening main steam safety valves.
Dousing water injected into steam generators.
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accident sequences. These sequences have been used to evaluate the role of the
operator and the extent to which automatic systems are provided to deal with
the accident consequences. In a number of cases, system changes were made
where particularly severe abnormal operating conditions, giving rise to a high
risk of fission product release, were identified. The selection of the optimum
solution where potential plant changes were involved usually required some
degree of iteration with the resulting event sequences.

6. REFERENCES

(1) IAEA-CN-39/7, "Use of Fault Tree/Event Sequence Analysis in a Safety
Review of CANDU Plants", P. Gumley, IAEA Conference, Stockholm,
1980 October.

(2) "Abnormal Event Operator Aids in CANDU Nuclear Power Stations",
Dr. 3. Pauksens and M.A. Sillamaa, IAEA Specialists Meeting, Balatonaliga,
Hungary, 1983 October.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION III.
Chairman: P. Haapanen

Sussian III. contained five papers dealing with the subject of "Computerized
operator support systems". A sixth paper, from India, was also distributed but
not presented at the meeting.

The first paper, presented by Mr. L-E. Hall of Nokia Electronics, described
the utilization and experiences of the computer systems at the Industrial Power
Company Ltd's Olkiluoto plant in Finland. A modern advanced computer system is
there used to collect, process and display process information to the operators
and to the maintenance and technical staff. No safety related functions are in-
cluded to the system. As the paper shows, the operating experiences have been
quite satisfactory and the system has been accepted by the operators and they
rely on it heavily in their work. The paper also discussed about the mainten-
ance and development of the system as well as the aspects concerning the re-
placement of the computer system.

The second paper came from Japan and was presented by Mr. I. Tai of Toshiba
Corporation. Several improved points in the design of the man-machine interface
based on the evaluation of the conventional design and performance tests of new
tools were described. Application of ordinary life sense in the use of symbols
and color coding, summarization and hierarchical arrangement of information on
semi-or fullgraphic CRT's, utilization of voice recognition and announcment,
use of touch screens and large screen CRT's etc. have been studied. These will
bo implemented in the Computerized Operator Support System (COSS), which is
under development and shall be ready in 1984.

Noxt two papers dealt with the completion of the conventional control room with
,m advanced computer system and computerized man-machine functions at the Swedish
Forsmark 3 BWR-plant. The control room was originally designed with conventional
electronic equipment complemented with 4 displays for plant monitoring and con-
trol rod manoeuvering. After the TMl-accident it was decided to redesign the
control room. The plant was provided with a powerful redundant multicomputer
system and the number of color CRT's in control room was increased from 4 to
12. The system provides a comprehensive picture of the plant status to the op-
erators, but does not include any safety-related functions. The first paper was
given in two parts by Mr. G. Hultquist from Swedish State Power Board and
S. Norberg from ASEA-Atom. It described the control room lay-out and functions.
In the second paper Mr. J. Pilling from ASEA-Atom described the functions and
hardware configuration of the computer system.

Last paper in Session III. was presented by Mr. H. Roggenbauer from GRS mbH,
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany. He gave an extensive survey about the
computerized operator support systems now in use in German nuclear power plants
ar.J also cited new developments and prototypes considered for future MPP's or
for backfittings in the operating ones.
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The session clearly showed the rapid development of the computerized operator
support systems in recent years. The accumulated operating experiences, es-
pecially the THI-accident, has indicated its necessity and the development of
the cost-effective and powerful computer systems has made it possible. It can
be seen that this trend is going to continue also in near future as for example
the applications of the artificial intelligence (e.g. expert systems) mature.
Great care is however important and things should not be made more complex
than necessary. New design methods and tools are also needed and for example
software quality question will require new approaches.
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EXPERIENCES OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN INSTRUMENTATION
AND CONTROL OF A BWR POWER PLANT

by

Lars-Erik Hall*, Altti Lucander**

*Present address: Nokia Electronics,
P.O.Box 780, SF-00101 Helsinki 10,

Finland

**TV0 Power Company, SF-27160 Olkiluoto
Finland

The utilization and experiences of computer systems
at the TVO Olkiluoto BWR power plant are summarized.
The plant has been operating several years and is '
equipped with modern advanced computer systems. The
role of the computers is to collect, process and
display information to the operators and to the main-
tenance and the technical staff. The questions of how
to maintain, what is a reasonable development activ-
ity level and when is the replacement of the computer
systems necessary are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The utility, TVO Power Company, operates two identical 660 MWe
BWR power plant units at the west coast of Finland. The units
were delivered by ASEA-ATOM on a turn-key basis. They have
been in operation since 1978 and 1980, respectively. The units
are of modern ASEA-ATOM design with internal recirculation
pumps with wet thyristor controlled motors, physically and
electrically isolated four channel safety and control equipment
and a flexible fuel cycle utilizing burnable absorbers and
mono-sequence fine-motion control rod operation. The units are
operated as base load units with the refuelling period in the
beginning of the summer. The operating experiences have been
quite satisfactory.
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The operation of the units from the central control room
is accomplished by utilizing conventional instrumentation
and control equipment. Only control rod manoeuvring
according to a precalculated sequence is done with the
help of the process computer. The computer displays and
printers in the central control room offer the operators
a versatile and flexible source of information useful in
the operation of the units. The systems have no safety
related functions.

THE ROLE OF THE COMPUTERS IN THE OPERATION OF THE PLANT

To focus on the importance of the computer systems and to
analyse what role they play in the operation of the
actual plant some general remarks can be made. The operators
in the central control room of the plant unit receive
information about process status and plant equipment
through many different channels. Also many administrative
routines of operation and maintenance and information
about maintenance status is essential and have to be
easily accessible to the operators. Inside the organization
there is an information flow. This information is either
gathered from the process or generated by the staff accord-
ing to administrative routines. A certain amount of this
information is essential enough to be presented to the
operators in a well structured logical manner. This inform-
ation needed in the central control room concerns plant
process status, technical design data and maintenance
status. The computers play an important role in supplying
these data and in facilitating an easy and smooth inform-
ation flow between the different offices and to the oper-
ators in the control room. An enhancement of the information
flow to the control room improves the conditions for an
optimal and reliable generation of electricity within the
safety related and technical constraints of the plant.

The functions needed to fulfil the information needs can
be divided into three groups: short term control room
activities, long term unit operation, and maintenance
management. From a computation point of view the control
room activities are real-time process oriented functions,
the management activities real-time terminal oriented
functions and the long term activities are background
processing functions. The main activities realized in the
actual plant are indicated in Fig. 1, where also a rough
allocation of the tasks to the computers is included. The
task dedicated computers, such as gamma spectroscopy
computer, dosimetry computer and energy measurement com-
puters, can also be considered to provide support for the
long term activities. However, they are excluded in the
following because they have no immediate feedback to the
operators in the control room.
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THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

The computer system facilities provided in the central
control room of the units are realized utilizing three
unit specific computer systems and one computer system
common to both units. The unit specific systems are: the
general process computer system, the measurement and
disturbance computer system and the turbine vibration
monitoring computer system. Only the process computer
system was included in the original plant delivery. The
dedicated systems have been acquired based on experiences
during the start-up of the units. The structure of the
computer systems including the process and man-machine
interfaces is presented in Fig. 2.

The common computer system is used for operation and
maintenance management and administration and for technical
calculations. This system has been developed by TVO. The
computerized operation management and administration
routines are based on the original manual ones.

Although the most important tasks of the process computer
system are core surveillance and the control rod manoeuver-
ing, its versatility in the process surveillance has been
recognized. The system functions include limit checks,
alarm presentation and sorting facilities, bar graph
displays, trend displays, operation point display and
reporting.

The event recording facility provided by the process
computer system is an important function, in the cases
when unit trips have occurred. The output of the event
recorder function can be scanned to find out the tripping
condition, the reason for the trip and the correct action
of safety related equipment and automatics. A special
computer program is activated at reactor scram, which
measures and reports the activation times of the scram
valves and the insertion times of the control rods.

The man-machine interface is realized using four redundant
colour display units and two redundant operating panels
located in the middle of the primary operating area in the
central control room. For hardcopy output there are three
printers in the control room and a line printer in the
computer room next to the control room. One of the printers
is normally idle as a spare with automatic change-over if
an active printer fails.
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The measurement and disturbance computer system has a
process interface of its own. The system has software for
high frequency (max. 200 Hz) process measurements and is
mainly used during special tests of reactor and turbine
dynamics and noise measurement. During normal operation
the system operates as a disturbance recorder. Important
reactor and turbine measurements are recorded. If certain
trip conditions occur the system saves the history and
also the process measurements for a certain interval after
the disturbance. Afterwards, the disturbance can be analyzed
and graphs plotted on the graphical terminal/hardcopy unit
of the system. These process variable curves scaled in an
appropriate manner combined with the output of the event
recorder offer the most valuable information in disturbance
analysis.

The turbine vibration monitoring computer system is
included in this report due to the fact that primary
vibration surveillance is a responsibility of the operators.
This system, which scans vibration transmitters on each
turbine and generator bearing at a high frequency, is an
excellent facility for obtaining an early warning of
turbine problems which might seriously damage the equip-
ment. The monitoring system utilizes graphical outputs to
present the vibration levels either in time-scale, frequency
scale or in two dimensional graphics, where vectors
present the actual magnitude and direction of the vibra-
tions. A graphic matrix printer is connected to the
graphic display unit to serve as a hard-copy unit.

The computer system for operation and maintenance manage-
ment consists of a general purpose minicomputer system
with large mass memory capacity (2x300 Mb) to hold the
data base containing plant component data. The system
software supports this data base and offers facilities for
real-time transaction processing and screen handling for
flexible terminal communication. There are about 25
working points around the plant site; of great importance
are naturally those in the control rooms of the units.
Here the operators can get component design, data and
operation limits from the data base, input equipment
malfuction reports and review the list of maintenance work
going on, initialize new jobs and delete jobs done. The
system also keeps track of periodical testing and mainten-
ance and helps in scheduling these during forced or planned
outages. Of great importance is also the scheduling of the
refuelling period.
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OPERATION OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Traditionally, the system supervision, operation and
maintenance responsibility is assigned to the computer
staff. As this staff also bears the responsibility for the
development of the systems, it has to cover a very large
field of competence. To begin with hardware and system
software, the personnel has to know the products of several
different computer system manufacturers. Of great importance
is also to have acquaintance with the wide range of appli-
cation software. The most important requirement is that
those who take part in computer system development have a
very profound knowledge of plant operation and routines.

Running the systems is mainly a problem of hardware mainten-
ance. The demands on the maintenance personnel are heavy.
The high reliability of the computer systems is essential
for general acceptance and confidence in the systems.
There is a certain conflict between the needs to always
have the systems available and to to be able to maintain
the systems. More serious occasional errors often require
the running of test programs for a long time period to
locate the fault. Fault localization may be a process of
trial and error.

A service contract with the computer vendor may be effective
from the cost-benefit point of view. This does not eliminate
the need for an own stock of spare parts, as the response
time of the computer vendor personnel usually is unaccept—
ably long. Much is gained in the maintenance, if plant
maintenance personnel is able to at least give a good
diagnosis of the problems when discussing them with the
service department of the computer vendor.

A recognized difficulty in the hardware maintenance is the
rapid change of generations in computer hardware. The
suppliers show weak motivation in supporting "old" systems
as their interests and growth are in new products. The
generally accepted lifetime of a computer system is not
reasonably long compared to the lifetime of a plant.

The user of computers in nuclear power plants would
benefit from a wider standardization in hardware and
software. The computer products are technologically
mature today. The needs for development are in the field
of applications. The interests of the utilities naturally
are in the applications, but resources have to be used in
following the development of hardware and basic software.
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Software maintenance is mainly connected to the development
activities. The implementation of new software easily
reveals old deficiences or initializes changes also in old
software.

To assure system reliability one must have effective
routines for taking of back-up discs of the system. These
routines do not necessarily solve the problem of data
reliability. As a complement, appropriate routines for
data validation are needed. Some kind of on-line program
and data testing software would be beneficial. The histor-
ical data stored by the computer system has to be checked
for computer outages or disturbances in the data acquisition
system before they are used for report generation. To
assure reliable reports one must have methods for raw data
correction and complementation.

The question of who is authorized to manipulate the data
used as input by the computer systems also has to be
solved. There are different categories of data which may
be changed either by the final user (e.g. control room
operator), by some expert engineer by manipulating input
data by programmers through revising programs or by the
system supervisor changing basic system parameters. At
which level the ordinary engineering change order routines
of the utility have to be involved, is a difficult question.
With the increasing importance and impact of the computer
systems on the operation of the nuclear power plants these
questions need a rigorous solution. To boost the confidence
in computers there is a need to be able to exactly specify
what they are doing, which input data they use, what they
are calculating. This can be achieved by a stringent
approach to the question of documentation.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMS

The incentives to develop the computer systems and the
functions realized in them stem from maintenance difficult-
ies, from increased requirements regarding the capacity
and from requirements of the authorities on computerized
functions. The maintenance does not necessarily cause any
problem as long as the mean time between failures is
acceptcibly long. By the aging of the equipment the failure
rate mciy increase and serve as a guide in the decision
when replacements have to take place. This reasoning
mainly concerns peripheral equipment which can be developed
and replaced without impacts on the system as a whole.
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The software development activity serves many purposes.
The amount of software errors and deficiencies can be
reduced, software maintenance competency is increased and
readiness for participation in the realization of new
computer systems or renewal of old ones is improved.
Software development also reveals the capacity limitations
of the equipment and gives guidelines for upgrading needs
of the system.

An active software development causes a certain disturb-
ance in the normal operation of the systems. This motivates
the performance of very careful off-line testing to make
the on-line test period as short as possible. Facilities
for the execution of programs in "simulated" on-line
environment are very useful. This can be accomplished by
an on-line testing system parallel to the running system.
As a drawback this requires ample computer spare capacity.
A dual computer system would offer a solution to many
practical problems and seems very attractive, especially
in the future as the price of computer hardware shows a
steadily falling tendency.

Computers are generally regarded as a very flexible tool
in the instrumentation and control systems. This flexi-
bility will probably not be very well utilized in a
nuclear power plant due to the static operating conditions
in a base load unit. Heavy administrative routines and
established control room work habits weaken the motivation
for a rapid and radical software development.

COMPUTER SYSTEM REPLACEMENT

The rapid development in the field of computer hardware
and software will make the renewal of all computer systems
in the plant necessary at least once. There is a hope that
the process interface will be maintainable for the life of
the plant. The man-machine interface , which mainly consists
of CRT's and electromechanical units, has been replaced
and will be replaced again. This replacement is easy due
to certain standardization in e.g. colour CRT monitors or
printers. The problem lies in the CPU's and mass memories
with associated software. There is the chance that the
replacement of the central parts of the computer will be
transparent from a software point of view. This provided
that you use the same computer vendor and the operating
system has not changed. Although compatible, new versions
of operating systems might introduce minor changes also in
the application software.
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In modern computer systems where software is realized
using high level languages, the conversion of the software
to a completely different computer system might be rather
uncomplicated. However, if information at bit level is
used, it will be necessary to choose a computer with the
same word length. In a process computer system there are
routines for interfacing the systems, which are written in
machine code oriented languages. The implementation of
these in a new computer system will usually be very cumber-
some.

The replacement need may be triggered by a radical change
in the capacity needed. In the replacement process a
reasonable approach is to try to "transport" the old
functions to the new system and to commission the system
with these implemented. When this new system fulfilling
all old requirements is running^ the implementation of new
functions can take place. It is self-evident that ample
spare capacity is to be reserved as well in computing
speed, primary and secondary memory capacity as in expansion
possibilities.

The most important constraint in the computer system
replacement project is that it is net allowed to jeopardize
plant unit availability. The replacement shall take place
within the normal refuelling outage or, if possible,
during steady-state.operation. This means that the replace-
ment has to be very well planned and coordinated with the
operation of the plant.

SUMMARY

Computers have established their role in the control and
instrumentation of nuclear power plants. They offer inform-
ation collection, processing and presentation facilities
which are very useful to the operators of the plant units.
An effective utilization of the computers implies that
their capacity and flexibility is well coordinated with
the use of the ordinary instrumentation and control equip-
ment and with, the routines of the plant.
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Improvement of the man-machine interface performance
is under way as Computerised Operator Support System
for nuclear power plants in Japan. This paper de-
.scribes several improved points in the design of
man-machine interface, especially on the console,
based on the evaluation of the conventional design
and by taking into consideration performance test
results of new man-machine interfacing tools.

1. INTRODUCTION:

Activities concerning the improvement in the control room and
man-machine interface in the nuclear power plant are widely
proceeded. The development of the Computerised Operator Sup-
port System (COSS) for nuclear power plants is an active pro-
ject to proceed the development of a high performance man-
machine interface with the aid of computer technology and is
scheduled to complete in 1984 [1].

The man-machine interface of the COSS
- supplies the operator with the plant status informa-

tions,
- diagnoses the plant status,
- recommends the corrective actions,
- performs the corrective actions,
- confirms the recovery of the plant status.

In order to perform the above functions smoothly, two major
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development works must be finished. The one is the develop-
ment of the diagnostic software and the other is that of the
high performance man-machine interaction [2].

This paper describes several valuable results on the man-
machine console improvement under the requirement concerning
the man-machine console described below, and proposes new
man-machine interfacing guidlines for COSS.

2. REQUIREMENT TO MAN-MACHINE CONSOLE:

The design of the man-machine interface based on the human
factors engineering should bring the reduction of causes which
stimulate the erroneous judgement or misoperation while malting
communications between operator and machine [3].

To achieve the above requirement, it is recommended to take
the following approaches.

- to classify and group clearly the equipments on the
operator's console according to type, function and
importance of them, to prevent the misoperation and
erroneous judgement,

- to arrange equipments appropriately, in order to
eliminate obstacles standing in the way of access to
the equipments and

- not to supply the excessive information to the operator.

3. MAN-MACHINE CONSOLE EVALUATION BASED ON HUMAN FACTORS
ENGINEERINGt

The improvement of the man-machine console is carried on in
the direction shown in Fig. 1, taking into consideration the
preceeding requirement and criteria. The improvement should
have two directions in the recognizability and the operation-
ability for the operation work.

For the improvement of the recognizability of the information
through CRT screens, indicators, recorders, annunciators,
alarm windows or labels, the authors stress the improvement
in five directions such as

- to design the console according to the ordinary life
sense,

- to arrange the information in a hierarchical way,
- to summarize the information,
- to utilize various human senses and
- to enlarge the communication zone around the console.

3.1 APPLICATION OF ORDINARY LIFE SENSE:

The design based on the ordinary life sense should be kept
especially on the symbols, color codes on the CRT screen and
colors of lamps belonging to the operational equipments. The
appropriate utilization of color codes brings good results on
the recognizability, especially under abnormal conditions.
In Fig. 2, are proposed symbols and their new color codas
which are applied to the CRT pictures. The main features of
this color code are as follows;
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- Ordinary life senses are applied such that red is
dangerous, yellow is cautious and green is safe.

- Color on the screens should be non-attractive while
the situation is normal, but distinguishable at the
occurence of anomaly.

- The status indication of pipings becomes clearer if
new symbols are employed, for they express realistical-
ly physical status in the pipings.

CRT pictures in COSS are designed and manufactured according
to this color coding rule.

3.2 SUMMARIZATION AND HIERARCHICAL ARRANGEMENT OF
INFORMATION:

In order to let the operator understand the information easi-
ly, rapidly and confidentially, the information must'be clas-
sified and rearranged in a hierarchical way covering from the
summary information to the detailed information. The infor-
mation in the hierarchical structure is transmitted to the
operator through the CRT screens of both semigraphic and full-
graphic types. The semigraphic CRT is very bright, fast and
appropriate for the interactive communication with the opera-
tor. The fullgraphic CRT, on the other hand, is able to dis-
nlay fine pictures rather than the semigraphic one, but the
brightness of the fullgraphic screen is usually low.

3.3 UTILIZATION OF HUMAN SENSES:

In order to widely apply the human senses for man-machine
interfacing functions, the authors take into consideration
the techniques of voice recognition and voice announcement.
The voice recognition is used for the CRT screen selection
and also possible to operate the equipments through the human
voice at the same time of monitoring through the eyes and
regulation and operation by hand. The application of both
parallel actions and successive ones as operator's actions is
very convenient for monitoring, regulation and control, for
the operator's continuous and stable action is possible. The
voice announcement is a means effective for the improvement
of the recognizability of the operator during or at the oc-
curence of anomaly with or without the conventional annuncia-
tors, for the operator can understand the situation quickly
even while performing some actions. The criteria for the
voice announcement is in Fig. 3.

3.4 ENLARGEMENT OF COMMUNICATION RANGE:

This subject is resolved through the use of a large size
screen which is already widely applied in the other industries
substituting for the heavily expensive mimic panel. The ap-
plication of the large screen to the nuclear power plant con-
trol room should contribute to increase the recognizability
of the plant status even under crowded condition during inci-
dents. Its application is profittable.
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3.5 REDUCTION OF HUMAN MOVEMENT:

For the improvement of the operationability in the man-machine
operation, the reduction of the human movement during opera-
tion is the most effective way. A touch sensitive screen
seems to be most, promising for the reduction of operator's
movement. It is used on the CRT screen and receives various
Instructions from the operator by his finger touch and communi-
cates with the computer. This new man-machine interfacing
tool is very attractive for the operation because of the fol-
lowing reason:

- With the touch sensitive screen on the CRT, the opera-
tion can be centralized in the CRT and the operation
is done without averting his eyes from the screen,
simultaneously with the plant status monitoring or
other kinds of operation.

The utilization of the touch sensitive screen for the man-
machine interface requires the evaluation whether it is appli-
cable or not, even though it has a promising feature. Before
the application of the touch sensitive screen, the authors
established the application criteria through the evaluation
tests concerning the operation speed, operation accuracy,
operation reliability and the operationability, under the
touch sensitive screen operating situation. The evaluation
approach is shown in Fig. 4. One example of the test results
is shown in Fig. 5, where the distribution of finger touch
points is rather normal near the center and suggests us to
define the touch sensitive area (average) and the distance
between each touch symbol on the CRT.

In the design and programming of the CRT screens for the man-
machine interface COSS, the authors applied the application
criteria such as symbol dimension, spacing, color code and
the way of misoperation protection.

4. MAN-MACHINE CONSOLE:

Besides the individual evaluation of the man-machine inter-
facing tools, the console lay-out and design are evaluated
based on the human factors engineering, under consideration
of the operational procedures. One lay-out plan is shown in
Fig. 6, where new man-machine interfacing tools are employed
and monitoring and operational performances of operators are
very much improved.

5. CONCLUSION:

The selection of new man-machine interfacing tools, appro-
priate design criteria on the application of those toois and
the total man-machine interface design based on the human
factors engineering lead us to the realization of a high
performance man-machine interface combined with the diagnostic
and guidance software [4].
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MAN-MACHINE COMMUNICATION AT FORSMARK 3

by
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The design of Forsmark 3 began in 1976 and the
control room layout and equipment were discuss-
ed right from the start. Subsequent evolution
and events in other nuclear power plants have,
however, radically changed the direction of
the development of the man-machine functions.

The vendor (ASEA-ATOM) and the utility (Swedish
State Power Board) have used the experience
from other control-rooms to integrate computer
based equipment with conventional control
equipment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The control and monitoring systems in nuclear plants of today,
as exemplified in Forsmark 3, are a mixture of conventional
electronic equipment and computer equipment.

Forsmark 3 is a 1000 MWe boiling water reactor owned by the
Forsmark Kraftgrupp AB and designed by ASEA-ATOM. It is situated
about 100 km north of Stockholm in Sweden and will go critical
in 1984.

Forsmark 3:s control room was originally designed with convention-
al electronic equipment complemented with 4 displays for plant
monitoring and manoeuvering the control rods. In 1980, with the
experience from TMI and the rapid development of computers, it
was decided to carry out a redesign. It was not, however, possible
to change the electronic equipment outside the control room.

The mixture of equipment does not therefore represent the optimal
solution for design, operation and maintenance, and much work has
been done to make these two types of equipment complementary and
compatible. The computer system is not safety-related and there-
fore not essential in disturbances, but is, nevertheless, expect-
ed to play an important supporting role.
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2. CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM

The general layout of a control room should be determined by:

- the organization of the operations staff and the responsibil-
ity of the individual members.

- the tasks of the operators during different types of situa-
tions such as normal operation/ plant shutdown and distur-
bance situations.

- the degree of automation in the plant

- safety criteria

As the operations staff have responsibilities for different parts
of the plant, the control room has been divided into 4 parts so
that each operator has a clear view of the part for which he is
responsible.

The four parts are:

1 Auxiliary system operation. This includes the auxiliary power
system, external grid, cooling water system, and ventilation
systems.

2 Reactor safety systems. This includes the Reactor Desk from
which control rod manoeuvering and core coolant flow centről
are carried out. The safety panel gives a rapid indication of
the onset of a disturbance during normal operation and its
subsequent development which the operator can follow from
his part.

3 Reactor operation systems monitoring.

4 Turbine plant and generator systems^operation.

There is one control panel for each of the 4 redundant safety sub-
divisions giving a clear picture of the status of each, to the
operating staff.

Manoeuvering, controls and automatic functions are carried out
by a modern conventional electronic system called Combimatic.
Each pump, valve etc has it's own control unit in the panel.
Starting a pump, for example, requires not only depression of the
start button but also the release button, minimizing the risk of
accidents. Digital and analogue signals are distributed through
the Combimatic system: analogue signals are displayed on the
panel by meters and digital signals by indication lamps. All
alarms that are important for the operation of the process sys-
tem have their own indication lamp located at the top of the
panel where the corresponding control unit is located.
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3. DESKS AND PANELS BASIC DESIGN

The arrangement and detailed design of the control desks and
panels must take into account:

- the design of the process systems

- the interrelationship between process system

human factors principles

available components

operating procedures

The stronger the information inter-relationship between systems
is, the closer together they are located. This ensures reduced
operator movements and gives an improved survey of the current
situation. Desks and panels incorporate mimic diagrams showing a
simplified schematic of the process together with instruments« in-
dicator lamps and switches. The lines in the schematics have dif-
ferent colours depending on process fluids and their thickness
depends on the dimensions of the pipes. Mimics are made of mosaic
tiles, which are easily replaced, simplifying modifications and
additions.

Besides mimic diagrams, the 4 safety panels also have eight red
lamps which indicate different safety functions. When a lamp is
lit it indicates that the corresponding safety function is out
of order. They are also lit at power failure and during periodic
tests of the safety systems. All control and testing of the
safety systems is done from these panels giving a good survey of
other safety systems in the other subdivision for comparison.

As important process parameters can be influenced from different
systems, instruments indicating their value have been placed in
several places to simplify the overview of the process in the
control room which is rather large.

4. EXPERIENCE FROM CONVENTIONAL CONTROL ROOMS

A conventional control room with cubicles and desks has advanta-
ges and disadvantages.

From mimic diagrams the operator will obtain the information on
the functioning of the system at a glance. For specific states
of the operating system and during periodic testing, they will
give him a good overview of the parameters which influence the
process from different positions in the control room.

When there only are a few alarms the operator can easily distin-
guish if the fault is related to a safety system or some other
system..As a rule, well-trained operators can evaluate the origin
of alarms at some distance. Corrective actions can often be made
from the panel where the alarm was given.
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Although much has been done to try to place related process parts
together on the panels/ it is impossible to manage this for all
of them. In Forsmark 3 all safety related equipment is brought
together on the "safety panels". For example, power system safety
related breakers are controlled and monitored from these panels
and not from the power system panels.

In disturbance situations, however, the operator is given too
much information in a conventional control room and it is very
difficult for him to select what is important and quite impossible
to classify it all in time. The safety panels do, nevertheless,
give him selected information for guidance on the status and func-
tioning of the safety systems in particular.

The control room is rather large due to the separation of the
safety panels into 4 groups amongst other reasons, giving the
operator a problem to supervise all the operational system and
other peripheral functions.

5. INTEGRATIONS OP VDUs IN THE CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM

When an existing control room is upgraded, increasing the number
of colour displays from 4 to 12 there are many restrictions even
if it was only at the design stage.

At Forsmark 3 displays have been placed in the following places
in the control room:

- Turbine Desk. 2 displays are located in front of the turbine
control panel and 1 on a trolley beside the desk.

Reactor Desk. 3 displays are located at the Desk and 1 on a
trolley beside it. This gives the operator 4 displays in situ-
ations where a lot of information is required (e.g. start-up
and disturbances).

Central Desk (between Turbine and Reactor Desks). 5 displays
are located here. These will be used for analysis of historic-
al data and fault information together with additional sur-
veillance if required.

The displays on the trolleys are also used when the operator
is working at the panels and give him additional information
during control sequences.

The placement of displays described above gives both the reactor
operator and the.turbine operator a permanent position in the
control room. During routine operation with low activity both can
work at the Central Desk.

Detailed studies of different operating situations were carried
out to decide the location of the displays. The following prin-
ciples were the.basis of this works

- The operators in each shift must work according to operating
manuals which designate display pictures for various situa-
tions.

All essential reactor operations must be possible from the
Reactor Desk.

All turbine operations must be possible from the Turbine Desk.
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The turbine and reactor operators must be able to acknowledge
alarms independently.

There must be room for a third person to work in the Control
Room.

6. PLANT COMPUTER SYSTEM

The Pland Computer System can be conveniently divided into three
subsystems:

Data Acquisition
Main Computer
Man Machine

The Data Acquisition subsystem comprises a number of Process
Communications Terminals (PCTs) equipped with microprocessors to
which plant inputs and outputs are connected. Inputs are scanned,
processed and monitored locally in the PCT before transmission via
Front End computers to the Main Computer subsystem. The process-
ing is thus spread through a number of computers, distributing
the functions more evenly and reducing the load on the communica-
tions system and the main computers.

There are 4 main computers arranged in a dual redundant configu-
ration for better availability, so that failure of any computer
in one pair causes automatic switchover to the other.

The Man-Machine subsystem is probably the most critical of all,
and must arrange the information required by the operating staff
and others within preset response times independent of the load
on the system. The large amounts of data acquired, checked and
classified by the other subsystems must be presented in such a
way that the operator is neither overwhelmed with too much data
nor limited with too little. The layout of the data, the dialogue
used to access it, and the methods used to attract the operator's
attention and guide him during an emergency, must all be designed
with the man in mind, not forgetting that he too is a link in
the control loop.

The hardware is built around a unique microprocessor based display
generator, connected by synchronous link to both main computers
and controlling a number of workstations comprising colour dis-
play monitors with keyboards, trackballs, printers, and hard copy
units. Data displayed can be divided amongst different displays
according to the requirements of a particular workstation, and it
is presented in a structured way using process diagrams, trend
curves, bar charts and tables.

All plant inputs are given a unique alphanumeric reference de-
signed to facilitate quick and accurate identification of the
point concerned. The first three digits are a reference number
given to the various items of equipment and systems in the plant,
for example 537 means control system (5), reactor (3), level
regulation (7). The remaining letters and digits further define
the type of equipment (pump, valve etc) and type of measurement
(pressure, level etc).
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7. FAULT HANDLING VIA THE COMPUTER

In Sweden we have the philosophy that, instead of message reduc-
tion and alarm suppression, the plant computer system is used to
classify information, presenting it to the operator in s struc-
tured way using process diagrams, trend curves, bar chart and
tables.

Colour is used in the display formats to highlight important items.
However it is not the sole source of information due to possible
display failure or operator colour blindness, and is always supp-
lemented in some way by flashing characters or prefixes, e.g.
V = warning, LI = limit 1.

Displays are built up in a hierarchical structure. At the top is
the System Overview, listing all systems and indicating any un-
acknowledged or persistent alarms. Complementing the System Over-
view is the Group Overview which brings together related analogue
values selected for a specific task (i.e. periodic testing of
control rod drive system). At the bottom of the hierarchy is the
information about a specific signal such as limits, identity text
etc.

The large amount of data demands that the information is sorted
in many ways. All signals have a specific attribute in which their
importance for reactor safety and reactor operation is included,
so the computer can, for example, display a list of all safety
system alarms. In the future the software will be expanded, making
it possible to sort the signals in other ways.

During power operation most of the work carried out by the control
room personnel, including alarm acknowledgement associated with
the computer system takes place via the workstations at the
Central Desk. Under certain operating conditons some well defined
functions (e.g. presentation of fault alarms for reactor systems)
are transferred to the Reactor Desk and some turbine functions to
the Turbine Desk. When the operator works at the Reactor or Turbine
Desk.the acknowledgement is done from these desks. It is, however,
not possible to acknowledge the same alarm at two places at the
same time.

8. GUIDANCE PANEL

In a control room with two different systems for presenting
alarms (the electronic system and the computer system), it is
important that the operators know where acknowledgements are per-
formed. At Forsmark 3 this is indicated on a Guidance Panel. The
lamps on this panel are lit when it exist an unacknowledged alarm.
And when, an alarm has been acknowledged the corresponding lamp
in this panel is switched off, even if the fault still exists.

Alarms from local control rooms are grouped together before being
presented in the central control room and the group signal must
be acknowledged by the operator. The lamps in the Guidance Panel
remain on, however, until the fault has been acknowledged in the
local control room.
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By looking at this Guidance Panel the operators quickly know who
must acknowledge the alarm. As the panel lamps remain on until
all alarms are acknowledged the operators cannot forget any alarms
even if many of them come at the same time.

Complementing this Guidance Panel there is a display above the
cubicles which gives the 5 latest alarms in plain text for 2 mi-
nutes. The display is independent of alarm acknowledgement via
the computer system or the panels. If there are more than 5
alarms in 2 minutes (e.g. during disturbances) this function is
switched off. There is a second display next to the first one
which is also used for plain text messages such as:

important paramete: j.

first event in the sequence for disturbance situations (i.e.
the reason for the disturbance)

protection system fault

fault in sequence of events initiated automatically following
an alarm.

9. COMPUTER FUNCTIONS IN DISTURBANCES

The automation of ASEA-ATOM reactors is made on the basis that no
action by the operators is necessary for 30 minutes after an
accident.

This principle has influenced the design of operation manuals as
well as the information system, and the control room design is
based on this rule. The information system never makes demands
on the operator and can be overriden by him if he judges it ne-
cessary.

To assist the operator to make the right decisions, and to make
it possible to carry out corrective actions within 30 minutes,
different programs have been developed on the computers.

When disturbances occur, the computer analyses the alarm list,
sets the alarms into the correct time sequence, and displays them
in table form. When the operator gets this information he can
analyse how the automatic system should have reacted in this si-
tuation.

When alarms arise which activate the safety system, the automatic
equipment initiates many actions. One function in the computer
checks that the process reacts in the predicted way. After a dis-
turbance the operator can request the results of these checks
and the computer displays the equipment which has not reacted as
predicted. He is obliged to check that the automatic actions are
correct by checking on the panels too, i-.e. he should not assume
that the computer is correct. If necessary the operator can then
manually initiate correct action or try to start parallel equip-
ment. The computer, however, gives, a rapid answer which makes
it easier for the operator to take corrective action in time.
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As the amount of data is very extensive during disturbances, and
as we do not accept message reduction or alarm suppression, we
have developed systems which can classify all the signals in the
computer database by many parameters, such as:

- part of the plant

system

whether safety-related

Signals can also be classified by common attributes, e.g. all
those belonging to the Diesel System.

The operator can request display of all signals with two or three
specific attibutes, in this way eliminating unimportant informa-
tion. When he does this, he must use a display allocated for this
type of work (at the Central Desk), not displays decidated to
other purpose (e.g. alarm acknowledgement).

To make it possible to analyse the dynamic response of the plant
after disturbances, the computer systems includes a disturbance
printer which gives the value of about 100 preselected signals 2
minutes before and 4 minutes after a disturbance, with a scanning
frequency of 10 HZ, and in some cases up to 20 Hz.

This information can be studied afterwards and compared with the
theoretical course of events.

10. OTHER CONTROL ROOM FACILITIES

Besides the control room functions just described, additional
facilities are also required as shown in.

Telephones are located at suitable places to make it possible to
contact persons inside and outside the plant.

A large control desk (the Main Desk) is placed behind of the
Reactor and Turbine Desks in the middle of the control room. In
this desk there are closed circuit TV-screens which are connected
to cameras inside the plant, two for the Reactor building and
two for the Turbine building.

The entrance to the plant is supervised by many cameras which are
connected to two further screens in the Main Desk. Nearby these
screens there is a button which the operator can use to open
entrance doors.

At Forsmark all work (maintenance work, periodic testing, up-
grading work etc) is registered in a separate computer system
containing information on all equipment in the plant. A display
and keyboard belonging to this system is located in the Main Desk
and, close to it, there is a colour display connected to the
Plant Computer System. .The operators can co-ordinate information
between the two computer systems. These two displays are faced
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towards the central part of the control room so that working
there will not disturb the Reactor and Turbine operators.

The waste hand!ing plant is monitored and controlled using a se-
parate colour display on the Main Desk.

The Main Desk also contains shelves in which all reguired docu-
mentation is placed, and it is constructed so that the operators
are able to study large diagrams and other documents and write
reports etc.

Next to the control room within the same protection area there
is another large room. It is called the Work Distribution Room,
and it is here the operating staff have their contact with main-
tenance and other personnel through counter windows on radioac-
tive and non-radioactive parts of the plant. The planning of
maintenance periods is done here, and, as it is connected to the
control room, the planning personnel can talk with the operating
staff without using telephones.

11. VALIDATION OF THE CONTROL ROOM

During the construction of Forsmark 3 the authorities demanded
that the control room layout should be verified by independent
persons using mock ups for various scenarios. A full scale mock
up was therefore built and the conclusions from the scenarios run
were as follows:

Each scenario should be performed with preliminary operating
manuals if possible (they could be difficult to obtain, at
an early stage of a project).

The actors should be persons who intend to be operators, and
have experience from control room work, or belong to opera-
tion management.

Each scenario gives a lot of information often making it
necessary to rebuild the mock up which can take rather long
time. The scenarios cannot therefore be performed too close
to each other.

Each scenario must be performed two or three times.

- It is very difficult to transfer all the experience from the
scenarios to the people who work with the construction and
those who are responsible for money and time. We therefore
recommend that project managers and construction managers
are present during scenarios.

- The scenarios should be performed as early as possible in the
project. It must be possible to incorporate extensive changes
in the control room layout after they have taken place.

- After the first series of scenarios the operating management
should decide t'ie basic principles for the control room work.
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One or two years later a new series of scenarios should be
performed when details in the layout can be modified in the
light of operating experience.

The mock up exercise is very instructive for those who take
part. Besides experience about the control room design, the
participants learn a lot about the process system, the elect-
ronic systems and other things.

- The only electronic equipment used in our mock up was the
equipment that gave acoustic alarms. Alarm signals in the
cubicles and on colour displays were indicated with adhesive
tape, a job which requires good knowledge of the functions
of the system. This resulted in a realistic presentation of
the events.

Well planned scenarios in a mock up can even be used when the
plant is ready for operation for training operators and to
indicate the effect of control room changes. The cost of
this method changes is very small and should obviate the need
for large computerized simulators.

12. FUTURE ASPECTS

To improve the usefulness of the plant computer system during
disturbances, ASEA-ATOM and the Swedish State Power Board are
together designing a Post Accident Diagnosis System (PADS). A
similar type of system is being implemented at Ringhals 1 and
Forsmark 1 and 2 (ref 1).

There is a general trend toward increased use of computers and
programmable control systems. An example of this is the control
system for the waste treatment plant which is based on a dual
computer system also employing colour displays for man-machine
communication.

One of the key problems of display equipment is the design of
the display formats to give the best overview of plant functions
in a relatively cramped space, one of the main reasons why a
mimic panel, with all its inflexibility, is still a vital part of
today's nuclear plant control and monitoring systems.

(1) IAEA-SM-265/76. Pest Accident Diagnosis System
P van Gemst, ASEA-ATOM, P-P Waessman SSPB
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1. FORSMARK 3 CENTRAL CONTROL ROOM

2. FORSMARK 3 REACTOR DESK
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3. FORSMARK 3 CONTROL ROD OPERATION

4. FORSMARK 3 BOLD TEXT FUNCTION
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5. FORSMARK 3 CENTRAL DESK

6. FORSMARK 3 TESSELATOR WORKSTATION
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7. FORSMARK 3 SAFETY PANELS
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PLANT COMPUTER MAN-MACHINE COMMUNICATION AT FORSMARK 3

John Pilling

ASEA
Vasteras, Sweden

The Plant Computer System described in this presentation has
been delivered by ASEA and ASEA Atom to the ForSmark 3 nuclear
power station. It will provide a comprehensive picture of
plant status to the operating crew, carrying out a number of
important supervision and control functions:

o Basic Functions

- Plant communication
- Operator communication
- Event handling including alarms
- Logging
- Post mortem review
- Limit checking
- Self checking

o General Plant Functions

- Supervision of plant unit states
- Recording of plant unit operation times
- Safety system testing
- Redundant input validity checking

o Core Supervision Functions

- Neutron flux display
- Core performance calculation
- Detector calibration
- Monitoring of operating point

o Plant Specific Functions

- Control rod manoeuvring and monitoring
- Monitoring of reactor vessel temperature rise
- Condensate cleanup control
- Reactor coolant water quality monitoring
- Containment gas analysis
- Turbine condenser performance monitoring

A short description of each of the functions is followed by
an outline of the hardware configuration. A number of displays
are shown to illustrate the operator dialogue for access to
the main functions.
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The Plant Computer System described in this presentation has been de-
livered by ASEA and ASEA~Atom to the Forsmark 3 nuclear power station where
it is undergoing final commissioning. It will provide a comprehensive picture
of plant status to the operating crew, carrying out a number of important
supervision and control functions.

BASIC FUNCTIONS

Plant Communication

Communication with the plant is handled by process communication ter-
minals or PCT's. Inputs and outputs can be classified into the following
categories:

o Digital inputs or indications (approx 11,000 in Forsmark 3)
o Analogue inputs or measured values (approx 2,000)
o Digital outputs or controls (approx 600).

Operator Communication

The main medium of communication with the operator is via colour display
monitors using keyboards and track balls to access the various display pic-
tures available. There are a total of about 2 000 pictures for the process
and about 100 for the computer system itself. Displays are complemented by a
line printer, a magnetic tape unit, a plotter, and a number of printers and
video hard copy units. This man-machine communication function is probably
the most important of all, and must present the large amounts of data col-
lected from the plant and processed by the other functions in the most
efficient way for rapid assimilation by the operator.

Event Handling

In this context ?n "event" is defined as a change of state of a digital
input or a preset limit on an analogue value being exceeded. This includes
alarms which can be regarded as a special type of event. Events are reported
to the operator and displayed in a number of forms classified by priority,
time,origin, etc. The function is very carefully designed to handle the
large number of events that occur during a seri-ous disturbance, ensuring that
there is no loss of information.
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logging

Measured values are scanned at various frequencies and those to be logged

are "time tagged" each time they are scanned. This time tagged data can be

displayed on request in curves or tables and printed periodically for logging

purposes.

Post Mortem

An analysis of the historical development of certain key measured values

at preset times before and after a trip can be made using the Post Mortem

Review function. The values can be displayed in curves or tables just like

normal logs.

Limit Checking

It is possible to have up to 6 limits of various kinds associated with

an analogue value which may be measured or calculated. Upper and lower warn-

ing and alarm limits can be set for the value itself and alarm limits for the

trend or rate of change of the value. Transgression of the limits is reported

as an alarm; a hysterisis function suppresses multiple alarms when the value

is fluctuating around a limit.

Self Checking

The plant computer system has extensive self checking and diagnostic

facilities for fault finding. In most cases the faulty equipment is auto-

matically isolated and replaced by a standby unit. A comprehensive set of

one-line diagrams can be displayed on request giving the status of all major

items of equipment. Changes of state within the system are handled in the

same way as process events and reported to the operator by display and/or

printer after classification by priority, time, origin, etc.

GENERAL PLANT FUNCTIONS

Supervision of_P1 ant_Unit States

The changes of state of a number of units, such as valves, pumps, or

breakers, can be monitored against preset reference states following .one or

more types of plant trip. This is important for the supervision of automatic

sequences triggered by a disturbance, when the plant computer system will
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check that units have operated correctly within specified time limits, report-
ing events that have failed to happen.

Alternatively actual unit states can be checked in the same way against
reference states at any time on request. Both changes of state and analogue
limit transgressions can be monitored by this function.

Recording of Plant Unit Operation Times

The operation times of certain process units are recorded for presenta-
tion in special reports. Typical examples are the time for insertion of a
control rod or the time for closure of an isolation valve.

Safety System Testing

This function is used for assistance with the periodic testing of the
plant safety systems. For all trip conditions it checks the logic of the
reactor safety circuits and confirms that the correct control signals are
given to the various plant safety units.

Redundant Input Validity Checking

This function carries out a validity check on the redundant analogue
measured values and digital indications. For measured values, any significant
deviation from the average value will initiate an alarm. Faulty values are
not included in the calculation of the average. Indications can be validated
by a limit check on a corresponding analogue value. Again, discrepancies are
signalled as alarms. „

CORE SUPERVISION FUNCTIONS

Neutron Flux Display

Neutron flux signals from various detectors can be displayed after
linearisation in tables, bar charts, or curves with linear or non-linear
scaling. Doubling time is also calculated.

Core Performance Calculation

The power distribution in the core is calculated on-line with a high
degree of precision using 3-dimensional models of its hydraulic, thermal,
and nuclear characteristics. The results are used to give the value of the
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operating margin. Power distribution and other reactor characteristics can
also be calculated off-line for forward planning of control rod manoeuvring
sequences. The reactor thermal effect is also calculated.

Detector Calibration

This function is used for the periodic calibration of the reactor
neutron flux measurement equipment. The fixed Local Power Range Monitoring
(LPRM) detectors can be scanned on request for comparison with the Travelling
In Core Profile (TIP) signals, enabling new LPRM amplifier gain factors to be
calculated. The resulting report is displayed for maintenance personnel and
can also be printed out.

In addition the axial power distribution measured by the TIP detectors
can be displayed in diagrammatical form, showing the flux value at each of
the 25 nodes along each axis. Theoretical values for faulty LPRM detectors
can also be calculated.

Monitoring of Operating Point

The current operating point (reactor power vs coolant flow) is shown
graphically with permitted limits and an alarm is generated if it moves out-
side these limits. Displays are also available for plots of thermal effect
and neutron flux against reactor coolant flow.

PLANT SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS

Control Rod Manoeuvring

The control rod configuration can be called up on a number of displays

which enable the following actions to be performed:
o Independent manoeuvring of a particular rod or group of rods,
o Rod manoeuvring according to a given sequence, i.e. the computer

selects the rod and the limits within it shall be moved,
o Checking that there is no separation between control rod drive units

and piston tubes.
o Checking that a sufficient number of rods are inserted at shut-down,
o Logging of certain operator actions.
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Monitoring of Reactor Vessel Temperature Rise

The rate at which the reactor vessel heats up is calculated by least
squares approximation. The temperature change over 1 hour is also given.

Condensate Clean-up Control

The station condensate clean-up system is controlled and monitored by
this function.

Reactor Coolant Water Quality Monitoring

This function records the accumulated time that the reactor coolant
r is over 100 °C

monitoring purposes.

water is over 100 °C and the conductivity is above a preset limit for quality

Containment Gas Analysis

Compensating values of hydrogen and oxygen in the containment building
are calculated by the function, of special interest after some disturbances
when analogue instrumentation readings cannot be trusted.

Turbine Condensor Performance Monitoring

As the name implies, this function monitors the performance of the
turbine condensor.

HARDWARE

The hardware layout is shown in Fig. 1.

Data Acquisition Subsystem

Plant inputs and outputs are connected to the Computer System through a
total of 27 Process Communication Terminals (PCT's). These are built up of
modules from ASEA's new Master System around a powerful 16 bit microprocessor
which can carry out the following extra functions locally in addition to
basic data acquisition and plant communication:

o Linearisation of analogue inputs.
o Signal filtering.
o Conversion to engineering units.
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o Tatilt isolation.

o Limit checking of both values and their trends.

o Time tagging of analogue inputs to be logged.

Communication with the Main Computer Subsystem takes place over high

speed synchronous links which couple all PCTs to both an "A" and a "B" Front-

End computer.

There are 4 Front-End computers in all, ?. connected to one main computer

(Al and A2), and 2 to the other (Bl and B?). Normally one pair is operating

with the other on standby. The Front-End computers coordinate the communica-

tion with the PCT's, checking the data received and transmitting it directly

to the operating Main Computer.

Main Computer Subsystem

The Main Computers and Man-Machine Computers are of the same type and

are connected in a dual redundant configuration, i.e. for example all the "A"

computers are operating with the "B" computers on standby or vice versa. The

Stall Unit detects any failure in the operating computers and switches over

to the standby ones. The data base of the standby computers is continually

kept updated by the operating computers to minimise failover time.

There is also a station computer which is linked to both Man-Machine

computers and used for Core Performance Calculations.

Man-Machine Subsystem

The Man-Machine subsystem is built around the ASEA "Tesselator" display

generator, which is also microprocessor based. Each Tesselator unit is con-

nected by synchronous link to both Man-Machine Computers and controls a

number of multi-colour display monitors with keyboards, trackballs, printers,

and hard copy units.

The design of the keyboards, layout of the displays, and the colours

used are tailored to plant-specific requirements and human engineered for

optimum operator efficiency. A number of displays will be shown to illustrate

the operator dialogue for access to the main functions.
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DISCUSSION

Question: J. Valkó, Hungary

1. How often is the 3D power distribution evaluated (on the basis of in-core
instrumentation); in what form is it. presented to the operator?

?.. How is the obtained information utilized?

Answer:

1. The 3D-Power distribution is calculated t time/shift or when there are rod
movements or change in core flowrate. Between this time, another program
counts each second minutes the margin for core operation with the 3D-Power
distribution program results as input data. The result is presented as
margins to different physical parameters for the core.

?.. The information is used to decide if the reactor is operated within de-
termined areas. If not,you have tn do corrective actions, as change rod
position.
The 3D program could however be used each third minutes, as the calcula-
tion time is about 3-minutes in Nord-500 computer that is used.

£uestiqnj_ I. Rakitine, USSR

1. What is the frequency of the 3-dimensional evaluation of the in-core
measurements? How many times in hour?

2. In which computer are these calculations performed?

Answer:

1. The parameters essential for the safety operation of the plant, are up-
graded each second minutes. This calculations are based on the 3-dimen-
sional calculations which are done orm tiuio/shift (- 8 hours) or at rod
changes or when flow-rate changes.

?.. By a Nord-500 computer.
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USE OF COMPUTERS FOR OPERATOR INFORMATION

SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS IN INDIAN

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

by

Ch. Surendar, K. Natarajan, S.N. Ahmad, P.C. Dixit.

Power Projects Engineering Division
Department of Atomic Energy, India

There has been a gradual increase in the application of
Computers for on-line status monitoring, analysis and
control in Indian nuclear power plants. This paper de-
scribes the older design features, present status and
future designs being planned.

1. INTRODUCTION

Self reliance through use of indigenously available techno-

logy has been the guiding principle of Indian nuclear power prog-

ram which is based on PHWRs. This has led to use of conventional

analog instrumentation with a large number of operating and

display devices on the main control panels. This has met with

operator acceptance during normal operation. However the need to

relieve the operator from the tedium of routinely collecting data

manually from these devices and assist him to quickly distin-

guish the sequence of events during transients experienced by

the station has been recognised. With the advent of microproces-

sor, which has caused, a revolution in the field of data acquisi-

tion, analysis and control, several dedicated microprocessor bas-

ed systems have been introduced in the operating stations. While

introducing upgraded data acquisition systems, the factors which

influenced the choice were reliability of the system, operator

acceptance of these systems and impact of these systems on over-

-all plant performance. This has led to the retention of conven-

tional systems, at least in a limited way, and introducing data

acquisition systems in parallel to the existing systems. This

naturally increased the cost and complexity of the control room
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instrumentation. After reliability and operator acceptance of

the computer based systems are established, bulk of the redundant

conventional instrumentation systems in future stations, is

expected to be deleted.

This paper describes, in brief, the operator information

and control systems provided in the Rajasthan and Madras Atomic

Power Plants with large sized control room panels having switches

and lights, conventional analog indicators, window annunciators,

indicating analog PID controllers and strip chart recorders, and

the design modifications carried out on the same for improving

the data collection and presentation. The paper also describes

the computer based data acquisition system with colour graphic

CRT displays and hard copy facilities, planned for the Narora

Atomic Power Project. A brief outline is also made on plans for

the evolution of an integrated operator information system for

the future Atomic Power Projects with gradual increase in compu-

ter based control applications.

2. INITIAL DESIGN FEATURES OP RAJASTHAN STATION

Fig. 1 shows the lay-out of the control room of Rajasthan

Atomic Power Station. This is a 2 unit control room arranged in

a U shape, with Unit 2 control panels being mirror image of unit

1 panels.

The lay-out on control panels ensures that most of the infor-

mation is displayed on the vertical portion of the panel with

majority of the switches located on the sloping portion. An

attempt has been made to display the most critical information

near eye level. The need to give the operator a view of a large

fraction of the plant control parameters at a glance has made

the layout of equipments on the panels rather dense. However,

care has been taken to .provide enough space to avoid risk of

accidentally operating the wrong switch. Where feasible, process

controllers are mounted directly on the control room panels and

the set points are adjusted from the front. A total of about 6OO

audio-visual annunciators are provided at the top of the panel.

Red, amber and white colours are used for the windows to discri-

minate the importance of the alarms.
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In addition, a hard-wired data logger and an Event Sequence

Recorder, both with printer outputs, were also provided. Approxi-

mately 450 analog inputs representing assorted plant variables,

which are relatively less important are connected to the Data

Logger. The Data Logger scans inputs at the rate of 20 inputs/sec

for limit checking and logging. It also logs routinely or on

demand some pre-selected points as well as trend log of any 10

(selectable) points. Inputs to the Event Sequence Recorder are

contacts representing status of certain very important plant

variables and devices. The SER prints the change of status of

its inputs (total 6O nos) with a time resolution of 2 millisecond.

3. RETROFITTING OF IMPROVEMENTS IN RAPS

Unit 1 of Rajasthan Atomic Power Station became Commercially

operational in 1973 and Unit 2 in 1981. Years of operating expe-

rience with these two plants surfaced the need for improved plant-

-operator Communication Systems. Accordingly, several nev; infor-

mation systems were designed, fabricated and retrofited into the

operating plants. Some of the salient features of these are

covered here.

3.1 Failed Fuel Monitoring System

The detection and location of failed fuel in the Indian

PHWRs is based on monitoring the delayed neutron activity in the

individual channels. A system based on dividing the channels into

8 groups, each group consisting of 40 channels was provided with

manual operation of the banks of solenoid valves in all the

channels to collect the delayed neutron activity data on 8 nos of

6 point recorders. This was replaced by an IC based data collec-

tion system to facilitate DN data collection automatically when

limits are exceeded or on operator demand on a printer with

channel address and data, for subsequent analysis. With the con-

fidence gained in the use of this system with trouble free opera-

tion for a number of years now in RAPS, similar system has been

repeated for MAPS and it is now planned to incorporate data

analysis also along with data collection in Narora Power Station.
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3.2 Channel Temperature Monitoring System

The 306 coolant channel temperature readings were earlier

displayed on as many analog meters in a room adjacent to control

room. Operators were required to log these readings manually

every shift. This was tedious and prone to errors.

A computerised channel temperature monitoring data acquisi-

tion /analysis system has since been added in RAPS based on an

indigenous 12 bit computer for data logging and computation of

channel power and total power etc. While print out of data is

made normally every shift, provision exists for demanding a print-

-out of all data whenever required. A compact microprocessor

based channel temperature monitoring system is being evolved for

MAPS which will be repeated for the Narora Station also.

3. 3 Reactor Process Disturbance Analyser

Following an upset condition such as power set back or

reactor trip the operator had to correlate the information re-

corded on several strip-chart recorders to analyse the incident.

Poor time resolution on strip chart recordings was a major hurdle

in incident analysis. A microprocessor, based disturbance analyser

has been developed and installed in RAPS which provides the

record of 20 important plant variables, the record duration being

5 minutes prior to and 5 minutes following the upset condition at

a sampling interval of 1 sec. The record is available 5 minutes

after the occurrence of the upset condition.

3.4 Window Annuciator logger

The occurrence of alarm events is presently logged manually

by the operator. However during certain disturbances, large number

of events happen in a short span of time. Some of these are apt

to be missed by the operator as also the sequence of alarms. A

microprocessor based Window Annunciator logger is in the final

stages of development which will log all alarm events chronologi-

cally with a resolution of one second.
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4. NARORA ATOMTC I'OrøbR PLANT (=NAPP)

The design work of this two un.it 235 MWe plant has been done

largely during latter half of the previous decade. More extensive

use of computers has been made both for data acquisition and con-

trol. A computer based operator information system apart from

encompassing the functions of data logger, event sequence Recorder,

window annunciation logger, process disturbance analyser and

Failed Fuel Monitoring etc will provide extensive colour graphic

CRT displays, annunciations and hard copy outputs. Another separate

dedicated computer will be assigned Fuel Handling system controls.

4.1 Control Room Computer System

The control room is similar to earlier stations. However, a

number of computer driven colour CRT's will be mounted on the

vertical portion of the control panels. 2 nos CRT's on a panel at

a central location serve the purpose of displaying only alarm

messages. Another 5 nos CRT's strategically located on other

panels display plant status in the form of bar graphs, trend cur-

ves, tables of information on operator demand or automatically

depending on system status. The CRT's are of size 19" diagonal

and have been located at near eye level. Associated with each CRT

will be a function keyboard located on the horizontal portion of

the control panel. The system provides hard copy logs of alarms,

routine summaries, as well as history plot of certain variables.

Figure 2 shows the lay out of a typical control panel in NAPP.

Although a number of conventional devices (meters, recorders,

annunciator windows) have been deleted due to incorporation of

CRT's and hard copy printers-plotters, quite a few of them are

still retained on the control panels. These are generally (1)

associated with plant safety under all operating conditions (2)

those related to safety of critical equipment (3) those requiring

frequent monitoring by the operator under normal operating condi-

tions. This approach enables plant operation to continue even in

case of short-term interruptions of the computer based information

systems, without jeopardizing safety. Approximately 60% of strip

chart recorders, 50% of meters and 50% of Annunciator windows

have been replaced by CRT/ plotter derived information, tt is
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expected that due to the use of CRT's in control panels, following

general benefits will occure:

(1) Lesser amount of data displayed continuously without

affecting the total amount of information availability.

(2) Availability of data pertaining to any system on any CRT

(and hence on any panel) rather than only on one panel

i.e. at a fixed point in the control room.

(3) Co-ordination by the operators on various panels will be

easier, say during a startup or upset condition.

(4) Plant systems/equipment status will be available conti-

nuously or on demand in compact manner on the CRT screen.

(5) It will be possible to change conveniently the displays

assigned to the CRT's as dictated by the plant operating

experience i.e. it will be possible to optimize the

displays as plant matures.

4.2 Fuel Handling Control Computer System

One of the major areas in the Narora Atomic Power Plant where

the application of a computer has been extended for on-line cont-

rol is in the Fuel Handling System. The block diagram of the

control system is shown in Fig. 3. In earlier projects, sequential

logic and positioning control were achieved by transistorised

discrete component logic and signal conditioning systems respec-

tively. Safety logic was also obtained by discrete component cir-

cuitry. In Narora, the sequential logic comprising various steps

for transferring the fuel bundles and positioning control systems

has been incorporated as various computer programs and sub-routi-

nes. The system consists of a master computer, two microcomputers,

associated input and output interfaces and peripherals. In the

event of failure of the computer control systems, the Fuel Hand-

ling system can be controlled by means of manual commands from

the operators console. A hardwired, Integrated Circuit-based,

safety interlock system ensures the safety of the system befoi •?

operate commands are issued either in manual mode or in computer

mode.
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5. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

As explained above, microprocessors and computers have been

introduced in existing plants to improve the quality and quantity

of information available to the operator as need based improve-

ments carried out in a piece meal manner. In the future Kakrapar

Atomic Power Station, based on operational experience of earlier

stations in the areas of both data acquisition and control appli-

cations, an integrated computerised monitoring and control system

is foreseen. A dual Computer approach to improve availability

and deletion of redudant conventional data acquisition system

similar to those used in previous plants is expected to result in

improved operator information system.
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METHODS AND TECHNIQUES USED IN
COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS

FOR GERMAN NPPs

by

Helmut Roggenbauer

Affiliated with "Österreichisches Forschungszentrum
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The main purpose of this paper is to give a survey
about those functions in German NPPs which are already
covered by computers or will be covered in the future.
Thereby those systems covering the most important
functions will be described. The methods and new
techniques being applied in these systems will be
explained. Also special requirements based on the
outcome of the operator task analysis, but also on
operational and safety demands which have to be put
on these operator support systems will be indicated.

INTRODUCTION:

Besides very simple and trivial tusks, which the computer is covering
in German NPPs, and which are not reported in this paper like data
logging, incident review etc. [1 ] , t re trend is recognizable to apply
computers also for more sophisticated tasks.

A brief survey will give the status of functions presently already
covered by computerized systems in German NPPs. It has to be men-
tioned that compared with USA the fraction of operator support systems
realized by computers is relatively high. However, in Canada and
France even more computers are applied for such systems.

Nevertheless there is already a number of computer systems which
serve in a direct way as an operator aid in normal or abnormal opera-
ting conditions, for which already a certain operating experience
exists.
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Besides the tasks and the funtions of these systems also the applied
method will be described in those cases where they represent some-
thing new compared to the possibilities offered so far by conventional
I &C-equipment for operator support.

Further it will be indicated which developments and prototypes are
considered for future NPPs or for backfitting in plants already in
operation.

TASK ANALYSIS AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

For computerized systems described in the following chapters of this
paper the principles of perception of operator needs, as a result of a
task analysis, as well as of the requirements coming from the safety
and the availability demands for the plant operation, have not been
realized to the extend desired for computerized operator support
systems. This is especially true for the f i rst principle. All systems
considered here serve as an aid for the operator and have therefore to
be designed in a way easy to handle, and unambiguous. They have to
be such reliable, that the operator can trust them. However, since
they are only an aid, the operator has still to use his knowledge and
his common sence.
Depending on the degree of safety relevance, the requirements put on
the system are different.

SYSTEMS IN OPERATION OR IMPLEMENTED:

- CONTROL ROD-STRATEGY COMPUTER

This computer has tasks of safety relevance in BWR and is working in
closed loop [2 ] . It chooses on demand of the operator or of the reactor
power controller those control rods which shall, according to a precal-
culated strategy, be moved. The same task done by a conventional
hardwired system could only be realized with an extremely high effort.
This system is installed in 4 plants. It increases the speed of load
changes in the power range by a factor 10, enables to shut down the
reactor without scram in case of turbine shutdown, a loss of the load,
and reduces the restart of the hot reactor up to criticality from 3,5
hours to 20 minutes.

The applied method is thereby the following:

The actual rod positions are continuously compared with the setpoints.
If the difference is unacceptable, the computer gives an alarm and de-
couples itself from the process. 3 types of operations which are c.hoose-
able are possible; commands are checked whether they are compatible
with the chosen type of operation before a rod is selected:

- In the automatic reactor power operation where the command for
the rod movement comes from the power controller, the computer
selects rod groups.

- The computer selects also here the rod groups, but the operator
gives the command for movement.

- The operator gives the command for movements and the computer
selects only a single rod inside a group.
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The method of selfsupervision is applied and comprises a cyclic part to
test the CPU, a supervision of the program run, and a supervision of
the daM-input and -output. If a failfunction is identified, the program
slops, all selected rods are. blocked and the rod control is only
possible matuialy.

- CRITERIA-COMPUTER

This system is installed in the NPPs Grohnde and Gundremmingen B
and C and serves to supervise the criteria in different sequence-con-
trol-systems 13]. The criteria of a selected functional group, which
have to be fullfilled in a momentarely running command step is dis-
played on a CRT.
If the start or the sequence of steps is disturbed, one gets an alarm-
message. The method behind is trivial and consists solely of existency
checks of feedbacksignals from the different steps in a sequence soft-
warewise.

- COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM TO DETERMINE THE POWER DENSITIY
DISTRIBUTION IN PWR

A system, called "Ball measurement-System" is an electromechanical
computerized operating system, which works with activation samples in
the reactor core in combination with a control computer and a super-
vision computer [4] , This system is installed in all PWRs in Germany.
The supervision-computer receives data about the activated samples
from the control computer and calculates a 3-dimensional power den-
sity-distribution, hot channel factors, DNB-factor, burnup distribution
and composition of isotopes. In addition calibration factors for power-
distribution detectors can be determined. One component of the applied
method is responsible for the storing of maximum two ball measure-
ments for later evaluation, in the case of disturbed data transmission
between the ball system and the supervision computer. All safety
relevant functions and alarms of the ball measurement system are
working independently of the control computer. If the supervision
computer is disturbed, the partly corrected results of the ball measure-
ment system are stored. The control computer then makes further
corrections, such that the then available information has approximately
the same quality of the activation values, which normally are calculated
by the supervision computer. In the normal case Ihe corrections are
only a few per cent of the activation values.

Another component of the applied method is the plausibility control,
the computer performs in order to identify strongly deviating measure-
ments. All fuel related values are printed out according tc the geo-
metry of the core cross section.

- REACTOR-PROTECTION-PANEL SUPERVISION COMPUTER

Such a system is installed in the NPP Brunsbiittel and in a few other
BWRs and serves solely to record all signals being transmitted to the
reactor-protection-panel in order to document all actions and status-
changes in the RP-system for later evaluation. The method supplied is
rather trivial. All signals going to the tablet are in parallel read by
the computer, which simply prints these values for documentation.
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- COMPUTERIZED REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (RESS)

Several years ago a f i rst attempt, was made to develope a computerized
RP-system. The method applied was simply to copy a conventional
hardwired 2 out of 3-RP-system to a 2 out of 3 software system. No
diversity with respect to programming and hardware has been applied,
but extensive testing has been performed. A selfsupervision system to
identify any failure in the soft- or hardware is also part of the applied
methods. The RESS-system has been installed in 2 NPPs, Brunsbüttel
and Philippsburg for test purposes in parallel to the actively used
hardwired RP-system, in order to gaine experience over several years
and to collect data for analysing the performance. It is working on-line
open-loop. All logical signal combinations are simulated by program
statements. At the moment the phase of data collection and analysis is
still going on.

- TEST COMPUTER

A test computer has been developed and installed in the NPP-Grafen-
rheinfeld and is also planned to be installed in the NPPs Grohnde,
Philippsburg and others. The task of this computers is to test the
function of all limitation systems like DNB-computer-system, limitation
of the control rod movement, rod drop equipment, mass-, pressure-
and temperature-limitation system, power distribution supervision-
system, command components, etc. [5 ] . The method applied to cope
with this task is the following: The test computer is sending test
signals relevant for each test object to the object and receives res-
ponse signals from the object. The computer makes during the opera-
tion comparisons from these data with prestored data and announces
deviations from the as-designed behaviour of the test objects.
All tests by the computer are performed on one channel at the time
only, also at redundant limitation systems.

- COMPUTERIZED RECORDING OF RADIATION EXPOSURE OF PLANT
PERSONNEL

This system consists of electronic dosemeter with a digital display con-
nected to a dual computer. For each person the status of the dose is
registered by this computer.
The limits for a day, a quarter of a year, and a year, but also other
criteria like the expiration of the next medical investigation can be
displayed. Also an indication is available if a person is due to his
accumulated dose not allowed to enter the control area. No special
method with respect to analysis or evaluation is applied. The system
is, for example, installed in the NPP Gundremmingen.

- DISTANCE OF SATURATION-LINE CALCULATOR

In the NPP Grafenrheinfeld a computer is installed which is calculating
the distance to the saturation line. This is done within the post acci-
dent monitoring system in order to improve the instrumentation. The
used method includes a refined algorithm which calculates the distance
via the saturation-system-characteristics. The system does not have a
very high safety relevance, Good operational experience could be
gathered so far.
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The results from the calculations are printed out. It should be men-
tioned here, that the same type of calculator is used in NPP-Grafen-
rheinfeld for the determination of the release rate in the ventilation-
and in the off-gas-system.

- COMPUTERIZED CORE SURVEILLANCE- AND CONTROL-SYSTEMS

In the NPP Biblis B an Advanced Core Simulator System (ACSS) will
be installed. This system shall determine and supervise the state-
values during the operation which are important for the safety and the
operation . [6). These state values are not allowed to exceed certain
limits. The software consists of 3 modules: the core simulator COSIMA
which is via the power analysis module PAM coupled to the measure-
ments and the fast power extrapolation module FPM.
The applied technique allows to assess and document continuously in
order to power history of the core, which makes it possible to analyse
the power history with respect to power change or control rod move-
ments.
COSIMA calculates the power density distribution and other values de-
rived from that. By using an array processor short computing time
without loss of accuracy is achieved. The system is combined with an
interactive communication system. Also precalculations can be made for
the power- and burnup distribution.
The applied method includes the possibility of a decision logic, in
order to automatically start the demanded measures (compute, store)
depending on the event (e .g. increase of the local power density). By
comparison of measured and calculated power density distribution,
systematical faults are identified by applying system-theoretical
methods. The system will run through a longer testphase.

Another sysem of advanced nuclear computations (FNR) for BWR is
. planned for the NPP-Krümmel [7 ] . The method used implies a fast
computer. This system consists of the PREDICTOR which is based on a
3D-reactor simulator and a process computer evaluation program. It
serves to precalculate planned operating states. An interactive input-
system is used. A colour-dispiay-system is used for the presentation
of the results. The method shall make possible the observance of the
design parameters, the hot-spots, burn-out-safety and the PCI.
Further goals are the more accurate evaluation of the power distr ibu-
tion at startup and in load following mode, and the application of a
consistent method for operation analysjs and fuel loading planning.
All measurement- and state signals necessary for the nuclear on-line
calculation can be received via the supervision-computer or via an
additional data-organisation computer. The predictor allows also to
determine Xenon-transients after a larger load change. An improved
accuracy results from the adaptation of the theoretical model to the
measurements. The correcting functions received by the adaption con-
sists of nodal correction as a function of steam bubbles, burnup and
control rod configuration. By storing of these correction functions the
adaptation for changed operation states is significantly transferable.

GRS is making its own developments in this f ield, both for PWR and
BWR. The computerized core surveillance and control system COSAC is
primarely intended as an operator aid -during operational transients of
a PWR.
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The main modules are: GARLIC, a core and plant real-time simulator
which can be used in a predictive mode to precalculate the core be-
haviour during a coming power transient. The used method needs neu-
tron data as reference point from a basic code for starting calcula-
tions. MCCS is a strategy generator and control module based on the
GARLIC model, for computing off-line prediction on a given strategy
control horizont, with strict observance of a given safety relevant set
of local constraints, and for effectuating on-line control of reactor
power and power distribution. In a dialogue mode the user can com-
municate with the system via colour-grafic-display.
Without going into details some of the main assumptions made in the
used methods shall be mentioned. The method applied uses algebraic
equations instead of the time consuming partial differential equations
expressing the neutron interactions between neighbouring elements by
special coupling coefficients. The 2-group neutron kinetics represen-
tation is reduced to a 1 1/2-group formalism.
Symmetry properties of the total core are utilized. Clusters of coarse
mesh elements are combined into superboxes. The primary coolant flow
is assumed to be evenly distributed throughout the whole core flow
area. Neutron kinetics, thermo- and hydrodynamics are treated in a
pseudostationary way. Xenon-iodine dynamics equations are solved
straight foreward.

A study of GARLIC for an application to BWR has been initiated. The
system under study will comprise 4 main modules: A core simulator
(GARLIC), an analysis module which receives data from the core simu-
lator and calculates safety relevant core parameters and the distances
to their limits. Further a predictive strategy calculation module and a
on-line control module.

SYSTEMS PLANNED OR UNDER DEVELOPMENT:

- DNB - COMPUTER

A computerized protection limitation system to protect the core is in
addition to the conventional protection limitation system planned for the

. NPPs Grafenrheinfeld and Gösgen. It serves to limit the power den-
sity. It consists of DNB-modules and computers, which receive, d istr i -
bute and work on signals, coming or going to the process. It is a 2
out of 4-system. Special methods for analysis have been applied to
obtain quantitative safety parameters. It is planned to later replace the
conventional system.

- A COMPUTERIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM

Presently such a system is under development and is planned to be in-
stalled in the NNP-Biblis B. Essentially it shall cover 3 functions:

Symptomoriented presentation of the process with respect to safety-re-
levant criteria, post mortem analysis, and disturbance analysis. The
system implies principally the well known STAR-concept and is based
on the f i rst test implementation of the STAR-system in the NPP Grafen-
rheinfeld [8 ] . The method used is based mainly on cause-consequence-
diagrams. A model generator is transferring technological diagrams into
a form understandable to the computer. The communication is planned
to be done by a colour display system.
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- ALARM ANALYSIS COMPUTER

It is planned to implement a computerized system for alarm analysis for
the NPP Philippsburg I I . The method which shall be used is also based
on the STAR-concept. The system shall reduce the number of alarms
and supervise the status.Standard logic units deliver a bitoriented
status vector which will be put down in a special process image to be
evaluated by a plant display computer. The possibility to generate
special alarm pictures is existent.

- COMPUTERIZED OPERATION MANUAL

As it is now, a system exists which displays pages from the normal
operation manual on a screeen on request. This system offers also th
possibility to modify easily parts of the content of the manual via key-
board and screen.
There is a certain trend to computerize parts of the operation manual
concerning rules, restrictions for operation, but also for maintainance
and repair [9 ] . A prototype for such a system has been developed for
that part of the manual which deals with the reactor protection system
of a BWR. It exists in a labor-version, but was also tested in a Swe-
dish NPP. On request the system informs the operator about the status
of the PR-system in case one or more components have failed. It
informs further which consequences this has for the continuation of
the operation and gives advice what the operator has to do next. The
operator himself has to tell the system changes of the status of compo-
nents. The communication is done via a keyboard and a colour-
graphic-display. The method of tables of 2nd failure was used, apply-
ing decision table techniques. However for a further system version
the method used for the STAR-concept is used.

COMPUTERIZED DECISION AIDS FOR NUCLEAR EMERGENCY
SITUATIONS

A study concerning the computerization of decision aids for nuclear
emergency situations is initiated. The tasks of such a system is to
make predictions about possible propagations based on the status of
the nuclear part of the plant. These predictive informations shall serve
the emergency defence team as a decision aid but also the responsible
authority shall get the necessary information. By doing this much time
can be gained for a possibly necessary evacuation of the population in
the surrounding of a NPP. The method chosen to achieve this goal is
also based on the STAR-concept, using the cause-consequnce-diagrams.
The preliminary goal of the studies is the development of a prototype.

- SYSTEM TO SIMULATE DISTURBANCES AND INCIDENTS IN NPP

The system in question here is still in a preliminary study phase.
Unforeseeable coincidents of several disturbances, which create a basis
for transients, can lead to severe incidents. It is therefore the goal to
build a system to analyze the interaction between the physical perfor-
mances and the operation systems, operator actions, systems for super-
vision, disturbance analysis and safety systems, over a wide spectrum
of disturbances and the combination of them. The study comprises
simulation model development, model organisation, numerical solution
possibilities, soft- and hardware structures, communication systems
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and qualitiy assurance. Existing codes shall be used to describe the
primary circuit. For conventional systems, models have to be deve-
loped. The model organisation method has to take care of the partitio-
ning of model programs into modules, the choice and sequence control
of model programs, the data exchange between model programs and the
coupling with the system software. For the numerical lime integration a
proven method will be used. This method has to be able to make
possible a simple model exchange. A data bank-oriented system will
support the program development, will perform the necessary simula-
tion functions and will offer an automatic documentation. An interactive
influencing of the simulations will be foreseen.

- A COMPUTERIZED SYSTEM TO SUPERVISE THE NUCLEAR FUEL
ELEMENTS

There exists also a study which deals with a structured redundant
microcomputer system to be used for a reactor scram system for a fast
breader reactor. No experience exists so far. The temperature of the
coolant shall be supervised. If the limit is violated, scram will be ini-
tiated. The system is structured according to single tasks. In this way
the effect of failures is restricted to one computer only and does not
influence the rest of the system.
The tasks are divided into data-aqisition, calculation of the criteria,
and evaluation of the results. Each task-unit consists of 3 redundant
computers, which supervise each other. A special test software shall
discover hardware failures. The system has to be fail-safe. Special
methods shall be applied to qualify the software but also the whole
system.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS:

A survey has been given showing the most important computerized
systems especially those dedicated to act as an operator aid in normal
and abnormal plant situations, considering not only the aspects opera-
tor task analysis and its result effecting the design of new systems,
but also considering safety and operational availability requirements.
Generally it can be said, that compared with the practice in other
countries, like USA orFrance or Canada, the use of the possibilities
the new technologies are offering, like computers, and micros, is fairly
extensive for operator support systems in NPPs in Germany, especially
valid for safety relevant systems.

It can be predicted that these new technologies will also in Germany be
expanded in the future, especially to improve the information to the
operator. The computer offers possibilities of realisations which could
not be thought of by using conventional techniques.

Moredimensional information presentation, measurement-signal ver i f i -
cation, computation of non-measurable variables and other techniques
can be made now.

The different methods applied for the design of the most important
systems have been sketched but could in the frame of this paper not
extensively be dealt with. It rather has to be pointed at the reference
literature.
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DISCUSSION

Question: I. Rakitine, USSR

1. You have mentioned, that a "fast" computer is used for 3-D simulation
in PREDICTOR. What is the speed of this computer and of the connected
(fast) memory?

2. The DNB computerized system will actuate a trip-system-protection or
only inform an operator about the limitations?

Answer:

1. The "fast computer" used is a Siemens Type RS30. It is able to make the
neutronphysical and thermohydraulic calculations in less than 1 Minute.
Memory size is not known to me.

2. DNB-computerized system is as a "limitation system" in between trip-
systems and operational systems It brings the physical value back into
its tolerance bound, if possible, and reduces so the number of trips.
It also informs the operator about signal-excursions.



Session IV.

COMPUTERIZED SUB-SYSTEMS IN NPP
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SUMMARY OF SESSION IV.
Chairman: E. Végh

Session IV. was devoted to special computerized subsystems which help the op-
erational personel of NPPs mainly during normal operation situations. The pre-
sented papers reflect the growing importance of the economical aspects. In
order to increase the efficiency, burnup and other economicad parameters, bet-
ter surveillance methods and quite sophisticated instrumentations are needed.

Half of the contributions in the fourth session centered on core monitoring:
a Japaneese, a Bulgarian and a Hungarian paper were presented on this subject.
All of these systems are in different phase of development, none of them is
operational at present. Their common goal is to calculate some type of funda-
mental safety factors on the basis of the measured in-core parameters and on
a-priori information of the core. Using these safety factors the core may be
exploited at a higher degree.

The paper presented by Mr. Sato gives an overview of a computerized operator
support system for BUR. In this system the core status is evaluated before and
after control rod movements and the system predicts the new core status before
each control rod manipulation. The control rod operational guidance system
checks the planned new status against operational restrictions and it provides
an alternative rod operation if the planned rod movement violates the opera-
tional margins. After the rod operation the core surveillance module determines
the power distribution using a fast estimation then it is checked against the
operational restrictions. The "presented system at present is tested by a special
BKR simulator.

In the next two papers a Bulgarian and a Hungarian core surveillance system
fox the WWER-440 PWR are described.

Mr. Dimitrov presented the Bulgarian approach to the problem, where six micro-
processors will be used. This system measures 64 analogue and almost 3OO digi-
tal signals and it calculates the energy transfer in the core and in the pri-
mary circuit, the temperature distribution and the power distribution of the
core. The results will be presented by raster-type colour displays.

Mr. Valko presented the Hungarian paper describing the VERONA on-line core
monitoring system. This minicomputer system measures about 7OO analogue and
3OO digital parameters and it calculates the 3D power density distribution of
the core. The paper gives a short summary of the used evaluation method. In
vertical direction a spline fitting method is used and the paper provides an
example for axial power profile from 7 detector readings. The final version
of the VERONA system will be commissioned next year for Unit I. and Unit II.
of Paks Nuclear Power Plant.

In the second part of the Session two German and a Spanish paper were presented.
In these papers the safety aspects were dominating.
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The first German paper delivered by Mr. Kaiser dealt with the accuracy problems
of a Subcooled Margin Monitor for PHRs. This paper first treats the important
role of the Subcooled Margin Monitor in the protection system of PWRs. The
main part of the paper provides a detailed analysis of the factors which in-
fluence the, accuracy of this protection system.

Mr. Glauner provided a very interesting state-of-the-art report on different
surveillance methods and systems of fast breeder reactors. Several methods arv
at present under investigation, as: mean outlet temperature monitoring, fission
product monitoring, temperature noise monitoring, indirect flowrate detection,
acoustic boiling noise detection. The paper reports the available results in
this field. Since the investigation are in progress, no evaluation of the pre-
sented methods can be done. However, it is evident that the noise analysis has
got a growing importance in the protection field as well.

The importance of safety systems implies the development of different methods
by which their feature can be investigated in advance before their actual op-
era tion.

Mr. Reymundo presented a computer program called CAPTA by which the response
of control and protection systems can be predicted. Laplace transformation
technique is used for calculating the expected response functions.

My personal impression is that the presented papers reflect the growing im-
portance of economical aspects of the reactor instrumentation and control.
Naturally it does not mean that the safety problems would loss their importance-
but better knowledge of the process improves simultaneously both economic and
safety aspects. However, the required "better knowledge" can be achieved by
quite sophisticated evaluation methods, but the available computer
gives us the necessary tools to solve the new problems.
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A COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR BWR POWER PLANT
DURING NORMAL AND ABNORMAL CONDITIONS

K. Monta, N. Sato, S. Tsunoyama, K. Sekimizu

Nippon Atomic Industry Group Co., Ltd
4-1, Ukishima-cho, Kawasaki-ku,

Kawasaki-shi, Kanagawa, 21O, Japan

N. Mori

Toshiba Corporation
3-13-12, Mita, Minato-ku,

Tokyo, 108, Japan

A computerized operator support system for BWR has been
developed based on the Operators tasks which are divided into
Problem Solving and Controlling. Problem solving comprises
fault managing and planning tasks. One of the operator
support for the problem solving is the automatic diagnostic
support. However, the operator supports for controlling
tasks are s t i l l important, for instance to support his rule
memory and rule execution. In our system, operator supports
are considered for both of these two categories. In the
paper, two subsystems for the latter are mainly described.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been pointed out that operational safety of
nuclear power plants is aiming

(1) to avoid or reduce the risk which may resul t of the
daily activit ies performed in the plant,

(2) to maintain the s ta tus of the plant at the level of
quality defined in the design [1],

Man-machine interface is one of the important factors to
contr ibute to these items since operators as plant
supervisors monitor the plant behavior, diagnose the plant
status and take appropriate corrective actions if necessary
through this interface. Therefore, the interface must be
f i t t ed well for the i r ro le , the i r behavior and the i r
capability.

Meanwhile, recent progress in computer technology is
tremendous and it is quite natural to take advantage of this
technology to improve the man-machine interface. The
information processing capabi l i ty of computers and
information presentation capability of computer driven
CRTs offer the grea tes t p o s s i b i l i t y to cope with the
complexity arising in abnormal situations in todays large,
complex nuclear power plants.

However, i t is also recognized that the advance of
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computer technology is too rapid to admit well established
engineering methodology for applying it to the man-machine
interface. As a result, it is said that advent of computers
makes all things possible but not necessarily better.

To overcome this situation, new man-machine interfaces
which are benefited from the potential of the new technology
be developed based on knowledge about what the operator's
task will be,i.e., explicit formulation of task sequences,
operator strategies and information requirements in the
various work situation context [2],

In Japan a project for the development of computerized
operator support system was initiated in 1980 supported by
Japanese government. As participants of the project, our
companies have been developing the system for coping with
abnormal situations as well as for providing procedural
support during normal operation' in BWR power plants.

In this paper the conceptual design of the system and
the detailed design and implementation of its subsystems are
reviewed.

2. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF COMPUTERIZED OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

Operators tasks in man-machine systems such as nuclear
power plants are generally devided into two categories:

(1) controlling and
(2) problem solving

Controlling shall here be understood in a broader sense
and include all action-oriented tasks which produce outputs
to the environment including the plants. Problem solving is
an in te rna l process on a higher cognitive leve l . I t
comprises different tasks, mainly fault managing (especially
faul t diagnosis ) and planning. Since the level of
automation is being raised higher, the problem solving task
is becoming more and more important recently.

Considering the above operator tasks together with their
goal to maintain operational safety of nuclear power plants,
the following three operator roles and the computerized
operator support system for each of them are proposed as
shown in Table-1. These operator roles are proposed by
Corcoran [3] on the basis of the safety evaluation.

According to him, the f i rs t role is to keep the plant
set up so that it will respond properly to disturbances. It
is c lea r , needless to take an example from TMI, that
functionability of standby safety systems is mandatory and
computer monitoring of i ts functionability is expected to be
a valuable support for th i s role coupled with the
computerised support for surveillance tes ts . The standby
system monitoring system performs these functions.

The second role is to minimize the frequencies and
sever i ty of adverse event. In order to minimize the
frequencies of adverse events, manual operations which need
complex procedures and long time to perform are better to be
supported by computers to reduce operational errors. The
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control rod operational guidance system has been developed
for this purpose.

In order to minimize the sever i ty of adverse events, a
p o s s i b i l i t y is to maximize the plant operational margin
during normal operation. The operational margin monitoring
system has been developed for this purpose.

The disturbance analysis systems have been developed by
GRS and Halden project and others for German and U.S. PWBs
[4J. These systems are intended to detect disturbances
occurred in nuclear power plants a t the i r early stages and
inform the plant operators about disturbances, e.g.»cause of
disturbances, plant status and possible propagations so as to
operators to take correct ive act ions . This disturbance
analys is technique has been applied to BWR power plant to
support operators in their second role.

The t h i r d r o l e i s to a s s i s t the i n s t a l l e d p l a n t
equipment in the accomplishment of safety function during the
event. There are three p re requ is i t es to the fulfi lment of
this role:

(1) Information that identifies the plant s ta te ,
(2) Procedures that cover the s i tua t ion encountered

during events,
(3) Comprehensive training to use the information and

procedures to best advantage in responding to
events.

The post t r i p operational guidance system is to.support the
third role of operators as well as to support the fulfilment
of the three p re requ i s i t e . That i s , the functions of t h i s
system are to monitor the performance of the engineered
safety feature, to identify the plant status and to guide the
appropriate corrective action for plant operators to achieve
the safe plant shutdown.

System configuration to implement the above functions is
decided as a decentralized, multi-computer system composed
basically of input modules, information processing module and
output or information display module each of which includes a
multicomputer system if necessary.

Major information display devices of the system are
color CRT diplays but new man-machine interface tools such as
full graphic color CRT diplay system, voice recognition and
announcement system et a l l . , are extensively evaluated and
included in a new design of the man-machine console of the
BWR operator support system [5].

3. DETAILED DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTERIZED
OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

As shown in T a b l e - 1 , the computer ized o p e r a t o r suppor t
s y s t e m fo r BWR power p l a n t d u r i n g n o r m a l and abno rma l
condition consists of five major subsystems. In this section,
thedetai1eddesign and implementation of the operational
margin monitoring system and the control rod operational
guidance system are discussed. Both systems are intended to
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support operators for control lig tasks, other systems which
are intended to support operators for problem solving tasks
such as the standby system monitoring system, the disturbance
analysis system and the post t r ip operational guidance system
were already discussed in another paper [6],

3.1 OPERATIONAL MARGIN MONITORING SYSTEM

The objective of the operational margin monitoring
system is to provide the predictive evaluation of operational
margin to plant operators, and to enable them to operate the
plant with an enough operational margin. The operational
margin is evaluated in (.he form of a mininum critical power
ratio (MCPR), core s tabi l i ty and channel s tabi l i ty . These
factors are quantitatively evaluated by applying the physical
model, as they can not be evaluated directly by monitored
variables. By evaluating these factors online, the allowable
operational region on a power-core flow map is determined
more practically and could be expanded.

During normal power operation of BWR, the stability of
reactor core and individual reactor coolant channel are the
major operational restriction factors at high power-low core
flow condition, and the reactor core thermal margin which is
evaluated as a MCPR is the one at relatively high power-high
core flow condition. The channel instabil i ty is caused by
delay and feedback effects in the relationship hetween flow
rate, density and pressure drop at steam-water coolant
channels in the fuel bundle. The channel s t a b i l i t y is
evaluated as the decay ratio of the channel flow. The core
instabi l i ty is caused by interaction of void reactivity
coupling with flow dynamics and heat transfer. The core
s tabi l i ty is evaluated as the decay ratio of the reactor
power.

CPR is a ratio of c r i t ica l bundle power which causes
boilig transition to current bundle power and the operational
limit of MCRP is defined such that the current MCPR will not
be less than the design MCPR under any design basis
transients.

Currently, these factors are evaluated offline with the
design computer codes at the design phase and the operational
limits are determined with enough safety margin. In order to
evaluate these factors online, these codes are modified to
respond quickly and to use the real core status as the system
input data.

Figure-1 shows the system configuration of the
operational margin monitoring system. Main part of the
operational margin monitoring system consists of three
modules. These are the transient analysis module, the steady-
state estimation module and the s tabi l i ty analysis module.
Main input data of the system is the reactor core status such
as a power distribution, a channel flow distribution etc. The
data is updated,

(1) periodically by the core surveillance function of
process computer.
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(2) occasionally by the core status prediction
function of process computer before the ejtecution
of the control rod pattern change,

(3) and, be f o r e and after the co n t r o l rods
maneuvering by the core surveillance function of
the contol rod operational guidance system.

The system is activated periodically or by operator demands
or by demands of the control rod operational guidance system.
Based on the above data, the system evaluates the operational
margin and provides it to plant operators or to the contol
rod operational guidance system.

The transient analysis module simulates the plant
response during the load rejection which is one of the
transients causing the most severe MCPR in BWR. And, the MCPR
is evaluated for the most severe fuel bundle with transient
responses of neutron flux and channel flow etc..

The MCPR is also evaluated for the slow transients such
as main feed water heater cut. In the case of slow
transient, the steady state core status estimation module
evaluates the MCPR for the estimated operating point after
the transient to speed up the system response.

The stability analysis module evaluates the channel and
core stability based on the core status and void reactivity
from the steady state core status estimation module by
utilizing the linear!ized nuclear thermohydroulic model in
Laplace transform type.

The evaluation and guidance module evaluates the outputs
of above three modules for the operational margin. When it is
identified that any factor is getting near or violating the
limits, the system will guide plant operators with proper
target power and core flow.

Figure-2 shows the typical display output of the system.

3.2 CONTROL ROD OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM

The control rod operation such as control rod pattern
change is one of the manual operation which has numerous
steps and is carried out relatively frequently during normal
operation of BWR. The objective of the control rod
operational guidance system is to support plant operaters for
this control rod maneuvering. Major system inputs are reactor
core status, control rod related data and planned control rod
withdrawal sequence. Based on them, the system predicts the
new reactor core status before each control rod manipulation,
and evaluates the new reactor core status against the
operational restriction. If it is decided that any violation
will occur, the system seaches alternative rod operation.
After that the system presents a proper control rod and its
target notch position to be manipulated, with related data to
be monitored. Following the operational guidance, plant
operators can easily perform the control rod operation.

Figure-2 shows the system configuration of the control
rod operational guidance system.

The surveillance module aims to present plant operators
causos and corrective actions, when a control rod moves
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without any operation and when any control rod becomes
inoperable.The module is activated periodically, and samples
control rod related data such as local power range monitor
readings, rod selection signals, rod operation signals, drive
flow of control rod drives and lead switch signals of rod
position detector. Based on the above data, the module
analyzes all control rod status. A rod status is as follows:

(1) Normal
(2) Rod drift (Rod moved without any operation)
(3) Failure of rod position detector
(4) Failure of control rod drive

The status is stored in the data base and is presented
to plant operators. The database includes process data
through the surveillance module, power distr ibution, fuel
burn-up d i s t i b u t i o n , pre-condit ioning envelope, xenon
dis t r ibut ion, and control rod withdrawal sequence from
process computer and power distribution estimated by the
system itself.

The rod selection module selects the control rod to he
manipulated according to the control rod withdrawal sequence.

The prediction module predicts the reactor core status
after the operation of selected control rod based on the
current power distr ibution which is updated by process
computer or the core surveillance module. The prediction
module works out three dimensional diffusion equation. As
the prediction is to be executed each times before the
control rod group operation, the fast solution is required.
For the fast solution, the module works out the three
dimensional diffusion equation to 20 fuel bundles around the
control rod to be manipulated and induces the power
distribution changes.

The interpretation and guidance module checks the new
reactor core status against the operational restriction such
as pre-conditioning envelop, rod block margin, MCRP and
s t a b i l i t y . MCPR and s t a b i l i t y are estimated by the
operational margin monitoring system. If these factors are
in safe s ta te , the module presents the control rod and i t s
target notch position to plant operators.

If anyone of the res t r ic t ion factors is violated, the
strategy module searches an alternative path. To decrease the
reactor power level is one of the so lu t ion , and i t is
realized by waiting for a while for xenon accumulation or by
insertion of the peripheral control rods . By simulating the
xenon transient , the module can estimate the waiting time.
Another strategy is to change the withdrawal sequence of
control rod.

The operation confirmation module confirmes the normal
control rod operation based on process signals such as
the rod controller output signals and the local power range
monitor readings in the database which are updated
periodically by the plant surveillance module.

The core surveillance module confirmes the power
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distribution just after the rod operation. A fast solution
is also required. The axial power distribution of each four
fuel bundles surrounding the control rod is estimated by
working out the one dimensional diffusion equation based on
the nearest local power range monitor readings. The power
distribution of other fuel bundles is estimated to correct
the current power distribution in the data base with the
local power range monitor readings. By using such a
simplified method, the fast solution with enough accuracy is
real ized.

The new power distribution is checked against the
operational res t r ic t ion again. If i t is within the l imit ,
the core surveillance module saves the new power distribution
as a current one in the database. If not, unexpectedly, the
strategy module is activated. The above check and activation
are performed by the interpretation and guidance module.

Finally, the main outputs of the control rod operational
guidance system are summarized as follows:

(1) Surveillance results on the functional status of
control rod operation

(2) Control rod and its target notch position to be
man ipul ated

(3) Predicted and confirmed reactor core status

4. THE PLANT SIMULATOR FOR THE VALIDATION OF THE
COMPUTERIZED OPERATER SUPPORT SYSTEM

Validation of the computerized operater support system
is fundamental for the project and a BWR plant simulator has
been developed on the basis of the current BWR training
simulator in paral lel . To validate the operational margin
monitoring system and the control rod operational guidance
system, as these systems require the detailed data about the
core status and data from the process computer, the more
precise core model and the model for the core surveillance
and prediction function of process computer are required to
the simulator.

To simulate the precise core dynamics, a coupling model
of a steady state three dimensional nuclear thermohydroulic
model and a one dimensional core dynamics model (axial) has
been developed. By using the output of the 3D model as the
radial buckling of the ID model, the coupling model estimates
the full core flux shape with enough accuracy.

The process computer model also uses the three
dimensional diffusion equation for the core surveillance and
prediction function. For the core surveillance function, the
power distribution is corrected with local power range
monitor readings to make it more precise one. Typical outputs
of the process compuer model are as follows:

Power distribution of full core
Segment linear heat generation ratio
Pre-conditioning envelope
Fuel burn-up
Xenon , iodine accumulation.

The above information is used in the computerized operator
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support system as shown in Figure-1 and 3.

5. CONCLUSION

A concep tua l d e s i g n of a BWR compute r i zed o p e r a t o r
support system during normal and abnormal condi t ions has been
developed from the view-point of ope ra to r ' s ro les required to
achieve operat ional safety. The system functions were
incorporated in the five subsystems, i. e.,

(1) Standby system management system
(2) Operational margin monitoring system
(3) Control rod operational guidance system
(4) Disturbance analysis system
(5) Post t r ip operational guidance system

The detailed design and implementation of the system are
in progress and the outlines are described centering around
the two subsystems which aim to support plant operator for
their controlling task.

The ve r i f i c a t i on and val ida t ion of the computerized
operator support system are the important phases of the
development of th is system and the specialized simulator is
being developed for t h i s purpose. At present , subsystem
v e r i f i c a t i o n s using the plant s imulator are performed
yielding valuable immediate feedback to the system design and
implementation.
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Table-1 Relation between the Operator's Role ond the Functions of the romputerlzed ODerator SuDDort System

Operator's Role

Functions of
Computerized
Operator Support
System

Establish Initial
Conditions and
Set-Up

Standby System
Management
« Functlonabtllty
Monitoring of
Engineered Safe-

• Monitoring &
Culde for Sur-
veillance Test
of Engineered
Safety Features

Hlnimlzr Event Llklllhood/Severtty

Operational
Margin Monitoring
• Fredlctlve
Evaluation of
Operational

arg n
• Guide for Keep-

Ing tht Enough
Operational
Margin

Control Rod Operation-
al Guidance

• Detection of Anomaly
In Control Rod Drive

• Culde for Control
Rod Operation

Disturbance Analysis

• Detection of FLnnt
Anomaly

. Identification of
Cause of Anomaly

Anomaly PrnpagatIon

• Guide for Currectlvr
Action

Assist Safety Functions

Post Trip Operational
Guidance

• Monitoring of Perfor-
mance of Engineered
Safety Features

• Identification of
Plant Status

• Culde for Corrective
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Flgure-2 Typical Output of the Operational Margin Monitoring System
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Discussion:

Question: W. Bastl.

1. You have mentioned the stability, how is it defined ?
Please give the rough modelling of the process used.

Answer:

1. Reactor Coolant Channel Stability

-Fuel handle is devided into several axial nodes.

Plenum Pressure core flow

^O~ »(Transfer func]

Conservation Equations
/Mass»Energy,Momentum/

for each node of fuel bundle
Channel
Inlet
Pressure

Reactor Core Stability

-Reactor coolant channels are devided into lo groups

Reactivity
Di s turbance / + /

Core Model
. Neutron Flux; Point
. Heat Flux ;. Point

[heat flux
for each group

Reactor Coolant Channel
Thermo*- hydraulic Model

channel flow

Recirculation Loop
Model

core
pressure
drop
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Question: F. Adorján, Hungary

1. What is the repetition frequency of 3D measured power
(flux) distribution evaluation?

2. What is the frequency of the detailed stability evalua-
tion?

3. A rough layout of the hardware background you solve the
problem on?

Answer;

1. Power distribution is updated hourly using 3D Diffusion
equations by process computer for the core performance
calculation. And, the Control Rod Operational Guidance
System estimates the power distribution changes using
local 3D diffusion equations each time before the con-
trol rods manoeuvres.

2. The Operational Margin Monitoring System evaluates sta-
bilities in 3 modes.
a) Cyclically. It should be done hourly.
b) On the demand of the Control Rod Operational Guidance

System.
c) On the demand of the plant operator.

3. The Computer System for COSS will be the decentralized
configuration which consists of CPUs for input process-
ing, CPUs for output processing and for diagnosis func-
tions. Dataway, connecting the CPUs is shared memory.
Each CPU is 32 bit process computer.
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A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED REAL TIME INFORMATION

SYSTEM FOR WWER - hkO REACTOR

t. Avramov, V. Dimitrov

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Central Laboratory for Automation and

Scientific Instrumentation
72 Lenin boul., !184 Sofia, BULGARIA

The goals, architecture and functioning of a micro-
computer-based information system for WWER-440 atomic
reactor are discussed. The system registrates a great
number of technological parameters and defines the
temperature, hydraulic and technic-economic character-
istics of the reactor. The calculation, registration
and visualisation of these parameters in real time
increase the quality of reactor exploitation and fa-
cilitates operator's work.

INTRODUCTION

During WWER-440 reactor operation it is necessary to registrate a great

number of technological parameters such as work cassettes and circulation rings

temperature, pressure decrease along the circulation rings and in the reactor

and others. The normal reactor functioning requires additional calculation of

its temperature, hydraulic and technic-economical characteristics, which depend

on the input technological parameters. The super quick input information han-

dling and reactor characteristics computation determine to a great degree its

exploitation quality. These factors impose the necessity of microprocessor-

based information systems utilization.

TECHNICAL FEATURES »

The subject of this paper is the description of the architecture, func-

tion and capabilities of a microcomputer-based information system for reactor

WWER-440. The system (Fig. 1) satisfies the requirements of CAMAC international

standard specifications. In its structure are integrated six specialized pro-

cessors: microcomputer (including M6800 microprocessor), an interruption han-

dling processor (IP), CAMAC processor (CP), arithmetic processor AM951I (AP),

magnetic tape controller (MTC), a processor for digital information collec-

tion (PDI). The modular architecture and the distributed "intellect" on dif-
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ferent levels increase the system productivity and the speed of daca exchange.

The information system allows data logging from 64 analog, 268 digital and 24

binary channels (signal paths). The time for the analog paths scanning is un-

der 1 sec. and for the digital - 8 sec.

To ensure direct connection to the physical process and satisfy real-time

requirements the configuration includes a number of specialized subsystems. As

shown on Fig. 1 these typically include analog, digital and binary inputs. The

analog input subsystem provides the capability of converting the value of ana-

log voltage or current signals into their equivalent digital representation.

The output of many sensors is an analog voltage or current signal, whose mag-

nitude is related linearly or nonlinearly to the quantity measured (e.g. tem-

perature, pressure, debit). For use in a digital computer, it is essential to

convert the analog magnitude value into digital quantity. The actual conversion

function is provided by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In addition to

the ADC and its controls, the analog input subsystem includes a multiplexer

(MUX) and an amplifier. The multiplexer is a set of parallel relay switches,

used to connect signal inputs to the amplifier and ADC for conversion. Since

the output of many sensors (e.g. temperature) is a low level voltage, an ampli-

fier must be provided to increase signal magnitude to the usual 10-volt full-

scale range of the ADC. In addition to the analog signals enter parallel digi-

tal signals from the conventional units of the reactor. These consist of syn-

chronous digital signals, describing the set of parameters of the process.

The binary input subsystem (IR) handles binary (on/off) signals. Each

input is connected to a single bit position in its associated input word, so

that information can be handled using the normal byte oriented instructions of

the computer. However, binary input data is bit-significant, that is each bit

conveys information independent of the value of the other bits in the word. As

a result the real time microcomputer system provides special instructions and

subroutines to extract one or more bits from the word. These inputs include

the signals for normal/abnormal condition of reactor*functioning. When one of

these signals is abnormal, the microcomputer system begins to registrate all

parameters of the process on magnetic tape and displays.

Closely associated with input subsystems (analog, digital and binary) is

the interrupt processor. Whenever the state of an input changes, the interrupt

processor sends control signals to the microcomputer for the interrupt servic-

ing. A priority parameter is assigned to every input subsystem and to every

software task. If the interrupting device has lower priority than the current-

ly executing task, the interrupt signal is not passed to the microcomputer
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until all pending higher priority tasks have been accomplished. On the other

hand, if the interrupting device is of higher priority, the microcomputer is

interrupted and the interrupt serviced. When the microcomputer completes ex-

ecution of the current instruction, it saves the processor state by storing

all relevant internal data and branches to a software routine, doing the necess-

ary information processing. The hardware assisted priority interrupt system

significantly reduces the overhead operations associated with interrupt pro-

cessing and system response time.

SOFTWARE FEATURES

The software support includes system and application program layers. The

system layer manages processor and task synchronization, resource sharing,

outer world interruption handling, peripheral device control for registration

and visualization, man-system interactive communication. The system software

main functions support the real time operation and application task management.

The application software consists of:

- a program for calculation of some technic-economical characteristics of

the primary circuit of the atom-energetical block. It calculates the average

temperatures of reactor input and output, the energy transfer temperature and

the temperature difference along the circulation rings on the primary circuits,

the pressure decrease on the main circulation pumps and in the reactor active

area, the heat power of the primary circuit, the debit of energy transfer

through the reactor and the circulation rings;

- a program for defining the primary circuit hydraulic characteristics.

It calculates the pressure in the reactor and in the main circulation pumps,

the volume and mass debit on circulation rings and the reactor, debit through

the work cassettes and the cassettes for automatic regulation in the active

area, the ratios of hydraulic resistence in the active area of the primary

circuit .and the circulation rings;

- a program for defining the inequality ratios of energy transfer and

heat power in the work cassettes. The results from the logging are displayed

in the form of four types of cartograms on colour displays or printer:

- cartogram of temperature in the work cassettes;

- cartogram of inequality ratios of the energy transfer in the work

cassettes;

- cartogram of the temperature heating;

- cartogram of the temperature power.
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Each cartogram consists of the corresponding parameters for the 210 work

cassettes, its maximum and minimum values and the cassette number.

- a program for calculation the reactor heat power, the average temperature

and the temperature heating of the energy transfer in the active area.

CONCLUSIONS

The information system described above operates in real-time mode and

considerably improves the operator's working conditions in both ergonomical.

and informative ways. All these brings about increased security, reliability

and saving in the exploitation of the block. The data collection system enables

the operator, using the information, to quickly make correct decisions and con-

clusions for the technological processes in the first and second circuit of

WWER-440.
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DISCUSSION

Question; E. Végh, Hungary

1. What type of in-core instrumentation (self-powered detectors, thermo-
couples) is used? How many in-core detectors are installed in the
reactor?

2. What are the basic assumptions when the power and temperature dis-
tributions are calculated?

3. What type of colour display is used?

Answer:

1. Only conventional instrumentation is used on the WWER-440 type reactor:
210 thermocouples for cassettes, 6 temperature measurements in the
cold legs and 6 others in the hot legs of the cooling loops.

2. Power = f(T,G,f)
T is temperature,
G is coolant flow and
f is frequence

3. Monitor is "Sofia-81" color TV set.
Display: 8 colors, 32x32 symbols or 256x256 points, raster scorn type
with integrated microprocessor M68OO and programmable ASCII symbol
generator.
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VERONA - A CORE MONITORING SYSTEM OF

WWER-440 REACTORS

by

J. Valkó and E. Végh

Central Research Institute for Physics
Budapest, Hungary

The on-line core performance monitoring system VERONA,
currently developed for the WWER-44o reactors of the
Paks Nuclear Power Plant is described. VERONA consists
of a measuring equipment and a computer configuration.
The system periodically samples about 7oo analogue and
3oo digital signals. Power balances and power density
distributions and related quantities are evaluated from
the measured data, and the resulting information is
presented to the operator in the form of display schemes,
various printed logs and magnetic files.

INTRODUCTION:

On-line core performance evaluation systems have recently be-

come very important components of nuclear power plants. These

systems provide detailed, accurate and fast information about

the power distribution and thermal operating conditions of the

core, in this way, they increase the safety and the efficien-

cy of the reactor operation.

VERONA is an on-line core monitoring system under construction

for the WWER-44o type reactors of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant.

The first VERONA system will begin to operate with limited

functions at Unit I. about the end of this year. After on-line

testing, its final version is scheduled about the summer next

year, and another similar system will be installed at the end

of next year for Unit II.
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CORE CONFIGURATION:

The WWER-44o reactor is a light-water moderated PWR de]ivered

by the Soviet Union. The most important technical characte-

ristics of the core are presented in Table 1. The reactor is

controlled by 37 control rods arranged in 6 groups and by

boric acid poison dissolved in the moderator.

Thermal power

Electric power

Number of fuel assemblies

Average enrichment of fresh fuel

Number of control rods

Pressure

Outlet temperature

1375 MW

44o MW

349

3,5 %

37

123 bar

3oo C°

Table 1.

Core characteristics of Paks 1 NPP

The in-core instrumentation is composed of thermocouples and

neutron detectors. The outlet temperature of 21o fuel assemb-

lies are measured by thermocouples installed above the core.

Selfpowered neutron detectors /SPND/are used to measure the

local neutron flux distribution. 36 fuel assemblies are fur-

nished with neutron detectors, each containing 7 SPNDs loca-

ted at different axial positions. Moreover , each detector

assembly contains an additional measuring cable in order to

compensate the current generated by the gamma radiation in

the detector cables. The core configuration and instrumenta-

tion are presented in Fig.l.

a measuring

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF VERONA:

The VERONA system is composed of two subsystems

equipment and a computer configuration.

The measuring subsystem is a micro-computer controlled auto-

nomous equipment sampling the following sources:
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- 21o incore thermocouples,

- 24 cold junction compensation,

- 252 SPNDs + 36 cable compensation,

- 18 ionisation chambers,

- 3 cold-leg and 3 hot-leg thermocouples for

each cooling loops,

- 6 reactor outlet temperature sensors,

- pressure drop measurements for the core, and

for the main circulating pumps,

- water level, feed water flow and steam flow

indication for every steam generator,

- 2 boron concentration detectors,

- rod position measurements.

Altogether the measuring subsystem performs about 7oo analogue

and 3oo digital measurements with 2T16 second cycle time.

The computer configuration consists of a TPA-1148 CPU with

512 kbytes memory capacity, two 5 Mbyte discs, two magnetic

tape decks, a line printer, two colour displays, a matrix

printer and a console display. The colour displays and the

matrix printer are to be installed in the block control room.

The VERONA configuration can be seen in Fig.2.

The software system is composed of four main parts as follows:

- primary data'processing subsystem,

- information evaluation subsystem,

- information presentation subsystem,

- testing and calibration subsystem.

Each subsystem contains several tasks running under the DOS-RV

Version 3.2. real-time operating system.

In the primary data processing subsystem the information is

read from the VERONA measuring part and it is converted into

engineering units, validity and alarm checked, filtered and

stored in the memory. This subsystem performs alarm and event

reporting and data archivation. From the archived information

the events preceeding a safety operation by 2 minutes and

following it by 7 minutes can be played back.

The evaluation subsystem first determines whether there is a

significant change in the operating conditions of the reactor.
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If there is one, nev.1 extrapolation tables are loaded from

the disc library. After this loading /if it was required/

first the thermal balance of the cooling loops is evaluated

then the thermal analysis of the core is performed, at last

the 3D power distribution is estimated using the measured

information and a-priori data calculated off-line by large

computer codes.

The information presentation subsystem generates colour dis-

play pictures and different technological logs. The operator

calls the information by a special functional keyboard.

The system provides procedures for on-line testing. In addi-

tion, special calibration measurements can also be carried

out such as the isothermal calibration of the thermocouples,

the isolation measurement of the SPNDs, etc.

The software configuration can be seen in Fig.3.

EVALUATION METHODS:

Evaluation of the reactor power

The power delivered by each primary loop is determined by the

temperature rise and flow in the given loop. The temperature

rise is measured by thermocouples and resistance thermometers.

In nominal conditions the flow is obtained from the measured

value of the pressure drop across the main circulating pump,

using calibrated pump characteristics data. Reverse flow in

an open loop, where the main pump is not working, is taken

into account by another method, using the measured pressure

drop across the steam generator. In determining the flow, the

actual measured temperature is used to correct for changes in

coolant density.

Primary loop power is given by

W p = G / Jh - JC /

where G - is the mass flow in the loop,

are the specific enthalpy of

in the hot and cold leg, respectively.

h c
J and J - are the specific enthalpy of the coolant
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Loop power is also expressed in terms of secondary loop pa-

rameters :

WS = G f W / JSt - JfW / + WZ

fw
where G - is the mass flow of feedwater,

Js and J w - are the specific enthalpy of steam

and feedwater, respectively,

W - represents the power associated with

water level changes in the steam gene-

rator .

The ionization chamber currents are calibrated in terms of

reactor power, so they give an instant indication of short

term neutronic power changes. Further information about the

reactor power is obtained from the in-core instrumentation.

Evaluation of the assemblywise power distribution

The reactor inlet temperature is obtained as an appropriate

average of the cold leg loop temperatures. This temperature

is then taken as the common fuel assembly inlet temperature

in symmetrical conditions, and corrections are used when

there are strong asymmetries among the loops. Equal flow is

assumed in all fuel assemblies except for design differences

between normal and control assemblies.

The thermal power of the /i/ assembly is then given by

MT _ r . out in .
Wi - Go ' Ji Ji I

where G - is the mass flow in the fuel assembly,

Jou and Jin - are the specific enthalpy at assembly

outlet and inlet, respectively.

The determination of J? u is straightforward in 21o assem-

blies which are equipped with outlet thermocouples. The re-

maining assemblies are treated by an extrapolation in the

temperature rise /AT /:

j ij i
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where assembly /i/ is an assembly with outlet temperature

measurement and assembly /j/ is one without it, and B... are

precalculated factors depending on over-all reactor condi-

tions.

Evaluation of 3D power distribution

The 252 SPN detectors located in 36 fuel assemblies serve

the purpose of three dimensional power density distribution

measurements. To obtain the required power distribution, the

measured detector currents are first converted into power

density values using factors which are precalculated and regu-

larly updated on the basis of detailed off-line reactor phy-

sics investigation of core cycle charcteristics. The resul-

ting power density values are then extended into a 3D distri-

bution by an extrapolation/interpolation technique.

In the horisontal planes corresponding to the detector eleva-

tions, 2D solutions of the neutron diffusion equation, corres-

ponding to various hexagonal symmetries are used.

In the vertical direction a spline fitting method is applied.

In Fig.4. a typical axial power profile is shown as it is

reconstructed from 7 detector readings.

The evaluation methods have been selected with the aim of re-

lying primarily on values measured on-line, to ensure the

prompt and accurate representation of core performance in a

wide range of anticipated and unexpected reactor conditions.

Great effort is devoted in programming to maintain VERONA

operation with the most attainable accurancy even in the case

of improbable combinations of invalid or missing signals,

by the use of suitable alternative algorithms.

INFORMATION PRESENTATION :

The information is presented basically by colour displays.

These devices are raster type, microprocessor controlled

equipments providing 64 different colour shades The genera-

ted pictures are fundamentally of two types:
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- core maps,

- safety hexagons.

As an example a core map can be seen in Fig.5. Here the coo-

lant heating is displayed for each fuel assembly. The infor-

mation is represented by the colour of the boundles. Every

boundle can be assigned by a cursor, then its data is presen-

ted at the lower right part of the picture.

In the safety hexagons six vectors are generated where each

represents a safety function /e.g.: heat extraction from the

core, reactor period etc./. During nominal operating condi-

tions the hexagon determined by the vectors is symmetrical,

and its distortion shows how far the reactor status is from

the nominal working point.

The different types of information can be called by a special

functional keyboard.
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T a thermocouple

X = self powered detectors

Fig. 1.
Core instrumentation
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THE ACCURACY AND THE ACCIDENT QUALIFICATION

OF A SUBCOOLED MARGIN MONITOR FOR PWR'S

by

G. E. Kaiser

Brown, Boveri & Cie AG, Postfach 351,

Dept. GK/LS, D-6800 Mannheim 1, FRG

The subcooled margin monitor is a well
known information system in a safety re-
lated category of PWR I&C system. There
are some possibilities to qualify its in-
struments for accident conditions inside
the containment. There is given an example
of inaccuracy calculating.

INTRODUCTION:

The primary coolant of PWR1s during normal operation is in
one (single) phase a liquid. A two phase state can occur
during accident operation conditions. The coolant is then
a mixture of liquid and steam/gas. Such an abnormal con-
dition may result e. g. from a leakage in the primary loop.

Normally the coolant is circulated by pumps to facilitate
the heat transfer. However, during abnormal conditions the
coolant may circulate naturally or the coolant may even
become stationary.

Adequate cooling of the reactor core can be achieved only
if there exists a thermal energy balance in the cooling
systems for the reactor. This means that the coolant mass
flows to and from the reactor must be equal and the heat
produced in the core must be removed from it by the prima-
ry cooling system.

Adequate core cooling exists, if reactor coolant system
(RCS) is subcooled and filled, with either forced flow or
natural circulation flow. RCS subcooled means that a mar-
gin to saturation exists. We have single phase condition.

A decreasing subcooling margin indicates that the plant is
approaching an inadequate core cooling (ICC) situation.
The primary coolant enters the two phase situation, when
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the subcooling margin is lost. To give information con-
cerning the adequacy of core cooling, the instrumentation
being provided includes measurements for the following
purposes:

- Margin to saturation (Subcooled Margin Monitor),
- Detection of the onset of a two-phase condition and

early detection of steam at the highest point in the
primary system.
Reactor coolant inventory,

- Temperature in the region of the core.

We will confine us to the first one, the" Subcooled Margin
Monitor.

THE SUBCOOLED MARGIN MONITOR:
THE DESIGN:

A wellknown equipment measures coolant pressure and tem-
perature in a redundant way. Plausibility of the measured
values is proved. The lowest pressure value p and the
highest temperature values& are input signals for further
value conditioning. Pressure value p enters a functional
calculator or accumulator who calculates or contains the
saturation temperature"\9*sat:

^sat = 105 p °'236 m

Cp] bar

^sat

The saturation margin of the temperature is calculated to

P 1 °c
sat

The saturation margin of the pressure is

p " psat

and can be received in a similar way.

The actual coolant pressure and core exit temperature are
indicated as a point in a pressure/temperature display,
which shows the actual existing distance to the saturation
curve (subcooling margin). See Fig. 1.

THE CATEGORY OF SAFETY RELATIONS

The Safety Guides of IAEA [2] know three or more cate-
gories according to the importance of instrumentation sys-
tems to safety. The above mentioned system may be a system
"important to safety", but not a "safety system" as e. g.
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the protection system. Its only purpose is to inform the
operator and not to actuate automatic operations. Accord-
ing the terminology of IAEA, the subcooled margin monitor,
as a real information system, is a safety-related system.

c—Ó-É-
4.

HH- r-i:M>-
i i

Fig. 1: Subcooled margin monitor

Its position in the scale of safety categories therefore
will be at its "lower" end.

The third and forth measurement of the list on the last
page on the contrary, will have their significance, when
two phase conditions are existing. A signal of "reactor
coolant inventory" or "core region temperature" will be
part of the safety system and actuate automatic counter
actions. Their place in the scale of categories will be at
the top.

German standards for accident instrumentation like [4] re-
quire this instrumentation system to be designed for acci-
dent conditions. According [4], the subcooling margin has
to be measured in a range of 50 K...0 K.

An IEC 45A Draft makes the first step in standardising
"Measurements to ensure adequate coolant within the core
of PWR's" [10].

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:

Several ways are possible to qualify temperature and
especially pressure transmitters for environmental con-
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ditions inside the containment:

To qualify the transmitter itself,
To encase the transmitter inside the containment,
To disperse the transmitter outside the containment.

German and international Standards, as [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] try
to standardize radiation and temperature accident condi-
tions inside the containment.

30a after test

begin

Time t

24h Sd
after test begin

Fig. 2: Temperature test curve for transmitters inside
the containment for accident conditions

Fig. 2 shows the temperature-time-curve for qualifying
transmitters inside of the PWR-containment during a loss
of coo.lant accident (LOCA). The temperature peak reaches
some 160 *C.
For radiation test of I&C instruments an energy dose of
D = 0,25 MGy with a dose rate of D ft 0,5 kGy/h is usual.

Transmitters, who satisfy these conditions, can be in-
stalled inside the containment (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 3b and 4a show an encapsulated transmitter for hard
environmental conditions. The high qualified and hard
tested transmitter is installed in a pressure permeable
box which withstands the temperature for some hours. This
equipment has been developped by Brown, Boveri & Cie and
is installed in a 1300 MW PWR plant in the F.R.G.
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The third possibility is to disperse the transmitter out-
side the containment (Fig. 3c).

Containment wall

electr. penetration

Signal

a

Transmitter Test valve

T/
Primary
circuit wall

Process valve Y/

Measuring tube
Transmitter valve

Pressure equalization input

Signal ̂ Tg j

elecfr penetration

Signal |

Tubing penetration

Fig. 3: Protection of a transmitter against environmental
conditions inside the containment

a)
b)
c)

INACCURACIES:

Equipment satisfies environmental conditions
Thermal protection of transmitter
Equipment outside the containment

Designing a subcooled margin monitor, there must be noted
random and common mode failures of all the instruments and
the rules of their propagation. Furthermore there must be
distinguished between instrument inaccuracies which are

- independent on the adjustment of the measuring range,
- dependent on the measuring span,

dependent on the respective operating point.
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Fig. 4: Pressure transmitter, encapsulated against en-
vironmental conditions in the containment

left; The open box
right: Box without transmitter. In front of views

energy absorber of the pressure inlet

The data sheet of instruments should contain three cate-
gories of inaccuracies:

basis inaccuracy,
- inaccuracy influence of allowed operating conditions,

inaccuracy influence of emergency environmental con-
ditions.

The inaccuracy influence of emergency environmental con-
ditions concerns only the measuring device inside the con-
tainment.
That's the transmitter for pressure measurement and the
temperature compensator and the transmitter for the tem-
perature measurement.
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Pig. 5: Subcooled margin monitor, instrument inaccuracies
without accident conditions for the measurement
chains

Fig. 5 shows the calculated instrument inaccuracies with-
out any emergency environmental influence. The calculation
is startet with random failures for the pressure sensor
(transmitter) of +̂  0,25 % relative failure share in the
output signal and + 0,7 % for the temperature measurement
(sensor, TC-wire, cold junction compensation, trans-
mitter). The common mode failure of the temperature meas-
urement chain may be - 0,6 %. The written inaccuracies of
the instruments are a function of some twenty individual
influences of each instrument, whose parameters are listed
up at the beginning of this chapter [1],

T'ne range of temperature is 0.. .400 "C, the range of pres-
sure is 1...161 bar, the spans are 400 K and 160 bar.

The resulting saturation margin of the temperature has an
inaccuracy of

+ 1,078 % / - 0,173 %.

Referred to the temperature span of 250 K this are
+ 2,695 K and - 3,127 K (see Fig. 5).
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Accident environmental conditions inside the containment
will influence the accuracy of pressure transmitter and
temperature measurement chain. Especially the following
failures must be considered:

1. Hot junction compensator: +0,5 % of the
measuring span.

2. Temperature transmitter,
influence on the zero
point: + 0,2 % of the
highest measuring range (400 *C).

3. Temperature transmitter,
influence on the span: + 0,1 % of the
measuring span.

For the temperature measurement chain we have to consider
a bigger inaccuracy of + 0,99 % / - 0,6 % instead of
+ 0,7 % / - 0,6 %.

In a similar way the inaccuracy of pressure transmitter
will increase.

As an estimation shows, the influence of additive accident
conditions for the instruments installed inside the con-
tainment will remain in narrow limits.
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DISCUSSION

Question; J. Valkó, Hungary

1. Subcooled boiling detection is attempted by other people
using neutron flux - or temperature - noise analysis.
Would you comment on the respective merits of the diffe-
rent techniques?

Answer:

1. Neutron flux noise analysis and the mentioned measure-
ments of differential pressure and heated temp, sensor
method are methods for reactor coolant inventory /not
for subcooled margin monitoring/.

Diff. pressure and heated temperature sensor are well
proved methods, which are in service in PWR, heavy
water reactors during some years. Neutron flux noise
analysis againts it, is not yet an industrial and well
proved method.

Question: T. Kukko, Finland

You mentioned that you use the highest temperature in the
saturation margin calculation. Does this mean that you use
the fuel outlet temperatures? In Imatran Voima OY /= my
company/ we think that the highest fuel outlet temperature
does not represent well the circumstances in the reactor
vessel in an accident situation.

Answer:

We don't use the fuel outlet temperature but the hot leg
temperature. I agree with you, that fuel outlet is not
representative.
We measured hot leg temp, in a redundant way /e.g. 4x/ and
we took the highest value of these temperatures.
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Question: E. Végh, Hungary

How the actual working point is presented against the
saturation curve in the described Subcooled Margin Monitor?

Answer:

The actual working point can be presented as a point on a
screen or display. It is also possible, to present actual
temp, and pressure and saturation margin as numerical in-
formation .
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AN APPROACH FOR A MICROPROCESSOR-BASED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM FOR
A FAST BREEDER REACTOR

by

W. Glauner, Projekt Schneller Brüter

U. Voges, Institut fiir Datenverarbeitung in der Technik
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe

D 7500 Karlsruhe

Cooling disturbances within the core of a Fast Breeder Reac-
tor are a major concern for safety considerations. A fault
propagation diagram has been set up and the potential
of different individual detection methods was investi-
gated. Future efforts are directed towards a probabilistc
evaluation of the failure propagation and an attempt to
combine the signals from different detection methods in-
to a more sensitive early failure detection system. The
realization will be made by microprocessors.

Introduction:

Local cooling disturbances in the fuel bundles of a Fast Breeder
Keactor may be caused by
- foreign particles
- inadmissible clearances and tolerances
- spacer grid failures
- pin bowing
- random pin failures (cladding defects)

These disturbances might initiate a fault propagation, if they are
not detected by a suitable surveillance system and interrupted by
an action.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified fault propagation szenario for a fuel
element.
Therefore, to increase the preventive safety level and also the
availability of the plant, an early failure detection system is of
major interest.

Present work

At KfK, several methods for the detection of the different possible
phenomena during a fault propagation have been investigated, namely
- mean outlet temperature control from each fuel element
- fission product monitoring (DND and fission gas)
- temperature noise at the outlet of a fuel element
- indirect flowrate determination of a fuel element
- acoustic boiling noise detection
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In Kig. 1 the detection methods are indicated on those positions of
the fault propagation diagram where they are expected to be
effective«

The status of the in-pile and out-pile research on the individual
methods is the following:
Mean outlet temperature (Fig. 2)
A computerized surveillance system, consisting of 3 redundant
microprocessor-subsystems, is being built and under test now on the
sodium cooled fast reactor KNK II, using optical fibres for the
data transfer. Different sets of surveillance algorithm as they
will be provided for a large breeder are under test
Fission product monitoring from defect fuel pins
One measures DN (delayed neutrons) in the coolant and fission gases
(Xe) in the cover gas. The f.p. release, transport and deposition
behaviour is reasonably understood.
As an example, fig. 3 shows the rør-signal from a defect with an
ideal surface - defined area, clean - for different coolant (» fuel
surface) temperatures in a test loop with long pipework.. But in a
realistic case the fuel develops cracks and pores after some opera-
tion time, so the f.p. signal will be higher than in the ideal
case.
On the other hand, the formation of a fuel/sodium compound within
the defect-area can cause a reduced f.p. signal. This fuel/sodium
compound can also produce a partial blockage within the coolant
channel and perhaps cause a defect propagation, see fig. 1.
Detailed investigations on this subject are inprogress.
Temperature noise analysis
Local blockages will cause only a slight increase of the mean
coolant outlet temperature. But due to high temperature gradients
in the blockage area, the RMS of the coolant outlet temperature
will increase remarkably. Fig. 4 summarizes the results of numerous
out-pile measurements with different blockage sizes, which have
demonstrated the potential of temperature noise measurements for
blockage detection.
Indirect flowrate measurements (compensation method)
Flow rate changes due to local disturbances within the fuel element
can be detected via sensitive mean temperature measurements at the
outlet. These are achieved by eliminating the effects of the
natural fluctuations of the coolant inlet temperature and the neu-
tron flux by a novel method, see fig* 5: the fuel element and its
thermohydraulics are modelled and supplied with the measured
neutron flux and inlet temperature, yielding a simulated outlet
temperature. If we subtract this signals from the measured outlet
temperature, we get a remarkable reduction of the natural back-
ground noise and a better sensitivity for coolant disturbance detec-
tion. Fig. 5 shows a result front KNK II, with a reduction of the
signal fluctuation to about 1/5.

The therraohydraulic model parameters are determined by noise
analysis techniques from the system under operation. Good results
have been obtained in KNK II.
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Acoustic noise will be measurable if sodium boiling occurs in a
later stage of the fault development, fig. 1. Out-pile experiments
have yielded typical amplitudes and frequency-distributions of
Na-boiling, see fig. 6. Future in-pile experiments will give the
acoustic transfer characteristics through a reactor core (boiling
generator experiment in KNK II).

For the above discussed problem areas the measuring methods are de-
veloped corresponding to the phenomena to be observed, and the
signal analysis methods are individually tailored for the problem
under investigation.

The next step will be an integrated core surveillance system, which
combines several individual signals into a more sensitive supervi-
sion or even into a single decision making output.
To perform this, we work on the
- quantification of the "local fault propagation diagram". Fig. 7
gives an example for the case "pin failure" of fig.l

- estimation of possible time sequences of the single events and of
individual monitoring methods. The same monitor might react in
different phases during the fault propagation. For this task,
major efforts are necessary from both, theoretical considerations
and results from experiments.

Future work
An integrated core surveillance system is shown in Fig. 8.
The complete system can be subdivided into six levels:
- reading and input level (RIL)
- common communication level 1 (CCL1)
- individual or separate evaluation level (SEL)
- common communication level 2 (CCL2)
- decision making level (DML)
- output generation level (OGL)

In the reading and input level (RIL) the raw, mainly analog, input
data from the process (the reactor) are read and preprocessed. For
each independent class of process signals there is a separate unit
for preprocessing. The preprocessing includes
- analog/digital conversion
- standard noise removal
- basic plausibility checks for data validity
- fault detection for the measurement instrumentation
- basic data operations.
The result of this level is a set of improved input data.
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Via the common communication level (CCL1) the data are transported
to the next active level, the SEL. The structure of CCL1 can be
partially a point-to-point connection of a unit from KIL to a unit
from SEL, e.g. if an input data is used for a single evaluation
unit only, and partially a common bus by which several units of KIL
and SEL are interconnected.

The separate evaluation level (SEL) consists of independently
working evaluation units. Each unit incorporates a different core
surveillance method - e.g. for mean temperature, acoustic noise
etc. - with its individual surveillance algorithm. Compared with
the separate realisation of each method here the units receiva al-
ready prevalidated input in digital form. Again the single units of
the SEL give their evaluation results via the CCL2 to the decision
making level DML and to the output generation level OGL. As in the
case with the CCL1, the CCL2 can be organised partially by direct
lines, partially by a common bus.
The decision making level (DML) contains the major extension of the
integrated approach as compared with the separate independent
realisations of the core surveillance methods. Here the individual
results are analysed, compared and correlated with each other,
using the results from the quantification and time sequence
analysis of local faults and their detectability. A simple example
of such a correlated analysis is the following: two independent me-
thods report a reactor state which is still in the "normal" field,
but e.g. close to the upper limits« For both methods individually
this means only a low probability of disturbance« But for the cor-
related analysis this can be interpreted as a somewhat higher proba-
bility of a disturbance.

The sophistication of the DML can have different grades. This de-
pends very strongly on the correlation between the different core
surveillance methods which can be found by theory and experi-
ments, and also on the effects the methods are detecting and 'where
the methods are located in the fault propagation diagram.

Different methods can be applied for the decision Baking, e.g.
- cause-consequence analysis
- fault tree evaluation
- pattern recognition
- procedure prompting
- expert system
Which of these methods will be used depends on the level of know-
ledge available:
Cause-consequence analysis and fault tree evaluation are closely re-
lated to the physics of the fault propagation diagram of fig. 1*
Pattern recognition is based as well on early test experience as on
operating experience. Certain patterns - reactor states or state
sequences in terms of input data and evaluaton results - can be
judged as possibly leading to a disturbance, other as being not
dangerous.
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Procedure prompting is related to an interaction with the operator:
depending on the different evaluations some actions could be sugge-
sted to the operators. The method of an expert system is partially
including the other methods. Based on previously gained information
and knowledge and predefined decision rules a reactor state
evaluation is made and resulting information is given to the
operators, may be with the request for certain actions.

Finally, the output generation level (OGL)is the last part
processing the data. It is possible to realize here a data logging
device which is storing the data with high resolution (e.g. 1/sec)
for a short period of time (e.g. lo to 3o min.).
In case of a disturbance or an accident this data is then available
for post accident analysis etc. For long term logging (^ 3o min.)
only a lower resolution is sufficient (ál/min.).

In case some part of the system is operating in a closed loop mode
this can be achieved either by direct connection with the
respective evaluation unit or via the OGL.

The envisaged Integrated core surveillance system has two major ad-
vantages compared with the separated stand-alone core surveillance
systems. First, the. input of the different surveillance methods are
partially identical. Therefore a common preprocessing is possible
which can save some instrumentation costs and efforts, and also
gives the possibility to do some more sophisticated preprocessing.
Second, the outputs of the single methods can be correlated. This
increases the capabilities for early fault detection.
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FI6. 2 STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPERATURE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
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Discussion;

Question: E. Végh, Hungary

The described very interesting indirect flow rate measure-
ment needs a channel model. What is your experience, how
often the parameters of this model have to be readjusted ?

Answer:

The model parameters are "about constant" at least for
several weeks.

Remark: another attempt is to supervize the fuel/coolant
channel thermo-hidraulics by frequent application of this
method.
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A METHODOLOGY FOR FUNCTIONAL TESTING OF PROTECTION AND

CONTROL SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS,

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CODE CAPTA

by

J.M. Izquierdo, E. Gil, J. Hortal

Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear
P°. de la Castellana, 135

Madrid-16, Spain

In general the functional testing of protection channels
emphasizes the correct adjustment of comparator set points
that generates protection initiation signals, but opera-
tional methodology avoids correct testing of gains and
time constants. It is important to develop tools and pro-
cedures to perform a rapid diagnostic of any software fail-
ure of this type. This paper describes such a tool as
developed by the PWR startup testing group of C.S.N.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

Prediction of the appropriate response of control and protection systems under

static and dynamic conditions is necessary at the design stage to establish re-

quirements on limiting conditions for operation and control and trip set points

of a Nuclear Power Plant Unit.

Also during the commissioning stage and as a continuous safety concern during

its operational life, software testing of the correct response of all chan-

nels is a central focus of attention.

Functional testing of electronic components include individual testing of

static and dynamic responses, measurements of overall channel time response

(via observation of bistable status changes under predeterminded inputs) and

checks - of bistable settings.

A channel of the protection system tipically consists of (See Fig. 1)

- an appropriate detector for sensing the selected process variable.
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- an electronic chain, generally linear, that includes filters, amplifiers,

sunning units, etc.

- a signal comparator which gives a logic output according to a threshold

point (set,point) fixed or variable. This logic signal is combined with

those of other channels resulting in protective actions if a predetermined

number of channels are activated (logic part).

In many cases a single channel may receive signals coining - from several

sensors and combine them generally through summing units.

A control channel is similar but with some pecularities. Among them:

- It is more common the presence of nonlinearities like variable gains,

on-off with hysteresis, etc.

- The final element of the channel is not a bistable comparator, but generally

an actuator with capability for modifying process variables inducing feed-

back loops from the rest of the plant sy«terns.

In general the functional testing of protection channels emphasizes the correct

adjustment of comparator set points that generates protection initiation sig-

nals. However, a wrong setting of a gain or time coastant within the analogic

channel, may have an equivalent effect to a wrong bistable set-point in the

channel response. For this reason, it is important to develop tools and pro-

cedures to perform a rapid diagnostic of any software failure of this type.

These procedures should be easily implenented in routine surveillance activates.

This paper describes such a tool as developed by the PWR startup testing group

of C.S.N. The methodology only concerns the electronic channels from sensor's

outputs to logic system's or actuator's inputs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE CAFTA

As a means of performing the surveillance of appropriate software settings,

we have developed the code CAPTA (Control And Protection Test Analysis).

It consists of a mathematical scheme for solving the equations that the pro-

tection and control circuitry are supposed to follow if everything works cor-

rectly Because of the linearity of most parts of these systems it is con-
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venient the use of Laplace transformation techniques for predicting the ex-

pected response.

The user describes the system through a matrix of up to 10 levels and up to

10 branches in each one. Each branch of level n supports a linear combination

of level n-l output functions. (See Fig. 1)

The operations that the code is able to perform are the following:

i) calculates the Laplace transforms of the input functions to the system

(level 1 input).

ii) calculates, in the frequency domain, the output functions of each branch

and perform a linear combination of than to obtain the input to the fol-

lowing level.

iii) calculates the Inverse Laplace Tranform of the output functions of the

last level and of any other preselected by the user. The curves obtained

are printed in a suitable way for easy comparison with test results.

In each level, each one of the functions may be subjected to any of the fol-

lowing treatments:

- Transmission of the input signal through a set of lead-lag and/or filter

units.

- Transmission of the input signal through a set of more complicated transfer

functions (special filters).

- Transmission of the input signal through non-linear or on-off units. These

units, at level n, are provided with an additional "line of condition" which

may be connected to any functions of level n' á n;

The calculation of the Inverse Laplace Transform, (that allows the output

signal to be obtained in the time domain, either graphically or numerically),

is performed using Bellman S Kalaba's method (ref. 1), slightly modified.

The simplicity of this method of Laplace Inversion and the small computer time

involved, allows the treatment of non linearities by working out them in i.he

time domain.
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APPLICATIONS

Checkout of functional Testing of the Protection System

Routine tests that involve the protection system reliability assurance include

the so called functional channel tests.

Through the injection of a simulated signal to the "closest to the detector"

test point, the response of the channel, including its alarm trip functions is

verified. These tests are performed on a monthly basis and, due to their nature

are a very good source of information to examine the code ability and to de-

termine the overall channel uncertainty and its contributors. This is obtained

by registering intermediate channel test point responses as veil as the output

signal, and comparing them with the Capta calculated responses. The shape of

the injected signal (ramp, step, etc.), is selected so that important channel

unit constants will be sensitive parameters.

Other applications in this context include the measuring of response time of

the channel instrumentation, although these tests have a lower frequency of

performance.

Control System Response in Large Transients

During startup testing several plant disturbances are deliberately induced at

the plant to observe the different control system loop responses, like load

following and load reduction transients. Using Capta, a checkout of consistency

between registered input and output signals of the different control loops and

of those protection channels recorded during the tests can be performed.

Parametric Studies of Protection System Settings

Among the different parameters that may be modified within the different chan-

nels, not all of them are of the same safety importance. In fact, there may be

"noise-filters" such that a sifnificant deviation do not affect the perform-

ance of any safety function while others oriented towards compensation tasks

may have a critical setting adjustement.

In some cases it may be simple to realize this relative importance. But when

coupling between different units and parameters arises, it is convenient to

have automatic procedures to afford the problems. The code CAPTA allows such

a study in a parametric form because the user has the capability of fixing the

value of each system setting.
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EXAMPLE

In Fig. I we show one of the most representative trip circuits of a PWR. Using

the input signals obtained from the records of a large transient test, we have

found the results obtained in Fig. 2 at the indicated test points. The figure

also shows the recorded results of the plant. As may be seen, trends are the

same and a systematic error attributed to the recorder scales is identified.

REFERENCE

(1) Bellman, R.E. and Kalaba, R.E., Numerical Inversion of the Laplace

Transform (Elsevier, New York, 1966).
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DISCUSSION

Question; Lars-Erik Hall, Finland

Do you use ordinary hardware equipment for registration of the test results
or equipment connected at each occasion?

Answer;

Our main source of information are recorders connected at each occasion be-
cause our plants don't have appropriate data collection systems.

Question: E. Végh, Hungary

In a control and protection system different non-linear elements as logarithmic
amplifiers or non-linear filters are used. How are these elements treated by
code CAPTA?

Answer;

CAPTA treats non-linearities in time domain. It is a sequential code (feed-
backs are still unavailable).

The treatment of non-linearities is as follows:
the input signal to the non-linear elements is converted to the time domain,
the output obtained and returned - if necessary - to the frequency domain.
Although some errors can be introducec by these operations, in most practical
cases we get good accuracy.
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